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ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 2, 1910.

nURRILL NATIONAL BAN

P-ELLSWORTH,

ME.
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ITS USELESS
for

a burglar to try to
get at
valuables deposited in our vaults
for safe keeping. Our SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS are absolutely

impregnable. Everyone has valuable papers.
If placed in our
vaults they are where you are sure

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK
Maude Yeatoa—Geeee for sale.
Michael Shea—Notice of foreclosure.
Bxec notice— Est Mare L. Raich.
In bankruptcy—Wm A Sweets ter.
C E Monaghan—Society hall to let.
Mrs Ann Carroll—Sleigh, sleds, etc, for sale.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Bpciimm, Mb:
Julia W Barnard and Charlotte 8 Barnard—
Notices of foreclosure.
Banoob, Mb:
red H Clifford—Advertising agency.

f

8CHEDULB OP MAILS
AT BLLSWOBTB POVTOmCB.

In

to find them, when you want them.

You

can

rent a compartment for

little as $3.00 per year.
spection invited.
as

In-

sJTect Oct. 10, 1010.
MAILS BBCBIVBD.

Pbom Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.28 and BAB p m.
Pbom East—11.06,11.45 a ro; 4.42 and 10.52 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

POSTOFFICB.

Going Wbst—10.80,11.15 a m; 4 and 3 pm.
Goino East—6.45 a m; 4 and 6 pm.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday maU.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 0 to 10 a

an

UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF ELLSWORTH.
and Profits,

Capital, Surplus
Deposits,

W. W. Morrison, of Boston,

city

over

was

in

the

Sunday.
a

j

$1,245,000

;

Mias Jennie Thomas, of Ntcolin, is the
guest of Mrs. Embert C. Osgood.

i

Carroll F. Shea baa returned from
week’s vacation spent in Boston.

Absolute Security. Absolute Permanency, Conservative Management and Painstaking Service—
these four form the foundation upon which this
business edifice has been erected.
Anti these four we guarantee to you in Connection with any and all business which you may
place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited.

a

The Thursday club will meet this week
with Mrs. Howard F. Whitcomb.
Clarence Davis and wife, of Elat Bosare guests of Mrs. E. E. Rowe.
Henry W. Sargent is home from Cambridge, Mass., for a week's vacation.

ton,

j

UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF ELLSWORTH.

Mrs. E. E. Rowe returned Saturday
from a two-weeks’ visit in Massachusetts.
M. Y. McGown, bookkeeper of the
Union Trust Co., has been ill the past
week.
Samuel

P. Jordan

Bright's disease

at

is

bis

critically
home

on

ill of
Water

street.

Mrs. Q.

Sept. 14, 1910.

for

R. Cunningham left Sunday
where she will spend the

Portland,

winter.

George H. Grant and wife left yesterday
for Boston, where they will spend the
w inter.

imrn
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HOW SAFE ARE YOUR VALUABLES?
I'm iou*

paper*. Jewelry, etc., not protected againat ponible
fire, or eimUar loea, ia In conatant Jeopardy. The aafe
depoalt boxe* In oar big vault are proof againat *11 outaide in
truaion; if YOU rent a box here no one can open it but you
or your author tied agent; and we afford
your property tbia
«b«olut* aately at a very modeet rental.
Write or call for
[art icular*.
l be ft,

EASTERN TRUST I BANKING CO, BANGOR. ML
BrudM M Old Town nnd Mnchiot.

Mm Helen Nealley has returned from
Worcester, Mass., where ahe took a course
in dressmaking.
B. F. Jordan, of Framingham, Mass., is
visiting his parents, Isaac Jordan and
wife, at Beechland.
The senior class of the high school gave
a dancing end card party at Odd Fellows
hall Monday evening.
Charles

Pierson, who has been ill of ty-

phoid fever in the East Maine general
hospital, Bangor, is home.
Charles Shaw and family, of West Sullivan, have moved here, occupying Mrs.
Shaw's house

on

Water street.

Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett and daughter
Marion left to-day for Cambridge, Mass.,
where they will spend the winter.
A. L. Livingston, of Boston, who has
spending a few days with H. W.
Dunn and family, returned to-day.
been

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W. & F. L. MASON
FOR SALE OR RENT

FOR SALE
Maynard Whittaker place. Ellsworth, Maine.
A hrye 3 story bouse, bam and outbuildings,
».’t£ 30 acres of land, In
*Ue from postofftee.

good repair, about 1

Twastory bouse, shed and large stable, all
connected wtth city water and electric lights,
and About 1 acre oI land. A bargain on easy
terms.

Other Properties in Ellsworth and Vicinity

6.

TAPLEY,

W.

FIRE IN8URANOE
ELLSWORTH,

REAL ESTATE.
...

MAINE.
■————————

—

Hancock County
THE

HDiiortliFlry ftl’clWls
n AVE ADDED A

garage
to their
equipment, and are prepared
®®«t aft demands for repairing at
™nt notice.
Skilled machlmata;

2

““Pie storage

room.

OPEN evenings
A PULL

*«•»»«««.

LINE

till

OF

Telepbaw UO.

io.

SUPPLIES
KlUwooa.

Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

The ladies of Irene chapter, O. E. S.,
requested to meet with Miss Carrie U.
Means to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.

are

The first meeting of the Literature club
held at the home of Mrs. E. K.
Hopkins next Monday evening, Nov. 7, at
7.30.
will be

Thomas J. DeLaittre, who has been in
the Maine general hospital in Portland
the past month for surgical treatment, arrived home last night.

John E. Morse and Miss Cora B. Bargent, both of Ellsworth, were married by
Kev. P. A. A. Killam at the Baptist parsonage Saturday evening.
Orrin W. Tripp, who was critically ill of
pneumonia last week, has continued to
improve, and unless other complications
s
arise, will soon be about again.
Mrs. F. W. Hollins is home after an extended visit with her daughter, Mrs.
William Dulles, in Englewood, N. J.,
and relatives in Massachusetts.
called out Friday
evening for a chimney fire at the home of
Capt. Joseph M. Higgins on Water street.
No damage was done the house.
The firemen

were

The second quarterly conference of the
Methodist society will be held in the vestry next Monday evening at 7.30, District
Superintendent H. B. Haskell presiding.

The bank commissioner of the State of
Maine has recently requested the officers
of each savings bank and trust companyfof
the State to secure the verification >nd
comparison of its depositors* pass-books.

News has been received here of the
death of William SuUivan, of Bar Harbor,
who was killed on a railroad in Texas.
He was the son of the late W. B. SuUivan,
formerly of Ellsworth.

The trustees of the above-named bank,
recognising the advantages resulting from
such comparisons, do therefore ask its
depositors to bring or send in their books
for verification on or before the thirty-first

The committee of the Ellsworth merchants' association in charge of arrangements for the food fair Feb. 20-25 have
plans of the haU, showing location of
booths, ready for distribution.

of OCTOBER.

The regular annual meeting of the VUlage improvement society will be held at
the home of Mrs. Frank M. Gaynor next

This method has proved effective in
Massachusetts and Mew York, and as a
matter of self-interest all depositors should
comply with this notice promptly.
Books sent by mail should contain full
address for return.
In behalf of the trustees,
A. E. Moobb, President,
Hancock County Savings Bank.

This Is the time to plant
spring’s
Bulbs for next
flowers. We have Tulips,
at
Hyacinths and Daffodils

THE ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

Monday anernoon at a ociocx.
tendance of members is desired.

The Canadian colored jubilee singers
will give a concert at Hancock hall Friday evening, Dec. 9, under tbe auspices of
the Helpeomehow society of the Baptist
church.

a iuu at-

Mrs. Maria Ryder died at her home at
No. 8 plantation Friday, aged eighth-sir
years. Funeral services were held Sunday
forenoon, Rev. P. A. A. KiUam officiating.
The body was taken to Lamoine for interment.

F. Graves and Miss Alice N.
Marshall, both of North Hancock, were
married at the Baptist parsonage in this
city Saturday forenoon, by Rev. P. A. A.
Killam. They left on the noon train for
Bangor, where they will make their home.
Charles

Charles A. Beal has purchased the
Brlckett farm in Trenton, and will move
Mr. Beal will engage
there this week.
more extensively in the poultry business

No. 44

ELLSWORTH WATER.
Another Analysts by Director ol State
Laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made ol the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at
Aognsta. The analysis, the figures of
which are for parts in 100,000, is as follows:

Crows are getting unusually tame about
Date of collection, Oct. 18, 1910; examinaEllsworth. One visited the business section, Oct. 19.
tion yesterday.
Lester Salisbury and
Appearance
Turbidity, 0; sediment, 0;
Percival Wescott soon got after him with color 0.9.
their guns.
Both are expert shots, and
Odor—Cold, none; hot, vegetable.
Residue on evaporation—Total, 1.80; lost on
they “knocked the stuffing" out of the
bird. Harold Hooper was the taxidermist. ignition, 1.80; fixed residue, 1.00.
Ammonia—Free,
.0018; in solution, .0108.
The family of Charles W. Eaton has
Chlorine—0.27.
moved from the Watts house on Court
Nitrogen—Nitrates, trace; nitrites, none.
street, most of the family going to BanOxygen consumed, 0.29.
gor, where Mr. Eaton baa been for some
Hardness—1.18.
time. The bouse is undergoing extensive
Alkalinity, 0.40.
Iron—.020.
repairs, and when these are completed, it
Lead—None.
will be occnpied by Richard Hawkes and
—

Colon bacillus—None.

family.

In a letter accompanying tbe analysis,
Dr. Evans says:
The

analysis shows this water to be in its

four-year-old son, George Douglass, who usual first-class condition. There is no eviof either chemical or bacterial pollution
died Thursday, Oct. 27.
While the child dence
of this water by sewage drainage, and. in
had been ill since birth, and its parents
of
the long drought, the water is in its
spite

cannot but feel that Its

$170,000

■
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same

The many Ellsworth friends of D. Bbirley Norris and wife, of Bar Harbor, sympathize with them in the loss of their

m.

Mrs. Fred L. Mason has returned from
visit of a few days in Bangor.

than he has done in Ellsworth, bat at the
time will be near enough to Ellaworth to attend to bis painting business
here.

!

ing, It had found

death

bless-

was a

their hearts
and a mother’s
devotion such as a
stronger child would not have demanded.
There were prayers at the home in Bar
Harbor Saturday, after which tbe body
was brough here for interment in Woodbine cemetery, Rev. R. B. Mathews conducting prayers at the grave.
a

place

in

usual fall condition. In its present condition
this water is a fit and safe water to use for
drinking and for all domestic and manu-

facturing

*

uses.

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Rev. G. W. Johnson Not Poor.
Miss Mertie Doyle, of Bar Harbor, ia
That Kev. George Washington Johnson,
visiting relatives bere for a few days.
native of Blnehill, the eccentric clergyman
Eliakim H. Jordan, of Bangor, was bere
who died in Tops ham last week, was not
a part of last week, the guest of Mrs. Mary
North Ellsworth farmers and many a poor man, was learned when a search of J. Dunbam.
from the neighboring towns are preparing the house was made by Coroner Gordon, of
Mrs. Mary Parsons, of Mariavilie, who
In the house Mr. Gordon
tor the farmers' institute which will be Brunswick.
bas spent a few days among relatives bere,
held at Agricultural hall to-morrow. The found nearly |150 in cash and a bank book
returned borne Monday.
institute is under the auspices of the State representing |4,000 made out is the name
Mrs. Julia Patten bas returned from
of
the
half-witted
son
Henry
Johnson,
of
There
will
be
department
agriculture.
Bangor, where she bas been visiting her
sessions in tbe forenoon, opening at 10 who lived with him.
The son, who is about twenty-five years sister several weeks.
o’clock, and in the afternoon, opening at
Miss Albertine Saunders, wbo bas been
2 o’clock. A picnic dinner will be served old, arose Monday morning and found his
in the hall. Approved methods of farm- father dead. He found an old pair of black spending the summer here, left Wednesing, particularly as regards crops in which trousers which he cut up to form a crepe day for Florence, M^ss.
the farmers of this section are most which he nailed on the door before he left
Mrs. C. J. Treworgy and Mrs. M. H.
interested, will be presented and discussed. the house.
went to

Haynes
Bangor Wednesday,
The house was very scantily furnished,
stopping over until Thursday.
only the most necessary articles of furniMrs. Kate Bowden, of Brewer, wbo bas
There were, however,
ture being found.
present.
been visiting her mother, Mrs. William
hundreds of kooks. The old clergyman
The boys of the F. L. C. (Jass of the j
Young, returned home to-day.
was a great book-lover and at times wrote
Baptist Sunday school enjoyed a Hal- both
Henry Hatch and wife, who have reand poetry, bis liking for literprose
lowe’en social Monday evening, given by
work extending back to his college cently returned from Bar Harbor, have
their teacher, Mrs. Hattie Curtis, at the ary
moved into the Haslam bouse for the winIn order to days.
home of Mrs. Pearl Lord.
ter.
Besides the son Henry, he leaves
a
balance the crowd, the girls of the S. G. C.
in the western part of
Mrs. George P. Dunbam went to Boston
class were invited, and the two classes younger son, living
the State, and a daughter, Mrs. Mabel Saturday for a week’s visit with her sister.
made nearly a houseful. Games were enShe was accompanied
Strout, of Biddeford.
by Mrs. Charles
joyed. A peanut-race and acorn-hunt were
King, of Eden.
among the specialties, and the good time
Killed at Sullivan Quarry.
Drs. Hodgkins and Woodruff performed
was topped off with refreshments of iceNorth Hclxjvan, Oct. 31 (special)—A an
operation on Albert Cottle’s throat last
cream and cake, served by Mrs. Lord, Mrs.
fatal accident occurred at Dunbar Bros.’
week, removing the tonsils, which have
Curtis and Misses Alma and May Wilson.
in
forenoon,
resulting
Saturday
quarry
Arrangements are being made for an en- the death of Forrest Q. Perry, of Goulds- been troubling Mr. Cottle for a long time.
Dr. T. 8. Tapley, of Tremont, was here
tertainment to be given by the boys’ class
boro, employed as blacksmith.
over Saturday night, the guest of E. A.
some time during the month.
A rock from a blast went through the
The engagement is announced of Miss building in which he worked, and strik- Flood and wife, leaving Sunday in comMary F. Robinson, of Brockton, Mass., ing Mr. Perry on the head, near the base pany with A. C. Flood for a week’s huntdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. of the brain, rendered him unconscious. ing up river.
John A. Scott, wife and two children,
Robinson, of this city, and Thomas B. The injured man was taken to the
Inness, of Brockton. The w edding is set home of N. Newman, where Dr. Black of Monson, came the latter part of last
Mr. was at once called, and everything
for Thanksgiving day, Nov. 24.
possi- week for a few days with Mrs. Scott’s
Mrs.
Inness is the owner of the Checkerton and ble was done to relieve him, bat be died parents, George E. Davis and wife.
Chesston apartment houses in Brockton. at 3 o’clock
Sunday morning, without Scott and two children remained until
He came there from New York about having regained consciousness.
Monday.
eight years ago. He is prominent in
Mr. Perry was thirty-nine years of age.
Advertising keeps a business healthy;
masonic circles in Brockton and New Besides his wife and mother, who were
drives out that “run-down” feeling; lends
York, and is a past commander of Coeur with him when the end came, he leaves vigor to every half-sick department, and
de Leon commandery, K. T., of New four small children.
helps it to win trade and profits.
He is a member of several
York city.
Edward Van Alstyne, of Kinderhook, N.
Y., and other prominent speakers will be

Miss

clubs.

abilty,

and is

Robinson is

an

particularly well

of
for
studio

artist

known

She has had a
on china.
Brockton some years, spending her
summers in Ellsworth.
her work

in

With the exception of some finishing
by the painters and a few odd
jobs for the carpenter, the interior improvements at the Baptist church are
done, and the society is now waiting for
the pews, which are overdue. Plans are
being made to celebrate the semi-centennial of the organization and to rededicate as soon as the new auditorium is
ready for occupancy. Two splendid gifts
one a
have recently come to the society
check of |60 from Howard M. DeLaittre,
9
of Minneapolis, Minn. It will be remembered that his parents were honored
members of the church, and in common
with others of the family he shows his
interest in the society in this practical
Mr. DeLaittre is a brother of
way.
DeLaittre and a cousin of
Charles P.
whose recent
Hon. John
DeLaittre,
gifts to the church were announced. The
other gift was from Senator Eugene Hale,
in the shape of a check for flOO to be
applied toward the improvements. His
generouB contribution is appreciated by
the society.
touches

—

Ellsworth

people who rememDer ClarE. Jarvis, of Batter Creek, Cal., who,
with his wife, visited his aant, Mrs. A. F.
Qreely, in this city a few years ago, will
be Interested in the following clipping
from the lone Valley Echo of recent date.
The mention of Mr. Jarvis is all the more
complimentary that the paper is the republican organ of the county, while Mr.
Jarvis is the democratic candidate. The
“In this issue appears the
Echo aaysi
card of Clarence E. Jarvis, for assessor.
Mr. Jarvis was born in lone and reared
He has so conto manhood among us.
ducted himself, in both public and private life, that he has won the esteem of
all who know him. He is a man of rare
business Judgment, an expert on values,
and a man who can be influenced only as
he sees the right. During his four years
in the office he has made many changes
and installed a book of U. 8. patents
which has paid the county well; also a
loose-leaf system that is an instant reference file, and so arranged that any taxpayer can see his different assessments
without asking anyone for it. He also
equalised the assessment, and during his
term the mining assessments have been
increased fl,284,000. Several steel bridges
have been built, and still the tax rate is
lower than when he went into office.”

Deer Isle Schooner Lost.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
The three-masted schooner Florence LeB. H. Meader came home from Northeast
land, owned by A. O. Gross, of Deer isle,
was lost at sea during the recent gales.
Harbor Saturday.
The crew was taken off by the British
Willard Treworgy and wite visited relaBteamer Commodore, from New Orleans, tives here
last week.
and landed at Liverpool, Eng., Oct. 27.
Elmer Trueworthy came home last week
The Florence Leland sailed from ingrawith a span of horses.
hamport, near Halifax, N. S., about four
Madeline Moon was a week-end guest of
weeks ago, with laths for Philadelphia.
The master is Capt. George L. Holden, of her cousin, Adelia Barron.
J. Q. Barron went to Lakewood Saturday
Deer Isle, while two of the crew are Bartlett Robbins, of Stoningtoc, mate, and and bought a cow of Irving Wilbur.
Arthur Dow, of Deer Isle.
Eljah Partridge and wife visited Mr.
The schooner was valued at about |25,- Tenant at Valley Farm over Sunday.
000 and was well insured. She was blown
Mrs. Annie Carter came home from the
far oat of her course.
Eastern Maine hospiul Saturday, much

To Reduce Limit on Birds.
The fish and game commissioners in
Bangor last night met Game Wardens
Walter I. Neal and Frank M. Perkins,
who are stationed there, and George W.
Rosa, Gapt. W. T. Pollard, of Foxcroft,
and B. L. Cummings, of Roulton.
The principal topic of discussion was
the advisability of changing the number
of partridges or woodcock which a person
may shoot from fifteen to ten.
All the wardens were in favor of reducing
the number to ten, and said that people
generally throughout the State wanted the
limit made ten.

improved

in health.

Milton A. Barron, who has been at borne
with a broken arm, returned to liikewood
to attend school

Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Tourtelotte and children
and Miss Haynes spent Sunday with Mrs.
Tourtelotte’s parents at North Orland.
An attractive ad, brimful of vim and
faithfully “backed" with the right goods,
will persuade folks that you are in line to

benefit them, and that your service merits
their patronage.
COMING EVENTS*

ence

Steamer Tremont’a Last Trip.
The steamer Tremont of the BangorManaet line, will make her last trip Saturday, Nov. 5. The Tremont has had a
prosperous season this year, notwithstanding that the summer’s work was
broken into by several unfortunate mis-

KLIA WORTH

Thursday, Nov. 3—State farmers' institute at
Agricultural ball, North Ellsworth.

Saturday evening, Nov. 5, Society

hall—

Dance.

Friday evening, Nov. 18, at Hancock
haps.
ball
“Mose, the Football Hero,” by
Gapt. Barbour believes that the line will junior class of Ellsworth high school.
be more profitable as time goes on, as the
Friday, evening, Dec. 9, at Hancock ball
local merchants are constantly increasing
—Canadian jubilee singers, under autheir trade down river and bay points.
spices of Helpsomehow society of the Baptist church. Tickets, 35 and 28 cents.
The only man who can really afford not
COUNTY.
—

to

advertise is the

man

who has abso-

Thursday, Nov. 17—Special State dairy
lutely nothing to sell.
institute at North Castlne.
which
is
the
yardstick by
Advertising
Friday, Nov. 4—State farmers’ institute
the purchaser can measure the dealer’s
at Highland grange hall, North Penobin
his
own
faith
goods.
scot.
an advertisement
Make YOUR advertising

Everything you do is
for good

or

bad.

truly good, and buyers

will

respond.

Some men wear out the bottom of their
chain while they groan about hard times;
others advertise and make times good.

_

Once in a while a man decides he is
doing so much business that he can stop
advertising for a while and run on
momentum.
Momentum is the gradual
but sure process to a full stop.
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Prayor Mntmg Topic For tho Wook
Boginning Nov. 6^ 1910.

Motto:

[t*

abbirttanwon*.

Dcntbt (ftosainn

-tin Inal

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

AUNT

“Helpful

Hopeful

and

Topic.—The secret* of happiness.—Job
17-27; Prov. 111. 18. {Consecration meet- ! The purpose* of thl* column nr* «uocluotl>
Ing.) Edited by Rev Sherman H Doylo. stale-Hn the title and motto—U '• for the mutual
D. 1>.
benefit, and aims t»» be nelpful sad -topef t'
The topic is very discriminating in
Being for the com non good, ti i* far the co n
the use of the word “secrets," the plu- mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
ral rather than the singular. There is formation and suggestion. a medium fortbeln
In this oaoacftf It solicit*
terchange of Ideas
no ose secret or recipe for human hapand It*tepend*largely
of men are communication*,
The
v.

piness.

dispositions

far too different for that.

happiness

be
to

to

oue

another, and vice

on ibe

What would

would
versa

support given

naunteailons

misery
Supreme

be

mu*t

be

it

hi*

In

signed,

to some men is the accu
of money. Their joy is iu
seeing it increase and their delight to I
count it and watch its growth. Hut to j
part with it is the greatest misery to
them. Other men. however, find their
A CaADLK AOKO.
chief joy in Bpcudiug money, it means Child, with those questioning eyes.
Where will thy mother he
nothing to them unless they can make
immediate use of it and get what they When thou hast grown more wise.
When life has answered thee?
call happiness out of it One genera
When future hopes and fears.
tion in a family acquires great wealth,
Built up of youthful dreams.
and the secoud or third squanders it.
Nourished by happy years.
and usually both are satisfied, but the
Fade as the sunset gleams?
latter generally comes to the worse end.
Child, with those questioning eyes.
Where will thy mother be?
But neither the miser uor the spend
thrift possesses the right attitude to
Child of the tender heart.
ward money nor gets the greatest pie*
Where will thy mother be
sible happiness out of It.
When thou hast played thy part
life’s brief tragedy?
la
In woridliness many think to find
the secret of happiness. The things of When, through rare days of Joy,
Should'st thou be forced to learn
the world are real and apparent, and

happiness
mutation

their

good

happiness Is
time.

to

go in

here for

a

the world if
abused worldly happiness turns into
He
bitterness, wormwood and gall.
that strives to find happiness in the
sinful pleasures of the world soon dis
covers his mistake
He goes from the
top to the dregs and finds that sin
and Satan, vice and debauchery, are
not what they were supjmsed to be
Nor can they go so far and turn back
of themselves. Once fully started, they
keep on. ever intending to stop, but
never doing so The securest way. the
ouly real, safe way. is never to start
on the downward path to ruin.
in the intellectual world many think
to find the secret of happiness.
5k»lo
moo
was first an epirure.
piling up
worldly pleasures; but. becoming sated
with worldly pleasures, be turned to
stoicism, the philosophy of mental ad
vancement alone, w itb an absolute cru
cifixing of every physical desire. But
here he also found variety. Disgusted
with eplcurtiinisru drove many an an
cient Greek to stoicism.
But no ex
treme is a cure for an opposite ex
treme.
The development of the mind
for the mind's sake alone brings dis
He
satisfaction and not happiness
who feeds upon books and thoughts
and despises his body soon leanis that
happiness is not to be found in that

Dr

ways

BIBI.E

so •:

uch

this

new

a

motber-cry, there

is

yearning in its depths. I hope
**G.” will send me her complete

address, for she is

of

one

us

Drat Aunt Mario* and M. B. .Sisters:
I have always been so glad that I went to
the reunion and got acquainted with some of
the members. 8uch a nice time as we had
that day. 1 have received my picture and I
liked it very much, only I wish that Auut
Madge had been a little more in sight.
1 think that my John enjoyed the day as
He has never ceased to tell
much as 1 did.
what a g hmI time that be had. 1 don’t think
I will have to coax him very hard to go next
year.
Our well got dry, and my men-folka have
taken the stones out and are blowing it deeper.
The water is coming in. so I guess we will
always have water now. It is all in a ledge
but about four feet. Now they will cement it
from the top of the ledge to the top of the
A pipe pipe leads from the well to
ground
It will be so nice when it Is com*
the sink
1

pleted.
I

glad to see the
state's.
I hope they will
a better help than I am.
1 will sen a receipt for

of

names

was

come

the

often

new

and

be

an

e.

—

<>ne

I have another

receipt for

that
tastes
A I't'LK Pi K
very much like
mince pie
—chop two quarts of apple and
ado two cups of sugar, one cup of molasses.
if the apples are very sour). Cook like nnnee
meat, spice while hot, and put in butter to
Ark.
taste.

We

were

I

all

to

meet you at the
glad
will tell you in the column

Neb viii. 10: ITov Hi. 19 20: ps xxiH: soon how near Aunt Ktnma came to being
there.
xxxii. 11: xxxvii. l-,V. xl. 1-3: e: evil
1-8; Matt v. 3-12: John xlii. 12-17: Dear Aunt Madqe.
xvli. 26: Acts viii. 5-8; Phil iv. 4; I \ I am very glad you are having an outing in
John ii. 15-17: iv. 18. 10
j the “Hub”. I wonder it. among the other
pleasures, you will take iu one of the hortishows.
I believe it is about the
The Pledge Best.
| cultural
The editor of the Church Advocate, time for the chrysanthemum show. My wrut
has been sprained so that 1 could not write*
the organ of the churches «»f God
speaks lu a recent editorial of tieof Christian Endea vorers ns in
atramentalities for gathering up and
perpetuating the work of n revival,
and be reminds his readers that it was
under just such Circumstances that Dr
Clare organized the first Christian En
deavor society
•True." says the editor, “be only re
quested the converts to read the Bible
pray, take part In religions services
etc. which pastors had been urging
converts to do long before Dr Clark
was born, but the latter udded at least
value

one

feature

be

asked

those

young

people

to sign a simple pledge embody
ing the above features—and the re
markable results testify to the worth
of this factor in the society, for. no
difference bow much some may mini
mize the pledge feature of the Chris
tian Endeavor society, its results are
before us. results which never followed the efforts of any other pastor with
his voting people, and these results
must be accounted for
This is whv
we believe that the best ends can be
attained with our young people in the
churches through the medium of such
a

to

hear

sorry
wrist, but glad you
am

write again.
soon;

1

>

the

Kidney Kenedy. Hexamethylenetetramine
Is recognized by meokal text book* and authoiie* as a uric acid solvent and auti«eptic
r<» the urine.
Take Foley’* Kidney Remedy
pn ii ptiy nt the first sign of kidDey trouble
imi avoid a serious malady. G. A. Pazchka.
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other
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toll thewholeworld
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of it
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is beyond the powers
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children.
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plur.iea of
language
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tending

to dethe

cruelty atplumage.

the traffic in wild-bird

The American
to

ing

women

herons sometimes offer
not

taken

they

are

but

it

were

killed in America

ia

who

plumes

the

wear

as

are

an

from

still will-

of the

white
that

excuse

native herons,

immaterial whether the birds
in

or

other

some

part of the world. The same cruelty is
practiced in the Eastern Hemtspere aa in
the Weatero. The paltry price in money

paid
(aired to

that is

for the

com

the

plumes

price paid

is

not

in

blood and

suffering.
Women must remember:
herons

the coveted

wear

iug the breeding

to

be

sical

plumes; that

sea

the

in

therefore, unfit for use.
A. H. E. Maltingley, of Melbourne,
graphically describes the horrors be witare

a

heron

rookery

in

New

South

Wales, w hich bad been raided by plumehunters, and verified his statements by
the camera.
He aays:
the

You shall have the credit of being the
M. B. Maine-Bostonian to report
yourself; thank you ho much. When some
of the others recover from their dreadful
sea-sickness, we shall expect to hear from
them.
ACKT MADGE.
first

ent.

Societies,

A Treatment That

Costs

if it Fails.

Nothing
We want you to

try three large bottles
of Rexail **93'' liair Tome on our personal
guarantee that the trial will not coat you

Six candidates

were

instructed

penny if it does not

of

i

forbidding the
sale of herons' plums irrespective of from
what part of the world the plumes are

demonstrate that

taken.

talking
•*93”

about

know

we

when

we

what

we are

that

Rexail

say

Tonic will grow hair

Hair

on

|

mg granges were
single members'

|

the program

an t

It being the
present.
night, they furnished
preacuu-d the play, “The

away ahead of that
bers.

of the

married

scon
mem-

■-

HIUHLAND, *tl. NORTH PRNOBacxTT.
Highland grange had an attendance of
twenty-four members a! the meeting Friday evening, <kt. 28. There were readings by Judie and Alice lea. h
and by
worthy master.
Topics for discussion
were presented.
One on the care of farming tools was opened by J. H. W ilaon, followed by E. E. Gross and John Hatch.
GOOD WILL, 376. AM HERAT.
Owing to the had weather snd the death
of one of ets members. Good Will
grange
has held no meeting for the last three
weeks.
_

heads, except where baldness has been of
such long duration that the roots of the
hair

are

entirely dead, the follicles closed

and grown

ments

we

are

scalp glazed.
Imsing

it

we

use

of

Rexail

have the

accom-

“93”

right to

w

ill do for you.

Hair

In

any event,
you cannot lose anything by giving it a
trial on our liberal guarantee. Two sizes,
and fl.00. Remember, you can obtain
Rexail Remedies in this community only

50c.

at

our

Moore,

store
cor.

The Rexail Store.
opp.

postoffice.

trade must be

stamped

out.

E.

G.

DSL

*..17*
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All-Around Flour
Light, wholesome bread—fiaky
paatry—take that melts in your

mouth—all out of one sack 1
That’s William Tall Flour—equally
good for every baking need.
William Tell is the roo»t econotr a!
flour, too—it make, more loave to the
tack than ordinary flour.
That is because it is made from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—richest in t ad

specific tor pain—Dr Thomas' Eclectric
Oil. strongest, cheapest l.iniment etc devised. A household remedy in America lor BS
years.—Adel.

making qualities.
Order

a

sack from your grocer today.

William Tell
Flour
<*>

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
ELLSWORTH
FALLS. MK

How To Stop

I

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRf BAKER.

UiMTf
$14* per 4a, sod up
American, UM per 4a, and up
l un^u,

Stubborn Cough
We don't mean just stop the irritation in your throat—but cure the

underlying cause.
Cough syrups cannot do this.

I

It
takes a constitutional tonic body
builder to do the work
properly_
and cure you to stay cured. Vino!
is the remedy you need.

|

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Termini |
on Filbert Street
Tto only Moderate priced hotel
repo tat ion and coaiequrnrr in

o*

*

p
M

PHILADELPHIA

HEBK IN PROOF
Mrs. Minnie Osgood, of (ilewa
Palls,
N. V„ writes:- After
trying several ms.
esllea for a bad rough and void
without
benefit, I was naked to try Vlnol. It
worked like magic. It cured
my cold
and cough and I gained in health
and
strength. I consider Vlnol the treat
wonderful tonic and
invigonttor I ever
MW.**
~

Not only should your newspaper adverreflect the quality of your goods

tisements
and

reputation of your store, but all the
printed matter-the letterheads, billheads,
folders, circulars,etc. should be attractive
m appearance and of proper
quality. You
cannot create a good impression with inferior printed matter; and impressions do
count.

assume

it has done for thousands of

what

others

the

unholy

—

state-

our

upon what has already been

plished by
Tonic, and
that

and the

over

Remember,

This

lost on. Masr

A

enacted

bald

sent

A.|<lrr-«*
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usual good attendance of idcsiSeveral initer* from the surround-

.stewing circle," which look Ihei-

dead heron.

are

pnullr;

Dr. Earl S Sloan,

BAYrtlOE. 476, KIXAWORTH.
Ha wide grange met Wednesday, Oct. #6,
»uti master and ov rv-sr in their chain
tiers.

after he had

drastic laws

St 00

and

M<»aik'« book »n
ImrtM. ranif. ibeep

j and with

cease

unless

r

In

present, with visitors from Bay
! View and Cutbman granges. The third
| and fourth degrev* were confemd on one
j candidate, and a harvest supprr was served.
! The lecturer's program consisted of rcadj mgs and conundrum*. Bister Cleaves, of
i Bay View grange, made interesting re! marks.

SSorru&nnrm*.

give you absolute
satisfaction. That s proof of our faith in
this remedy, and it should indisputably
a

I

i:,

members

This vandalism will
while the reward of gold lasts,
the heart of fashion changes or
a

Price, 60c.

JOIIX DORITY. 3*1. SULLIVAX.
Johu Dority grange met as usual Friday
There were about forty
evening, Oct. 28.

~

body

Term

fistula, ms (■ mv,
founder and th- ,h.

The worthy
degrees.
master appointed a special meeting for
Tuesday evening to confer tbe third and
fourth degrees. Final arrangement# were
made for the Pomona meeting, and it was
voted to hold same in the A. O. L\ W. ball.

explored the region
about Lake
Malheur, Oregon, where
formerly thousands of white herons bred,
but now none are to be found
all absolutely exterminated by plurne-bunter*.
Every aigrette we see, whether adorning
(spare the mark) a woman's head or for
sate in the shops, has been torn from the
not

speedy

tbe first and second

like gruesome atory is given
by
William L. Finley, northwest field agent
of the National Association of Audubon

For Bald Heads

LINIMENT

should be in every stable and applied at the first sign of lame ness.
You don't need to rub. it penetran s.
Will kill a ;
curb or spl ■. reduce wind p:tfs
and swollen joints,
and is a sure ind

fr**

A

1

SLOANS

young ladies.

East RluehtU grange held ita regular
meeting Saturday evening, Oct. 25», with
twenty-one member* and one visitor pres-

‘plume-plunderer*.’

Almmisnnrnts.

Cured Thrush.

Ma. R. W. Parish of Bristol
Ind ,R. No. j,writes:—haveu*ed
hots of your Liniment for horses amt
myself. It is the best liniment tn
the world, feared one of my horses
of thrusn.
Her feet were rotten;
the frogs came out, she laid down
most of the time.
t thought she
would die. but I used the liniment
as directed and she never lies down
in the daytime now."

•ml

extreme

—

re-

cured.

BLUKHILL, 2&2.

RAJTT

heat and the
•*Notwithstanding
myriads of mosquitos. 1 determined to revisit the locality during my Christmas holidays, in order to obtain one picture only
aimrj, that of a white crane, or egret, feeding it* youi.g.
When near the place. I coaid
see some large patches of ighite, either floating in the water or »ec)iijcg on the fallru
trees in the vicinity of the egret's
rookery.
This set me speculating as to the cause of
this unusual sight.
As I drew nearer, what a
Spectacle met my gare -a sight that made my
blood fairly boil with in.'ignalion.
“There, strewn on the floating water-weed,
and alao on adjacent logs, were at least fifty
carcasses of large white and smaller plumed
egreta-nearly one-third of the roofcery. perhaps more—the birds having beta shot off
their nests containing young
VS hat a holocaust!
Plundered for their pi units
What a
monument of human
callousness'
There
were fifty birds ruthlessly destroyed, bestde
.heir young about 200/1« ft to die of star>alion.
•‘I bis last fact »»» betokened by at least
evenly carcasses of the nestlings which had
become so weak that heir legs had refused to
•upport them, and they had fallen from the
nests
into the
water
below
and
been
miserably drowned; while in the trees above,
the remainder of the parentless young one*
c
ui*: be seen staggefing in the nests, some of
them falling with a splash into the water as
their waning strength left them too exhausted
to hold up any longer, while others
simply
stretched themseives out on the nest sou so
expired. Others, again, were seen trying in
vain to attract the attention of passing egret*,
which were flying with food in their bills to
feed their own young, and it was a pitiful
sight, indeed, to see the»e starvelings with
outstretched necks and gaping bills, imploring the passing birds to feed them.
What a
sickening sight!
How my heart ached for
them! How could any one but a cold-blooded,
callous monster destroy in this wholesale
manner such beautiful birda
the embodiment
of ail that i* puie, graceful aud good?
"In one tree at the heronry the nests of the
plumed egret and egret were seen In auothcr
large tree a photo was taken of two young
aud
our
egrets
plumed
young
large
egret together ia the same nest.
These
were
birds
the sole survivors of several broods
of both »p«£iett which had nested together iu
the same tree.
They had evidently sought
one
another's company, because all
the
balance of the nestlings had expired through
of
lack
nourishment, their pareuts having
been shot by the plume-hunters, or. rather,

port of your vacation; alsoZeila. Ford. Kather
aod Ann.
Beat wishes to all
H. O. B.

seven

in

Hare recommended it to mjr neighbora for thrush and they say it is firm
1 find it the best liniment I ever
I keep on hand y<.ur Sure
used.
Colic Cure foe myself and neighbora, and I can certainly recommend it for Colic."—S. E. Smith,
McDonough. Ga.

SKDOWICK, 244.

young birds in the nests
consequence of the death of
the parent*; that all statements that the
plumes are manufactured or are gathered
after being molted by the adult birds are
false.
Human skill cannot reproduce a
feather, and, after the breeding season,
all herons* plume* are worn and ragged,
and

none

mostly by the

Sedgwick grange met Oct. 28, Worthy
Overseer WilheCloaaon presiding.
ThirAfter
ty-three members were present.
business, the chairman of the entertainment committee. Sister Hattie Allen, presented an excellent program of readings,
charade and conundrums.
Tbe topic,
“Which has been the moat benefit to mankind, gold or iron?" was well discussed.
The question, “Resolved. That men are
more inquisitive than women," furnished
much amusement.
Affirmative, Bister
Beulah Allen; negative, worthy master
pro trm. Decided in the negative. Tbe
lecturer read an interesting program for
next meeting.
Candy was served at recess by the worthy Flora.

dur-

on; that the parent
birds must be shot in order to obtain the

must starve

Aster,"

That white

plumes only

furnished

waa

Ma belle Clark and

herons
on

4fiO, SURRY.

Tbe committee in charge were
The
Mary Rillington.
following program waa rendered
Music, quartette; remarks, Otis Carter;
recitations, Ouy Jordan, Doris Kane; duet.
Ethel and Myra Lord; recitations, Kthelyn
Carter, Herbert Treworgy, Helen Crocker,
Blanche Carter J Francis
Harden; Jack
O’Lantern drill, three boys and two girls;
recitations, Mildred Oott, Edgar lugalis;
grange paper, read by Mrs. Otis Carter;
Anuie
music,
Treworgy; recitations,
Naomi Clougb, Newton Clark, Susie Me*
Uraw; song. Helen Crocker; recitations,
Harold Carter, Howard
Jellison, Villa
Treworgy, Claude Carter; singing, quartet;
recitation, Harvey Treworgy; reading,
Mrs. Laura Treworgy; recitations, Almon
Smith, Carl Caspar, Eugene Ingalls.
Marion Ingalls, Henrietta Hlaisdell; “Mu*

killed

The horrors at-

fail to know the extreme

can

nessed at

a

bt«

ARBUTUS,

•*
I have used
Sloan’s Liniment on
a fine mare for splint
and cored her. This
makes the third

The grange held a public entertainment
Tbe
in the hall on tbe evening of Oct. 28.

wild
sufficient

subject in the pant, and it seems almost
impossible that any woman who reads
current bird literature or the public press

f the South. mD'1 Mr Mwr» mag a
5r«D
"When Belinda Ring*,'* much to the pleasure
of nil. both old and young.
On entering the Porter church, it aeemed
that every seat wan taken, but of courae there
is always room for one more, and it was ao in
this case. Dr. Washington bad not arrived,
the pat.tor said: he wa* due at any moment,
and when he did appear
he requested the
audience to stai.d and give the t'batamiua «»
lute.
While this great gathering of people was
watching and waiting with, apparently, such
breathIffcBanliety.all I could think of wa*
when the children have all said their piece#
and are waiting for Santa Clan* to arrive
He rame here from Brookline by automoThe
bile, and ws* given a pleasant greeting
pastor. Rev. Dr. Hyde, introduced Dr. Waah
as
"our
moat
uaeful
American
citizen'
lagton
Hi* address* was very intereating.
He aaid:
"Do you realize that in the
United States there it* a nation within a naWe have a population of black people
tion
a*
large a* the
popu.ation of ttrYczi
Kuropean countries. And the negro, with at.
hi* wt akneftfcr*. will live under all circumstances and adverae condition*
Hi w to tdu
cate these million* of black people; h> w t<
make them learn the proper standard* f living, i* the greatest problem in America U
day. Tu aolve this problem require*comn...t
sense and wise judgment.
The uegro race h
a future.
"I realize we must begin at the bolt> m.
1
belong to a young and inrxper tem < <i rat.
There are many who do not bedew in tin
education of the negro. They fear that edu
cation will harm members of n»y race. Then
may be educates black men unworthy of
their education, but 1 know hundreds of educated negroes, all humble Christians, win-,
forgetful of themselves, are striving to uplift their raee.”
He told of bis early struggle, while a young
boy, to secure an education, and spoke very
feelingly of his sainted mother, who was too
poor to aid him but was always deeply interested in his future.
At the close of this service he left for New
ton. where he made au address in the afternoon.
Dr. Washington arrived home from

us

of Hancock
Pomona grange with East Blnehill grange.

value of

should

none

milinery ornaments.

cribe.

back. I had the
best doctors and
they all decided
that I had a tumor
in addition to my
female trouble, and
advised an opera1__I tlon.
i.yuia
Piukham s Vegetable Compound made
me a well woman and I have no more
backache. I hope I can help others by
telling them what Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for
me"- Mk* Emma Imsk, S33 First St.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
The above is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkbam Medicine Company of I.ynn,
Mass .which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such sufering woman owes it to herself to at
least give Lydia E. Hnkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
ho|.e of recovery.
Mrs. Pinkbam, of Lynn, Mass.,
invites all sick women to write
iter for advice. She baa guided
thousands to health and her
advice is free,

Europe only recently.
Aunt Madge, I hope you will give

reason.

Saturday, Nov. 5—Meeting

TRADE.

for tbeir preservation, there ia

me a well woman.
and 1 would like to

you

XAU KTHYLky ETi • lU'IIM.
name of a German chemical, one of
mauy valuable i* gredient* of Foley's

M

Is
the

reason

I--r-1

you injured your

can

suppose you will be “tinting”
go aud come with the birds.

Dear Aunt Madge and M B. butlers
Three M B.'s jourukd Ur Boston together,
arriving Oct. 11. 1 want to tell you of my first
Sunday ufter my arrival in Brockton. I
always scan the papers on Saturday and decide where to attend church. To m> surprise
and pleasure 1 found that the celebrated
Fiske jubilee singers, of leuneas^e, we-e to
be st the First church in the morning service,
and Dr. Booker T. Washington was to deliver
an adores* at the
Porter church daring the
Sunday-school hour. I decided to hear them
if possible.
These famous negro siugers. whose quaint
and plaintive melodies are known throughout
Europe and America, have been the musical
inspiration of the great triennial convention
of Congregationalism recently held in Tre*
wont Temple. Boston. They came all the
way
from Tennessee for the purpose, and while
there were tuvited to sing in Brockton.
Their singing was beautiful, and it certaiuly
created a deep impression by the appealing
quality of their melody. They *a g the fol
“Were you there when
lowing selections:
they crucified my Lord”? "rtteal away to
Jesus.” “Give
od the Glory. Glory,** “I
want to be like Jesus every day.”
also
for
the child-eu the ChrisThey
sang
tian plantation melodies of the colored chii-

society

Studies of M#n and Woman.
Often a Christian Endeavor society
will aronse Its members to new Inter
est by dropping an occasional topi«from the regular series and inserting
one of its own making.
Thus the En
deavorers of the First CongTegationa>
cbwch. San Diego, Cal., are following
this year a course of topics dealing
with some of tbe leading phllanthro
plats of tbe day—Clara Barton. Oen
eral Booth. Judge Lindsey. Maud Bal
iingtoa Booth. Jacob Riis and Jane Ad
dams.
One meeting a month la de
voted to each of these, and in coo
oectlon with the biographical study
tbe nociety studies the particular
movement with which each la a*so*J
a ted.

but it is getting better.
1 hoped that our Cape Hosier correspond'
would tell of my injury iu his locals, but
he did not, although I told hitn the day the
wrist was hurt, for 1 was wishing to write at
that time and wanted you to Know why I
did not.
I am very sorry for ail those who have lost
ibis place has been a scene of
friends.
mourning for several weeks. Almost every
day the hearse in seen iu the South Brooks
ville street, ami two of our oldest Cape Rosier
people h ve been isin away to rest receutiy.
M. A B.
eut

I

Lydia E. PinkVegetable Compound has made
—

<

Pie
One cup of stewed
cupuf sugar, two tablespoons of
app
the whites of two for
butter, three eggs
frosting a teaspoonful of essence of lemon.
This will make a large pie.
Arrta Ccitasd

PLUME

OF THK

Ignoring (be economic
birds, which alone abould

The

now.

other poem will be used later.
The letters you will find very interesting.
Thank* to the nieces for sending them.

reunioo.

RF.ADJVGS

■iintler'n.

M. H. Frieaan:

had almoat called it

only real happiness is to be
in religion
“Her ways are
of pleasantness and of peace."

The true Christian finds Joy in the
proper use of this beautiful world
He does not
which G«»d has made.
abuse it and finds its harmless Joys
and pleasures ••all very good."
The true Christian also knows the
secret of Intellectual happiness
Giv
ing thinking and study their proper
place, he develof»s his mind that he
may use his mental powers for the
better service of God and humanity
In religion, above all. be finds his
If things go well he rehappiness.
joices iu the Lord: if they go ill be can
■rill, trusting in God. be happy in spite
of bis afflictions that come upon him.
for “happy is the man whom the Lord
c basteneth

is J«»r

**G,” of Melrooe, sent the «bove poem -I

way

The
found

always.

Through life -and death
Child of my life and love.
Thine to eternity.
—Julia II’. 'airW/r,

good

Published by the National Association of Aodubon Societies |

mv

Child of my life and love.
This is my prayer for thee;
May my faith strongest prove
In worst extremity—
And may thy smallest need
Of counsel, love, or praiae
To me thy footsteps lead

! Splint

munications will be subject to approval by
(he editor, but none will be rejected without

[By William Dutcher.

fromferaaletroublc
and fearful nainsin

—

much happiness iu
properly used, but if

Cured

DATES.
HORJROB8

THE

ham’sVegetable Compound
Milwaukee, Win.

This column Is demoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock coonty.
The column Is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Mske letters
short and concise. All communications must
he signed, but names will not be printed <?*All comcept by permission of the writer.

pecially

importance.

greatest

Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's

That love is but a toy
To cherish, then to spurn
Child of the tender heart.
Where will thy mother be?

There is

ONEJEAR

Hferttsmmv

among ti)e Grangers

Under tfcis head the Amhicar will from
time to time print short articles relating to
birds, and especial It their relation to agricultural Interests. Most of these articles will be
reprinted from leaflets issued by the bureau of
biological survey, department of agriculture,
or by the
National Association of Audubon
societies, and will be authoritative
They
will be of Interest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of the

SUFFERING

but the name o»

writer will not be printed e*c*pt by permission
Communication* will he subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bur none
Addreae
will be rejected without goo-1 reason
all communication* to
mu A mrrk'an.
Ellsworth. Me.

3icigt)borr

'VW

AFTER

Com

r**»*ecfc.

V\xi

\^W*

BOTH •PKI DY AND KFPKCTIYK
This indicates the action of Foley Kidney
Pilii as A. Par sou*, Battle Creek, Mich, illuatratea:
*T have been afflicted with a severe
and bladder trouble, for which
case of
I f< und uo relief u til I used Foley Kidney
Pilla. These cured me entirely of all my ailment*
I waa troubled with backaches and
severe sbo- ting pairs with
annoying urinary
be steady use of Foley Kidirregularities.
■ney
Kills rid me entirely of ail my former
trouble*
They have my highest recommenrdation."
G.A. Parchkk.

kiduey

j

If we cannot
stop that cough
with V INOL—our delicious cod
liver and iron tonic—which is made
without oil—we will not
charge
you a cent for the medicine you
buy. This seems like a pretty fair
proposition—and ought to be accepted. Don’t you think so? With
this understanding we ask
you to
try a bottle of VINOL.
GEO. A

PARCH EH, u
» 11-worth, Me,

I'GGIhT.

The merchant who does not advertite*
dull ccacon maker it more profitable lee
thore who do adcertirc.
a

■nd

SEDGWICK.
BY FRENCH
FiftSr SETTLED

AT

N ASK BAG POINT.

MPTTLRR

,KRMANRNT

past,

iNffrrnmoNu

and

TK'kr

rRBKKNT

INDUS

AND F17TVEK.

from Ike twi11"

Journal.]

Havgentville (recently
The Story
is but pert ol
I)tfd in Thb AnkricaN]
but tbe beginning
-lory ol Sedgwick,
ol

[he

[

ol tbe town. Sedgwick it
, ,b(, full story
of «t
tOWn* 0<
MK id t>>* C*r,y
While the
wes such.
it, settlement

c^ncb sod English
of
.round the mouth

nuking history

were

Hagaduce, this

the

definite form,
to
settle me n l began
isrly »• '•** ,wo Frenchmen settled
Ns.kesg point, but for some rwaasanme

"

^’(heir names
tbe
„„

in

tbe

had commenced
trade along thia cnaat. That
t0 fish snd
ol tome kind antedated
eaolil fortification
eettlement at this
Hie #rd pirroanent
is abundant acidence to be
point there
foundation stones.
Imnd In it* ruined
lht* ,ort or Ifkreieon house was
By who®
°f knowing, but
built we bee* no ra<*n*
was a part of Acadia, we
s, ibis section
to believe that It was
have every reason
of the French.
oocr In possession
Tbe next visitor to tbe shores of Kggewaa Major Robert Sedg00**111 Beach
„ICI(, who waa sent here by Cord Proin IBM, and from thia adtector Cromwell
has taken ita
Tentunr the present town
lie came with sword in hand, and
name
,(ter rapturing tha French fort at Caatine,
Who

English.

;

longer appear

no

pioneer*, (Juite likely they
forced to leave by the invasion of the

history of

extended

hi*

then

even

conquest* as far eaat asHedgtbe ccaat. By thia time

wirb and down

becoming
whole region
lor its «ralth of fura and fisheries, and

known

waa

tbe

frequent

were

visits

the

by

made

trader*

snd adventurers.
In ITS* iime the flret permanent settler
in tbe person of Andrew Black, and four

by Capt.
jtars later he
Goodwin Bred, John and Samuel Black
tud Reuben Urey, all of whom settled at
Sturdy pioneer* were
Ssstea* point.
these, and many of their descendants are
among tbe leading citiaen# of the town
to-day. (treat caution waa needed at that
time, as old Baron Caatine waa within
bailing distance, and hundreds of warlike
followed

was

Indians

were

always ready

to

answer

hia

Not until 18B0 did the French adventurer loss hit grip and the English
commence to take the aggressive.

call.

Herrick brothers were
hen, and from the fact that they traced
their lineage to the far-tamed aca king,
Erie the Bed. I bey had »he blood to be-

By

this time the

come

leader* of the

people

and

prominent

David and Dudley
Carlton were alto of thia data, and their
been honored down through
name has
It waa
ail the succeeding generations.
these men who surveyed the town in I7R0,
has
and by
these tinea every deed
since been made out.
Another proprietor
who east hi* lot in Sedgwick was Benjamin Friend, and from him tbe river flowing through the town received its name.
The incoporation of the town came in
ITS. snd tbe first town meeting was held
in the house of Moaes Eaton. The event
in sll local

affairs.

pondering over the nutters, ha announced hia conversion to full
immersion,
and from that date
practiced this form.
So strong was his
influence that he took
the larger part of his
congregation with
him over to the
Baptist faith. This

change

in

came

1806, and since that time the
Baptist church in Sedgwick has had fourteen pastors. The old church
building disappeared long ago, and the present structure has stood aince 1837.
Its bell still
calls the faithful to the
worship of the
living God.

the
market. Smith Bros,
conduct the leading store in
the village, but are also largely engaged
in packing clam bait, and in this business
disburse something like £1,000 annually in
the town. These gentlemen are conspicuous not only for their energy but for their

fcas had its full share of
from war and rapine.
During the
when the English bold the village of

OMtine, they

sent foresters into this town
spot trees suitable to make masts for
the royal navy.
These men came under
guards, and many depredations were committed on the people of the town. Business of all kinds was
paralyzed and misery
spread on every side. Ho indignant did
the people become ibat armed
resistance
was organized and the old
church was
turned into an arsenal for
powder and
bullets. Nothing came of this,
to

At
nent
of

it

has been known as the “Travelers
Home” and has been in constant use for
the entertainment of man and beast.
This old tavern was first started by
Daniel Dority, and then for a aeries of
years was under the management of his
son, Procter Dority. In the old days the
ship masters used to gather before its
blazing hearth and tell tragic tales of the
sea or their experiences in
foreign lands.
There is a charm in these old buildings
that is all its own. They seem to carry us
back into a dim and silent past and once
again we hear the voices that have long

however,
the English

ship-building centre, and some
noblest craft of the old clipper-

as a

the

ship days
that time
it

public spirit and willingness to aid every
worthy cause.
Like all the early settlements of Maine,
Sedgwick has its old-time tavern and this
still remains a village hostelry. Since 1838

a shot was
fired, as
direct attack on the settlement.
later date Hedgwick became promi-

a

built

were

Hedwick

in

this

town.

At

larger than

much

was

to-day,

as it included the
present
Brooksville and Brooklin with
their 15,000 acres of land.
Benjamin’s
river was once a busy mart of trade, while
is

towns of

stately ships
There

were

made

been stilled.

community

years ago one of
coast of Maine.

of

its nooks and crannies may be
relics of a now forgotten age.

seventy-five

busiest along the
There are old men here
the

a

was a
once

deep depression.

Hmith, who was formerly settled
over the Baptist
parish. When the

in

11*06, Mr. Hmith gave

was

celebrated

history

replete

was

historical ad-

an

that has

with

been written of

ever

a man

ways
wick

reality only

in

and

many

It

is

elasticity

along
ship-yards stood
were

water
come

deep,

as

in the old

village,

the

vessels

where

days.

where the

of size could not

clone to the settlement.

It is
will

is

below

a

favorite dream here that the time

come

when

ships

can

come

by

building

a

the old clumsy ash pan—one for coal,
is a great trouble-saving feature.
Gas Ovens and Broilers above
end of range, if desired.

In

fraternal

flourishing lodge

a

are

hospitable

FLY

some

tide gate at Byard’s
or lower down. This

Walker & Pratt

Sold

or-

of

the

and of their

generous
beautiful vil-

GROWS

Winter

In

T1MBKR

Workmen.

warm-hearted,

FAMILY

Increases

FAST.

Months

—

of

Reforesting

Untlllable

Land

a

every state there are many tracts of
so-called agricultural land which, owing
to their hilly character, poor soil, or
numerous boulders, are not suitable for
In

farming.

The

often at

loss to know

owners

of such
what

tracts

to do

are

with

them.

Without question, the best use to which
can be put is to plant it
with trees. One of the fundamental prinland of this kind

No

TIIK FIILVT CHL’HCH.

lbe

Baptist church in several places along Hancock county never had a more vigi*be Hanoock
the old
county coast. With him was lant officer. Still hale and hearty,
4a*°c**ted Rev. Daniel Merrill, who be- gentleman pursues the even teuor of his
Ctllte the first settled
He was a way and performs all his duties with unpastor.
®an of marked
ability, but like most of erring punctuality.
One of the most stirring and hustling
theologians of that day, believed in
Bair-splitting over religious subjects. He characters in Sedgwick to-day is PostB*1 listened to
this
John
Wesley, Jesse master H. A. Small. For nine years
^ and
George Whitefleid, and had gentleman was the village postmaster,
hnbibed some of the doctrines of Metho- a deputy sheriff and now again postmaster.
dic, sithough at that time a Congrega- As deputy sheriff he had a vigilant eye for
•onalist. in fact, the church over which evil-doers, especially for the men who
waa called to
preside in Sedgwick was violated the prohibitory law.
°* Ibe
in
latter faith.
A gentleman of great prominence
Theu came a curious incident. Merrill Sedgwick is Dr. K. K. Hagerthy. Whose
Bad been
in ail disprinkling his converts, but after practice extenda for many miles
the Bible more carefully, his faith rections. Not only as a professional man
a
0ecitne shattered in the
efficacy of that ia he successful, but also as hustling pro-

surviving

J
j
1

concerning

of water.

Shotting himself up

Msny school children suffer
‘P*t ion, which la often the

id“* medicine to
*

*n<1

dmUe*

oon-

“During

!

It is

ment.

Sold by all

pans

01

me

You may
and get
pay $5, $10 or even $20 (or other lamps
cannot
get
a more expensive container—but you
a better light than the Rayo gives.
This season’s Rayo baa a new and strengthA strong, durable shade-holder
ened burner.
keeps the shade on firm and true. Easy to keep
aa it is made of solid brass, finished

polished,
In nickel,

Once

long

a

Rayo User, Always

Dealers

One.

everywhere. tf mot at yours, write for
circular to the nearest agency of the

descriptive

Standard Oil Company j
ilncamanlmd)
"

|

I

rrO//AfSOAf'S,
For tamanosfl, Rheumatism,
Wounds-, Sprains, Cuts, Swelling?, I
Stiff doints and all injuries
in» \
valuable In emergencies.
—

Used Inwardly for Colds, Here
Throat, Cramps, Bowel Disord 9r3,
Cholera Morbus, Baby Pains. Relief Is quick and sure.

time.

In Use IOO Years

Kreley Institute, port laud, Malm*,
Cures drunkards, drug-users, cigarettesmoking and tobacco-smoking ana chewing and loss of nerve force
Write for information.

The sole reliance for generations.
Has
cured counties* thousands of hurts and ail-

(neurasthenia).

ments.

l
/

I

/,

25c and 50c bottles.

Uftmiscmnus.

Buy it and have it ready. At all dealers.
I- S* Johnson * Co., Boston. Ma«

For Dyspepsia

worm,

career

museum.

Cyprus, northwest provinces, India;
Wellesley province, Stratis settlement,
Hong Kong, Japan, Old Calabar. South
Nigera, Suez, Somaliland. British East
Africa,
Nyassaland, Lake Tnganyika,
Transvaal, Natal, Sokotra, Madagascar, St.
Helena, Madeira, Nova Scotia, Mexico,
Montevideo, Uruguay, Queensland, Chile

and others.
Dr. Beyer states there is scarcely any
doubt that the fly was the original
emigrant, and that the ships of the original fly country, carried the pest to other
ports, and from those ports they embarked
for still newer fields, and owing to the

com-

a

has been Included.
The Rayo Is a low-priced lamp.

You Risk

Nothing by Try-

ing This Remedy.
We waut every

one

troubled with indi-

speci- gestion

adaptability

of the

fly

to all environments

that the world could be girdled
populated by their kind wherever
•hips touched port.
found
they
and

caused by rheu-

child, for they are extremely painful.
relief is afj
**nUe in their effect, and will matism of the muscles. Quick
Chamberlain’s LiniCllrOni0 oon,tiP*t‘OD- Bold by forded by applying
dealers.
give

always be used where several
people sit, because it does not strain the
eyes of those sitting far from it.
The Rayo Lamp Is constructed to give
the maximum diffused white light. Every
detail that Increases its light-giving value

forest within five or six years.
The owner is wise in planting several
kinds of trees instead of confining himself
to one species. His forest will be producing six or seven kinds of lumber, chestChristmas trees, at the same
nuts and

swarming, Dr. Beyer

in the naval
service, visiting many countries and clinever
been
in
one
where the
I
have
mates,
common house fly did not exist to the extent of being a nuisance, and there is
probably no one insect that is more widely
distributed than the common bouse fly.”
He lists a few places from which
the British
mens have been taken for
my

summer
engaged in opening up a great
but s short
of sortat Byard point, which is
cnuae
^
Mr. Otto Paul,
min* stupidity at lessons. Chamberon suddenly and ia
Foley's Honey mud
comes
back
Lame
^domach and User Tablets are an
from

are

—

should

hardy catalpa, black locust, elm, boxelder,
It is
and sycamore have been planted.
planned to put the entire sixty acres in

•ays:

and business character. In
W. Sargent be ia
pany with Hon. Henry
remoter

me oaa

1

The Lamp with Diffused Light

In addition to the spruce,

spruce is cut.

1

The Famous Jjia^d

creature.”

[ where house flies

|b<

^Moant

tist. This scientist said that in a house
where an average temnerature of 70 degrees was maintained flies had no trouble
in preventing the sort of race suicide that
would be fatal to their breed. The article
says:
“The duration of the various stages at
an average
temperature of 70 degrees
Fahrenheit he gives as follows: The eggs
hatch in twenty-four hours, the pupal
Such
stage, on an average, ten days.
winter breeding may go on in many cona
cealed places and twelve flies
winter may produce 40,000 flies during
the following warm season.”
Dr. Beyer explains that flies have girded
the globe because they breed in whatever
substance may be available.
“This wonderful adaptability to all and
any kind of food material is the bottom of
the wide geological distribution of the

j

FARMS.

Profitable Investment.

a

Mfg.Co., 31 Union St., Boston

by loading* dealers everywhere

half mile

Not until 1788 was the first church or- profitable. Then there is the sea, that
human industry.
ganization effected.
It was a simple ever fruitful field for
•tructure that they used ss a house of With such a foundation for success, it
a
future
worship, and this was located just over the would seem that Hedgwick has
Benjamin river, near the bridge. The new that is secure.
PEOPLE OK SEDGWICK.
town was soon
organized with Joshua
Bnow, John Billings and Joseph Freetby
And interesting characters are still here
as selectmen.
These gentlemen were also Among these many be mentioned Horace
prominent in pushing the church organ- N. Dority, who has been a resident (or
nation and were among ita strongest more than sixty years, and who (or thirtypillars. Their fathers had reared them in eight years has served the people as town
tbe faith, and to observe the
We are inclined to believe that
precepts of clerk.
religion was the first duty of the pioneer. this breaks the record of the State for
To secure a minister in those
days was no continuous public service, and is a marked
matter,and fora long time the settlers compliment in a State where political
were dependent on itinerants for their
parties stupidly brings change of public
•piritnsl instruction.
servants. Mr. Dority has also represented
The religious needs of the
people finally the town in the legislature. For nine
sheriff under
bached the ears of Rev. Isaac Case, who
years he served as a deputy
responded to the call and planted seeds of two administrations, and it is said that

at

Ask the Crawford agent to show you and
us for circulars.

ciples of forest economics is that soil
Country Immune.
which is not good enough to make the
an
In
article
Dr.
G.
would make a deep basin where to-day, at
Henry
prepared by
growing of cereal crope profitable should
medical
was made jubilant by a liberal supply ol
of
the
United
low tide, is a wide stretch of mud fiats. Beyer,
inspector
be devoted to the production of wood
rum. snd Kaloo wraa made an officer of the
Vessels could then come up to the village States navy, now stationed at Washington,
This does not mean that trees
crops.
are
laid down in type concernnewtowii.
He waa an enterprising man, and thus an industrial activity tie created. many facts
grow better on poor soil than on fertile
the
house
habits and life of the
and the first mill In Sedgwick was built Not only that, but it would add to the
ing
By,
soil, but, in proportion to the money intad owned by him.
pleasure of summer guests by creating a among which is a chapter devoted to the vested, better returns are secured from
Dr. Beyer
in those days
there was no need of fine body of water for fishing and boating distribution of the little pest.
trees planted on the less valuable land.
saloons, ss the village store supplied ail in the very heart of the village. Hurely an read this article not long ago before the Most of the
cone-bearing trees, and many
liquid refreshments as part of its stock in enterprise of that nature is worth con- section in public health of the Academy of hardwoods as well, will thrive in soil of
trsdr
In the early days this honor fell to sidering, and it would seem that the
Medicine, New York.
medium fertility.
He said that in 1900 L. O. Howard,
Sbadrarh Watson, and his old sccouul slight expense should prove uo barrier to
An Ohio farmer is solving the problem
book is still here in possession of a deentomologist of the department of agri- of what to do with the worn-out farm.
its being success fully carried out.
scendant. Among the items recorded, rum
Not only h*s Hedgwick an interesting culture made a collection of flies from He owns an old homestead of
sixty acres,
•nd molasses figure as the most
conpast but it has an interesting present and dining rooms. When it cotnes to “swatting which he is desirous of keeping in the
spicuous, and in one account charged a brilliant future. Us 14,000 acres of land flies”, the entomologist seems to have
family. He does not live on the place,
hsmuel Cousins the word rum occurs ten are well diversified into forests and tillage, made a record, for he collected 23,087 from
however, and farming has been a losing
times, ibices of all kinds of cooking and while the two ponds and dozen streams sugar bowls, butter plates and cream
proposition. He has, therefore, decided
wearing apparel were much higher than furnish abundant power for industrial pitchers, and from other points in dining to
plant the entire tract with trees. He
at
the present time, but this of course plants as well as pleasure for its summer
rooms, and found that of this number 22,has already planted 35,000 Norway spruce,
was due to their
scarcity. For example, guests. There is a geological stratum of 808 were the common “musca domestica”, set three and one-half feet apart each way,
•
The few remaining Hies
pair of shoes sold by Watson wore galena and copper that might, under or house fly.
These
on an area of about eleven acres.
cfcargrd at the rate of flfi, and many other proper conditions, be worked with profit. were scattered among other species less trees will be
cut, as they become large
understood by the housearticles commanded an equally high price.
This was attempted several years ago, but commonly
enough, for Christmas trees.
Hum was the one necessity of pioneer life with disastrous results. On the whole, the holder.
Chestnut seedlings will be planted in
that sold at a price so low as to make a writer would be more inclined to advise
That fiiee are perfectly capable of breedthe spaces left by the removal of the
in the winter months is show’n by Dr.
Modern toper turn green with envy.
than
for
ing
mining,
Hedgwick
sheep-breeding
spruce, and it is expected that they will
Beyer, who cites experiments by a scien- begin to come in bearing when the last
and he believes that it would prove more
point,

or

write

Sedg-

to this rule

into the

very heart of the village, and this may not
be all a dream. The idea cau be carried
out

The Two Hods (patented) in
the base—one for ashes instead of

step.

to the

lage they are justly proud. The traditions
of old Baron Castine and his lordly sway
still cling around many of these old-time
walls, and the long struggle which brought
this portion of Acadia under the domination of the English is still recounted before many a hearthstone fire.

the

^

exception. It has long been
its schools and excellent church

and

the ordi-

cup-joint heat flues which heat
everywhere alike and make it the
quickest and surest of bakers.

no

The people

an

large

regulating

sum.

fine society may al-

and

literary privileges.

bandry

a

The Oven of the Crawford has

was

and

These

mistakes in

ranges amounts to

The Single Damper of the
Crawford affords absolute fire and
oven control by one motion—slide
the knob to “kindle,” “bake” or
“check,” the range does the rest.

ganizations it has the Eggemoggin lodge
of Masons, Minnewaukon chapter, Columbian Eastern Star, Patrons of Hus-

the

estuary of the sea that makes up a
distance above the village, of Sedgits shores

two-damper

spoiled by

range

serves as

short

was

nary

cost of the food

an

arm or

wick, and it

The

named

Ancient Order of United
is

seen

It

the troublesome

two-damper

such is

found

be

noted for

early days of Hedgwick. To its pages the
writer ia indebted for much of the data
that may be found In this story of the

good old town.
Benjamin’s River

to

between the present and
venerated by the

link
as

upon the cheek and
In such a place a

valuable information regarding the early history of
the town.
This address was put into
pamphlet form, and may be ('ailed the only
dress that

back

not many years ago
Thomas Pervear died at
the age of 106 years, and some facetious
village wag said that he had been killed in
order to start a grave yard. Of course the
joke was gruesome, but it served to point
a moral and adorn a tale.
It is the pure
and bracing atmosphere to be found in
this place that bring the bloom of health

that

Warren
here

past and

treme age.

again a new life is coming. The
summer guest is here, and already beautiful
cottages are springing up here and there.
One of these is occupied by Rev. Arthur

centennial of that church

go

There is something in this coast atmosphere that is peculiarly conducive to long
life and physical endurance, and there are
many people who have reached an ex-

when the launching of a clipper-ship
was an event that drew the
country people for miles around. The business perished when that national industry went
down, and for a period of many years
Bat

is in

never

people.

can

and

there

connecting

the

remember when the click
to-day
of the hammer could be heard on all sides,
who

hostelry

This old

will

excellent state of preservation, and among

the stocks.

on

industrial features that

other

the

always

were

The Cooks who have used the
Single Damper of the

only

not

Hedgwick

and not
made no

.."

for

prepared

trouble
tune

&ijrrttsinunts.

distance from the village, and which is
the attention of
already attracting
wealthy people from other states. Dr.
Hagerthy is a graduate of the Long Island
medical college, and sUnda high in his
profession.
The industries in Sedgwick are by no
means dormant, and are still connected
with the sea. The Portland Packing Jo.
gives employment to some seventy-five
men, and here large quantities of clams are

|

Milwaukee.
Wis., says
Tar is still more than tne
best. He writes us: “All those who bought it
best
for
and
colds they
think it is the
coughs
ever had, and I think it is still more than the
best. Our baby bad a bad cold and it cured
Please accept thanks.
Q.
him in one day.
A. Paacaaa.

and

and dyspepsia to come to our store
obtain a box of Rexall Dyspepsia

They contain Bismuth-SubniPepsin prepared by a process
which develops their greatest power to
overcome digestive disturbance.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very pleasant to take.
They soothe the irritable,
weak stomach, strengthen and invigorate
the digestive organs, relieve nausea and
indigestion, promote nutrition and bring

Tablets.

trate and

a feeling of comfort.
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets a
reasonable
trial we will return your
money if you are not satisfied with the re-

about

sult.

fl.00.

Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents and
Remember, you can obtain Rexall

Remedies only at
G. Moore,
I

cor.

The Rexall Store.

opp. post office.

E.

T. 6 K. FLAVORING
MAKE

COOKING DAY

A

EXTRACTS

PLEASURE.

is economy, because absolutely pure and full strength they require less to
Prepared in all the popular flavors. Sold generally throughout the State.
THURSTON 8 KINGSBURY, MTrs and Sole Proprietors, Bangor, Me.

Their

use

flavor.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

i bf <8 llswortb American.
A
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rUBLISHMD

COUNTY GOSSIP.

ROADS AND SCHOOLS.

F. L. Hodgdon, of Center, sends to Trb
American office buttercup* end violets
picked by him Oct. 26, while plowing.

AVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
BT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
r. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

Asbeertptlon Price—fS.QO

year. $1.00 tor *li
months, 3S cents for three months. If paid
strictly 1 n advance, $1 So, 7ft and 38 cent*
respectively. Single copies S cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $S per
TearAdvertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
s

Our East Sullivan correspondent write*:
“Men are in town gathering t.ees for
the Christmas trade. We can live a few
year* longer on scrub growth. In time,
however, knees, pulp wood and hoop-poles
will have cleaned the land. Seiners are
evading the law by making their nets into
have
disappeared;
disappearing; factories are
exhausting the clams, and dog Bah are
swallowing the deep see dsh. Talk about

pounds;

lobsters

mackerel

are

conservation of

natural

onr

resources I

addressed

Baal nest communications should be
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to The Hancock county Publishing
CO., Ellsworth, Maine.

Thin week’ll edition of The
American in 2,300 copies.
average for the year of 1909,

2,395

WEDNESDAY NOVEBMER 2, 1910.
Institutes.
People in this section, whether actual farmers or not, who are interested in the improvement and advanceFarmers’

ment of this branch of industry are
reminded of the meetings to be held

in this county—to-morrow at Agricultural halt. North Ellsworth, and on
Friday at Highland grange hall, North
enobscot.
The State is doing a great work by
means of these
institutes, sending
men to address them who know what
are talking about, both from a
theoretical and a practical standpoint, and the meetings thus arranged
are deserving of the best possible sup-

they

port.
In recent years Ellsworth and vi-

cinity have been especially favored
with these meetings. The influence
of the potato meeting in the spring of
1909; of the talk on orcharding at
North EiUworth the same spring; ot
the apple school and dairy school of
last spring were events of far-reach-

ing importance, the results already
achieved being worth all they cost.
The stimulus of these institutes is
also seen among the granges; grange
fairs are increasing in number, In
interest and in value all over the
State: Hancock connty this year had
more of them than ever before, and
year is likely to see still more.
While boards of trade and similar
organizations naturally look to the
development of business in cities,
next

they by

no means

confine their efforts

There is cothe larger places.
operation between them and ail other
organizations which are looking to
the development of industry, whether
to

in the city or the country, whether
agricultural, industrial or commercial.
There may not be as much fun and
excitement at

North EiUworth

to-

aDd at North Penobscot on
Friday us an anual fair produces, but
there will be a whole lot to learn, and

morrow

whole lot will be s <id which will be
food for thought during the coming
winter.
a

Col. S N. Campbell, of Cherryfleld,
and Col. Frederick Robie, of Gorham,
are the only surviving members ol
the executive council that figured
in the times when the father of Governor-elect Plaisted was governor.
The other members of Gen. H. M.
Plaisted’s council were:
Roscoe L.
Bowers, Saco; Joseph T. Hinckley,
Bluehill; William Wilson, Hallowell;
James G. Pendleton, Searsport; Lewis
Barker, Bangor. Mr. Hinckley, who
was conspicuous in that body for bis
repartee and wit, died while on a trip
to
southern California.
Kennebec
Journal.

Sweet reminders of spring continue to
poor into Thb Americas office. Buttercups, bluets, violets and strawberry blosMr*. Abbie
soms are
almost common.
Smith, of Ellsworth, picked a large blush
H. M. Carter, of Mt. Desert
rose Sunday.

Metcalf, of Seawall,
large ripe cultivated strawberries, and Mrs. E. T. Spurting, of
Ferry,

send

and Elmer

in

Franklin

Island

ship, sends

wild

Metcalf reports that be

ripe

to three

one

every day

station. Friend-

light

ripe

a

strawberry.
has picked

berries from his

Mr.
from
vines

July. There are many
ripening berries now on the

since

blossoms and
Tines.

_

The people of East Surry think they
have one smart old lady. Mrs. Catherine
Moon, more than seventy-eight years old,
is still an active nurse, and a good one, too,
often going from home to care for the

During the past six weeks she has
daughter-in-law, besides caring for a sick husband, who is past
eigbty-one years of age. She had a
woman to help with the housework three
sick.

nursed ber

left alone to do the
one an infant
whose mother was
confined to her
chamber. There was the usual work of fall
on a farm, with two cows, bog and hens
and three children to get off to school every
morning. And in her “spare lime" she
has knit two pairs of men's stockings and
weeks, then she

was

work of nine in the

pairs

seven

family,

of mittens.

Ellsworth, Mr., Oct. 31,1910.
Tot he Editor of the American:
to be

a

general impression

that the
turn

presence of gray squirrels, the
of which to Ellsworth after

rean

absence of several

years was mentioned
in The American
s
few
weeks ago,
should not be encouraged, as they are

Tbs official yote of the State

the
three referendum measures submitted
on

the voters at the recent election,
all of which were lost, it as follows:
One percent, beer bill—Yes, 31,093; no,
to

acorn

does not grow. However that may
very lean gray squirrel appeared one

be, a
cold winter’s day on the ledge of a secondstory window at our house, and attracted
attention by clawing at the pane. He ate
the peanuts we put out, and the next day
and every day after, at exactly the same
hour, be came with three friends.

Finding that nuts were an expensive
a colony of hungry squirrels, we
experimented with different foods, and
found that they especially liked bits of
diet for

brownbread or eorncake and small
pieces of apple and carrot. They never
failed to come until the snow had melted
and buds had started in the woods, and
before another fall they had been shot,
cold

but that was before a wise and kindly
legislature had protected them.
These squirrels showed no disposition to
get into the house or do any mischief, like
their cousins, the red squirrels, which are
nearer

related to rats and

some

like them

in their habits.

I am sure that any one who will provide
food for the gray squirrels, out of the way
of cats, will be amply repaid
by the
beaaty find graceful antics of the little
M. A. Greely.
guests.

A

Heavy Forest Fire Losses.
rough estimate of the fire loss

upon

•40,475. Division of town of York— the national forests in Montana and
Portland northern Idaho puts the total amount of
Yes, 19,892; no
34,722.
timber killed or destroyed in this one
bridge bill
Yes, 21,251; no, 29,851.
The vote of Hancock connty on the district at over six billion board feet,
while the area burned over is put at over
one per cent, beer bill was as follows:
1,250,000 acres.
Yes, 1,284; no, 1,362.
—

WEST BROOKXJN.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
William L. Miles went to Boston last
Saturday on business.
Miss Tillie Martin, ot Bar Harbor, was
the week-end guest of ber mother, Mrs.
Matilda Martin.
<C & Scribner and wife, ot Green Lake,
JJwnt Sunday with Mrs. Scribner’s parents, Henry Butler and wife.
The marriage of Miss Alice Marshall and
Charles Graves took place Saturday, in
Biiaworth, at the Baptist parsonage, Her.
P. A. A. Killam officiating. They took
the noon train far Bangor, where they
will make tbair home. Mr. and Mrs.
Graves have the beat wishss of their many
friends tor a long end happy married life.
M.
Oet. M.
_

SUNSET.

George Carter is ill of rhuematism.
Miss Maud Willey visited relatives at
Sedgwick recently.
Mrs. Delia Carter, of Ocean ville, visited
relatives here reoently.

Eugene Friend had a cartload of paving
over hia foot recently, breaking his

run

little toe.
Curtis Carter and family, of Fall River,
Maes., are guests of hia mother, Mrs.
Bailey Cloaeon.
Jeaae Eaton and family, who have been
visiting hia mother, Mrs. Martha Eaton,
returned to their home at Ooeanville.
Oct.M.
B.

have

_

BROOKS V IDLE.
Mr. and Mrs. King, of Bradford,
goaata of their daughter, Mrs. J.

are

N.

Palmer.

Gsorgs Davis has bought a cow of Ansel
G. A. Pieros and wife are in Belfast
Stanley.
visiting their daughter, Mr*. John
A new cottage is to ba built at Sellers Collins.
Mimas Oram Stover and Stella Lard atpoint for Mr. Roberta, to be ready for
tended the teschew’ convention in Bangor
A young son of William Weymooth fell last week.
-“T and injured himself internally.
Mrs. Fred Hawse, with sons Dwight
It is feared the injuries will prove fatal.
and Lester, haa arrived from Corn villa,
Friday night these was a Hallowe’en where she haa boon a guest of her parents,
party at the library building. A good W. ft. Parkins and wife. Her sister, Bartime la reported. Mrs. Fannie Cole drew nice Parkins, accompanied her.
the guilt.
Oet. B.

Oct. SI.
____________

Assay piece of advertising oopy should
ba so Important as a single button on a
p^r of panto; a great deal depends on it,

OF

AND

THE

BETTER

GREAT

SCHOOLS

NEEDS

OF

THE COUNTRY TO-DAY.
Iw rtttea for the National O ranee by Logan
Waller Page, director efSoe of public roads
U. 8. department of agriculture.

A person rarely takes to a proposition
is convinced of its merits, or that
it will have a beneficial effect on bia Interests. This la true in every line of business
and in every phase of life, and it la especially true when the proposition involves
the expenditure of money or tabor. The
improvement of oar public roads requires
the expenditure of both money gnd labor.
It is plain, therefore, that those from
whom the money and labor for Improving
our roads must come must first be convinced that it will inure to their beneficial
interests and general welfare.
This has been one of the greatest obstacles to road improvement. After more
than ten yean of active campaigning to
emphasize the necessity for the work; its
importance baa not been fully realized by
the people. Some of them, in fact, many
of them, thoroughly appreciate tbe vast
economic and social advantages which
will result from good roads, hut tbe majority do not. A reversal of this majority
will be the greatest achievement yet attained by tbe agitation for road improvement, and tbe only method whereby that
may be accomplished is through a systematic education of tbe people as to the
benefits which will accrue to them.
The advantages of good roads extend to
every citizen, whether he live in city or
country; and to every enterprise, whether
it be agricultural, manufacturing jor mining. All are more or less dependent on
tbe common highways as an avenue of
tbe commercial transportation, and in
until he

proportion at these highway# are improved so aa to facilitate transportation
are they benefited thereby.
These benefits have been carefully computed and es-

thinking

man

of tbe

impor-

and necessity for road improvement.
But there are other elements of advantage which more urgently recommend the
improvement of our roads. Advantages
which deserve far more serious consideration than any financial advantages which
tance

weather.

CXNTOAL SCHOOL*.

In addition, improved roads woald make
possible s new system of central schools,
which woald insure better schools at less
oost. Some scheme coaid be devised for
carrying the children to and from school,
which would be impossible over oar present bad roads and with the small and
badly located schools in most country
communities. It woald be possible under
each a system for one school centrally located to receive all of the children within
a radius of from four to five miles.
This
would make it possible to establish graded
schools in all of the rural districts. Large
and commodious baildings could be provided, more competent teachers could be
employed, and all the modern facilities
for teaching supplied at a minimum cost.
This would reduce the tax levy apon the
patrons, provide a better school for the
children, and elevate the moral and
social rone of the community.
This is being done nos in some of our
states that have improved their road*.
Indians and Ohio have each improved
about one-third of their roads, and in these
states the schools are being consolidated.
The small scboolbouse of one room is
being replaced by s central scboolhouse of
half a dosen room* and ss many teachers.
Wagons are sent out every morning to
gather the children up and take them to
school and to take them home every evening. All the children within a radios of
several mile* are thus taken to one school.
It it foand to coat less proportionately
to build and equip one large central tcboolhoape than it does to build and equip
several smaller one*. Libraries sod reading rooms sre provided for these schools,
lectare courses sre easily arranged, and
the children being brought together In
such large numbers are properly graded;
class spirit is engendered, and greater
pride and love for the school room fostered.

——

'H

C.

“Bo the book has boon withdrawn from
publication? A good job, too; it waa
perfectly anemia! one When was the order
warts?" “Jam a wash after you had read
it.” “Ah! 1 was in look, than.”

we

may

business, for recreation, for social intercourse, and for attendance upon church
and school.
It is different, however, with the two-

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Onmim Batter unwed home
Saturday from her eeaeon’e work at Bar
Harbor.
Mre. J. H. Gordon, who hoe been TUlting her daughter, Mre. MinnU Wentworth, at Eaet Franklin, U home.
Mia*

John Petrie U borne from Tank pond,
id Attack of rheumatic
fever. He U able to get about with the
aid of crutches.

recuperating from

Jamas Havey, Jr., who has bean employed In Boston, it home. At present he
I* relieving Postmaster Coleon, who U
away on e vacation.
The Golden Kale society met last Wednesday at Hooper, Havey A Co.'s boll for
A goodly amount of
on all-day saasioa.
work was done preparatory for its sale
before Christmas.
Forrest Haskell bee had an extension
built on bU pisxis, end bU buildings
otherwise improved. Mre. Haskell hoe returned from a visit with relatives end
friends In fiockland and vicinity. She reports a fine time.
Oct.

a._M.
EAST SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Georgia Robertson, who has been
ill since early spring, will leave tbU
morning tor Bangor to .pend a few weeks
with her sister, Mrs. James Workman.
Mrs. Ids Martin Morris, of Addison, baa
visiting in town (be past week. Mrs.
Morn, is pleasantly remembered at clerk
in the poetoffice* when S. 8. Henna wee
been

poet master.
Thomas Coughlin end family have been
visiting relatives hem before returning to
Michigan from which state they came
about s year ago sad eettled In Bangor.
Mrs. Coughlin was Miss Sarah Hammond,
of West Gould.boro. It is much regretted
that the Coughlins am returning to the
West.
A critical opsrutlon was perfortnsd on
Mrs. Dallas Haskell Sunday morning by
Dr. Block, assisted by Dr. Small, of Winter Harbor.
An abscess forming at the
roots of the tongue had to be lanced from
the outside in order to save the patient's
life.
Mm. Haskett is comfortable this
morning, and able to take nourishment.
Oct. 31.
H.

Charles

would alao be stimuby road improvement. When one

Churc-b attendance
lated

but

there is

also

an

feature connected with

attractive

them

eocial

which is

a

benefit and a blessing to the people.
The schools and churches of a co.nthirds of our people who are engaged in
| munity are its greatest moral and educaagricultural pursuits, and live away from tional forces. Next to them,
perhaps,
the centres of business and population. sttnds rural mail
delivery, which brings
They have not the paved streets and good the people of the rural districts in daily
roads of the cities and towns. They live touch with the cities and
business world.
apart from each other and have no roads It places in their hands the daily papers,
such as afford easy and convenient means
magazines, and all of the current literaof transacting business, of social inter- ture of the
country, so that they may be a*
and
attendance
course,
regular
upon well iufortned as to what is transpiring in
church and school. To them will flow the
political, literary and commercial
the maximum of benefits from improved world as their brothers in the
city. The
roads. Improved roads will bring them in beneficial eft -eta of Ibis service
upon the
closer touch with the centres of progress, happiness and home
comforts of our rural
it will give them enlarged ideas and assist
population are immeasurable, and nothing
them to adopt the new methods which are contributes to its
efficiency and regularity
so necessary for them to keep pace with
more than improved roads.
the march of progress along other lines,
The importance of improving our roads
and as they advance so will our civiliza- is ao
great that it demtoda the most serition. As they advance so will our entire ous consideration of
every one. It should
command oar immediate and persistent
country, and in equal ratio.
Good roads would revolutionize our efforts. Both old and
young have an incountry schools. Contrast the lot of the terest in it. Tbey ahouid all be educated
country child on his way to school in w in- to a realization or it* importance and
ter with that of the city child with only
bearing on their welfare; the old one# ao
they may begin the work of improvement,
a few blocks of paved streets to walk. Our
and the young ones ao they will be precountry child, with satchel over shoulder* pared and witling to take up the work beand lunch basket in hand, must leave the gun and carry it forward to a high degree
cheerful flreside of home from half an of perfection.
To thia end it wonld be a wise policy to
hour to an hour before school opens in
include in our school courses, both high
order to be there on time. The roads are school and college, a course in road conwet and muddy many months of the year. struction and maintenance, tinch a course
would give oar boys and girls rudimentary
The country is oi»n, and the cold wind*
training as to the importance and advanare unmerciful in their attack* upon him.
tages of improved rondj. It would instill in
So that, by the time he reaches the school- them a desire and an ambition to have
a sufficient knowledge of the
house, which is often unscientifically ven- them and
to enable them to co-operate intilated and poorly heated, his feet are so ■abject
telligently with the men in charge of road
cold and his body so chilled that he is un- work. It will teach them that by the exfit for *tody or recitation most of the day, ercise of a little knowledge and the judicious expenditure of a little money and laand the exposure and chilling of the body
bor much of the hardships of farm life may
invite pneumonia and other diseases.
be softened and its isolation dispelled,
These condition* cause broken and irreg- and that equal pleasure and comfort may
ular attendance. They create an aversion be extracted from life in the country as
be derived from city life.
in the child for the school room instead of may
If our rural population cun be brought
a pride
in punctual attendance and to a realization of this, the prevailing
studious sdvanoement. Not only this, but tendency to Hock from the farm to the
city wifi erase. They will immediately
a mother hates to see her children trot off
begin to agitate the question of improved
to school two or three miles awsy in oold, roads and to build them.
Ac the rands
bad west her. She fears that the injurious an improved the rural districts wilt beeffects upon the body from the exposure come more attractive, the farmers will
continue to farm and to do ao mors intelwill do greater harm than the beneficial
ligently, the congealed population ot the
effects upon the mind will do good. She cities will begin to flow tram their alleys
realises that a vigorous mind can only to tba healthy atmosphere ot the farm, and
become prodoners Instead of idle condwell in n healthy body, and that it
sumers, and our country will inarch
would be a misdirected exercise of ma- forward to greater industrial attainments
ternal care to force her children to school and higher and nobler civilisation.
The educational and social advantages,
under conditions of exposure which entherefore, which will low from improved
danger their bodily health.
roads an manifold. It la of prims Imporimproved roaae woaia oe a greater mo- tance to the whale American people that
tor in reducing the percentage of illiter- these advantages ha realized to the tolled
extant.
It is important to thorn who
acy, which exiete throughout the country. inhabit our cities because the brain and
Our percent illiteracy can not ha reduced morals of the aity an constantly replento any appreciable extent exoept by mar- ished from the term home, whan wa And
our most ideal home Ufa.
It is the Infu•haling all of the ehUdraa, both city and sion of good heolthy blood from the
country, into the echooi too am. Thio can country Into that of the city which mainonly ha acrompliabed by a eyeteae of tains the poise between the ravages of the
Some of oar baser forces at work to undermine our
oompaleary education.
civilization, and then which tend to upetatee ban already peered oompoleory lift and elevate U.
All these advantages
edaoation lawa, aad la many other etatee an Important to thorn who inhabit oar
rural
districts
bimuai
of their direct inof
each
lawa
la
eo
the eentiment in favor
fluence
their welfare. And any
pronoonoad aa to indieato their early ea- mesa ora upon
which benefits every tacrlnn
aotment.
Thane lawa prove a bleedng citisen, adds to the moral, eoonomie and
when wlaely framed aad proparly ad- intellectual advancement ot our country,
min htered. There are no ohetaotee to and places the daily news of the world
and ot oar own country In tbs bunds of
their eSkdeat edmlnletrntinn in oar ettiee. oar rural
population, will prove a blissing
everybody ie in ctooe proximity to the to the entire country and add strength
and
character
to our nation.
•chooiboaaee aad can eaaily reach them

registered
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at

of

Kobioion,
Hotel Bristol.

sleds.

team

Moulton. Hlate

at reel,

wagon, riding bar*
SLKIOH.
plow aad chains
Mu
Apply
Camoll, at Carroll homestead.
area,

IkMtoo,

H.

I>r. 8. K* Phelps and sou Donald are
taking a trip to Cuba for a few weeks.
They will be guests of Dr. Phelps’ brother.
Mrs. A. 8. Cummings had charge of the
lay service Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Fred
Noyes will conduct the next service, in
two week*.

Liberal Christ ian society will hold
sociable si the hall Friday evening.
Everyone is cordially invited. Refreshments, program and dancing.
The

dime

This

community expresses much sympathy to Mrs. Forrest Perry, of Oouldsboro, in the sad death of her husband,
was killed in the Dunbar
quarry at
North Sullivan last week.
Oct. 31.
H.
_

Pinkham and wife
Hanna Sunday.

were

Good team hors* cheap
Address
Yoeau. Eaat Murry, M<*

An opportunity for yc<*nf
women from 14 to 3» year* of aye to an>
|
dertake the training for profeaaiouai aurau.
Must*b- of good character, in good health
and with good references.
fWa* liable pay
Ad dr? a* Tat
daring the time of training.
ItaniM'OM Hoarer a L, Keekland. Main-

>TURMK«

ON

a

new

guests

Mrs. Olive Mtrtin was the week-end
guest of relatives in Bar Harbor.
Mi*a Eva Coughlin, of Bangor, was the
guest of Miss Lena Koher«*on last week.
John Tracy and wyfe, of Goulds boro,
visited relatives and friends here recently
Mrs. Rose Morton, of Friendship, is the
guest of her nephew, W. M. Pet tee, this

K

—

reDablr
AT
sell the fas
a

**«**. 45

months.

Mra. Ida Morris, of Addison, was the
guest of her brother. E. J.
Robertson.
week-end

Mia* Edna MacArtbur sad Min Bertha
McCourt attended the teachers' convention
at Bangor Thursday and Friday.

Mrs. Hike and Mr*. Newman, of South
Uouldaboro, and Mias Hisuley, oh Swan's
Island, were guesU of Mrs. Emma Pettee
Saturday.
Muses Bartlett has leased tbe Sullivan
creamery for a term of fire years. Mr.
Bartlett's family will oocopy the Robertson homestead.
Mrs. Maud Martin, who has been emH. Hanna during the summer, is with her father, J. U. Small.
Thomas Coughlin, of Bangor, and Fred
Fatten, of East Sullivan, wars guests of
®. E. and W. H. Hammond at thalr camp
on Sswnrd’a island Thursday.
OS' O'
Pbcjcbb.

ployed by G.

__

WEST UOULDBBORO.

«t

Mau**s*d want*
in t swank

woman

Writ 3Hb

Ml

Near York-

llOYMf OIELM' FERE COLUMBIA NICY*
I> CLEM for a ItMta easy spare-t;ri* *irk
ffAWctoa**

for

Vionuxir

sand

a} (or

wonderful FREE BtcycSaOffer, A 3 :r**»-Bicycle Club"’. Room MM.** Wes; SSth MlFew

York._
HAND avals.

tn

table for g rang* ha
SECOND
L. F*rr«,a,
Nicolin
It

Me

V. D

Eee*y

No. 3.

good

grange.

c*.

dittos;

Hi

»*<.rtk.

SffttM 2$eUu*.
nr thank*.
expr**** our besrl(< t thank*
neighbors and frier Is who to
kindly gave their aasietame and who »poke
word# of sympathy and g»»e flower* in the
ticket*** aad death of oar dear sk>«> and brothMa. a»*» Mae It. F-Joacaa.
er, Austin.
Via. awn Mas. Rat.ru Joan**.
Ms Haul Justus.
Waltham. Me Oet. 31. 1313.

CAKi>

wish to
to our

t'AKIi <1? TK'tMlv
wish to express our sincere ihtato h
the friends and neighbor- who *o
kindly assisted us in the racent. Ill:-- ** end
death of our dear baby R*«*. and c*vm -ally to
those who eent flower* a* silent tokens ol low
and sympathy.
Ma. a no Ma*. Kowtw Ba*m>*.
Brooksviile. Me Oct. 31, 1310.

\X7"®
V

f

JUflal Xcutrs.

week.

Miss Margaret Martin is visiting her
parents, William Martin and wife, for two

lUam#'*
man

teat-growing maga/.-’ir in \merlea. Earn #1 » to 3300 a day
Write immediate!; for “Salary Elan** and FKF F. out At.
A4«Jres* “VON' bales Mgr,, Hancr*'*-* M*eto

WE

ASHV1LLK.

Edward

Jobs

(ZLintrt.

who

of E. A.

Ellsworth

it

Hamblen attended the teachers'
convention in Bangor Friday.
Hiram Whitaker, of Oouldsboro, was a
guest at W. O. Emery's Sunday.

T. E. Hammond is completing
abed for E. A. Hanna.

u>
or

AM

ERE

Mias

a

#ot Aaic.
RK3E~Tw«Bl|*ln Toulouse geese t* 5*
VX *»ld at one*. Mato* Yaayow, r.ila.
worth. E. r. D. No. 3.

HO Jaaonn

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

SCHOOL AND CHCRCH.

gain, and which cannot be measured according to say monetary stand- haa a nice smooth road to travel over he
thought to be natural enemies of birds
ard, but must be looked for in tbe eleva- doesn't mind driving three or four miles
This is a great mistake, for the park tion of our citizeuship and tbe moral and to church. Hmali congregations would
thus be augmented. The people would
intellectual advancement of our people.
commissioners of Boston, who do everybecome interested in and lake a pride in
thing to cultivate bird life, also teed the
CITY AND COCNTSY.
their churches. larger and more comgray squirrls, and in all the parks, as well
Most of our cities and towns have good fortable churches
would be built, and
as in private grounds in the suburbs, bird*
streets and driveways, which facilitate
both children and grown people would
and gray squirrels live in the same tree on
business and recreation. The people live
attend church more regularly than they
the friendliest terms.
close together, and social and friendly in- do
now with our bad roads and distant
it is also said, on how good authority 1
tercourse
is easy.
The schools
and and uncomfortable
churches; for church
do not know, that gray squirrels cannot
churches are within easy reach of all. So
going is not only beneficial from the relive through the winter without help in
our urban population has
facilities
ample
ligious atmosphere which pervades them,
regions such as this, where the white oak for

—

•-—

ROADS

ONR

ment to any

Concerning Gray Squirrels.

seems

GOOD

timated in dollars and oents, and so mormons have they been thus demonstrated
to be that they present a convincing argu-

C omsponomrc.

There

INTIMATE RELATION ONE WITH
THE OTHER.

bat little expocnra In the wont
Bat In the ratal district*, the
opposite Is trae. If all of the nods were
la good condition so as to remain high
and dry it woald be possible to suoaeeefully enforce each a law even in the rural
districts, bat with the present condition
of the most of the roads, it Is impracticable. And the states in their efforts to
thus bestow a blessing apon their children woald be attempting an unkind
benefaction for which l bey woald pay oy
a
resultant loss in the physique and
mental vigor of oar fotare generations.

COUNTY NEWS.

with

notick or
N»n

rmctiosi k»~

Y. JokBMOB. o( F.l!,Maine, by her
mortgage
day of No»«n*
ber. a J. 1303. and recorded In Hancock coon*
ly registry of deeds, book t*4, page 334. cosveyed to the undersigned. Michael Mhea, «•
Kliaworth. Hancock county. Maine, a certain
parcel of real estate situated in Hancock. |»
•aid county of Hancock, aa set forth and fully
described in said deed; and wherra* the condilion of mid mortgage baa beeu and n**w rtmains broken, this notice is therefore hereby
given for tba purpose of foreclosing the *»st
aa required by law.
Michskl **«■*•
By hta etaorney, Edmond J..Walsh.
November 1,1313.
worth. Hancock county.
WIIKRKA*
deed dated the I3th

OBtertiflcmnitta

PERHAPS
YOUR BUSINESS
NEEDS MY
ADVERTISING
HELP.•»«”'*
You’ll And It aanalblo
inrxprnairr well worth, having
PaitioaLtra and prior* trot on rr—

—

A. U Young, of Ports mouth, has been
visiting hia daughter, Mrs. A. W. Gordon.

(tnaat.

Mrs. E. 8. Shaw, who has been visiting
at Qouldaboeo point, returned home Tuee-

FRED H. CLIFFORD S

day.
Dr. Helen Taft Cl eaves, of Boston, who
has baan visiting relativss ham, returned
home Monday.
Allen Kingsley and wilt, who have baan
spending thalr vacation ham, returned to
their bom at Bar Harbor Monday.
Mm. Thomaa Coughlin, of Bunted, wan
in town calling on frtende last week before leaving for her horn in the Weal.

u-n» m Miinwa irw
Moan-otiyu hm>

BAWQOW,

SOCIETY NALL

MAINE-

nTtS

Miasm Prances and Margaret Wood and
Blanche Kingsley, who am
attending
echool in Bar Harbor, ham hasa at horns
while thalr taaoham attended the mamatlon at flangor.
<><*•»•
N.
__

OOCLDSBOBO.
Mrs. Edith Hovey has gone |to Boston
for a visit of a law weeks.
Mm. Martha

Parry

and

daughter, Mm.

O. E.

MONAGHAN.

U-NO-HIM.

j

COUNTY NEWS.

[her

bank
ACCOUNT

I

Br I ANTHONY rWINING

I

OpyrigM. IMA or American Proas

||

v

II

AMOcletion

A mao suffragette nod a mao aotl
sofTragetto w era disc owing the queo

The suftjoa of votes for women.
fragette led off by stating that women
eften owned property and were en
titled to rota for those who made the
a
lews affecting their Interest*
widow, for Instance, had oat area a
husband to represent her A woman
wbo might barn mors business ability
than many men—
-What's that yon say about a wo
man baring bualneaa ability V Interrupted the antt.
«1 said that a woman might"—
-Do yon Include my wlfeir
-I haren't tba pleasure of an acquaintance with your wife."
“If you bad you would never bare
made that statement."
“la your wife a poor buslneos wo-

man?"
-Ynu Just

try bar In a

matter

of

banking"
">Ot up

IO ISM.

w

“I should say not When I married
bar she had some funds and Insisted
I opened
on managing them berseir.
a bank account for ber and tried to
track ber bow to keep IL Bbe learned
rery quickly what the check book was
1
tor. hot the pass book baffled ber.
brought down ber balances for ber In
the cbeck book, so that sbe wontd
know bow tnocb sbe bad In bank.
"One day I banded ber ber pass book
that bad Just been balanced at tbe
Bbe looked at tbe flgurea and
bank.
■armed very tnncb pleased. Then abe
went off and looked at her cbeck book
balance. Boon after that sbe presented me with a fur lined coat as a sur
prise. It was oot long before abe received a surprise herself In (he shspe
cf a notice from the bank that ber acBbe came to
count waa overdrawn.
I told ber.
me to aak what It meant
and sbe left me with a puxxlcd look
on her face.
“A few day* later 1 received a polite
note from the cashier asking me If I
I did
would kindly csll st tbe hank
so. and he received roe with a peculiar
smile. Taking me Into a private office
where no one would bear, he told me
that he had sent my wife notice that
her account was overdrawn to the
amount of $330. Then be showed me
a note from ber. In which she Inclosed
her check on his own bank for the
amount to square (he account
'Your wife Is not used to keeping
s hank account. I lake It.' he remarked
In kindly consideration of my feel

lags.
Tre
yes, she Is. I replied.
to;d ber all about It
'It can't be a mistake of ours.'
'"No; s mistake of mine. I ebon Id
have told you that ahe can't learn Just
h- w the trick la done. I'll give you a
Check for her overdraft.'
"I wrote him a check and that evening asked my wife how ahe expected
to wipe out an overdraft In that way
She was very much surprised ami disI thought that I'd better
gruntled.
look Into tier chock and pn*a hooka, and
what do you suppose I found? When
a short time tn-fore I had handed her
her newly balanced pas* book she had
■wired that tbe balance brought down
was $33n (n her credit.
The balance
1 bad brought down for her In her
c!i- k book
was
There were
$10
ch<- k* out not yet presented at the
bank for $340.
itelng a mathematical
prodigy. *he figured that It abe had
$310 Id tbe pa«a book and $10 In ber
check book she must have a balance
ot s:ts0.
She at once determined. In
the generosity of her dear inuocent
h- art. to apeud it In a fur lined coat
f'
me
I iet Id for tbe c-oat, and It
fur :-htnl hHjd for the moths.
"Sin, was so disgruntled at her in
ability to tnatutxe her account that she
«ud she would draw out sil her
money
*nd give up
I asked ber
banking
what money sbe referred to
Sbe said
that since I bad paid the overdraft
tb-re must be several hundred dollars
to her credit.
(lather than try to
viplstn to her that the account bad
been closed 1 deposited $400 In bank,
and she drew a cbeck for
It, and In
this way the matter waa settled.
""*■!. there was no more trouble
after this till one
day I left her to go
on a buslnaas
trip. In my cbeck book
I left a check
payable to ber order for
* blank
amount duly xlgoed. to that
she needed money abe could Oil In
tbe amount abe
required and gel It at
the hank.
During my absence sbe rea
*bort of money. A bUl for perfumery
came In tor $6.33.
She filled In this
amount, drew tbe money and paid tbe
■Oh

facfcsooville, Fla., Monday. They were
tooompaoled by Mrs. Proctor Btnallidge.
Mot. L

SEDGWICK.

aba needed more
“®n«7- 8be aobmltted (be case to a
Weod. wbo advised bar to write a
(beck for all tbe foods abe would need
r1 “7 return. take It to (be bank, and
tbe?, knowing abe was my wife, would
Probably casb It Instead of taking It
beraetf abe seat lb
"wall. abe got tbe money. But
*bea 1 came back,
happening la at
“• bank one
day, tbe caabler greeted
another grin, this time more
than before, handing mo at
r* Me time tbe chock my wife bad
to wbioh she had signed my

day

*bya

JJfwWi
Jr000
yawa.
hue

Mr*. A. E. Wooster spent a weak at Bar
Harbor recently.

C. E. Wescott, of steamer
Pemdquld, is
here making repairs on his home.

Mrs. William Bishop spent hat wsak In
Hangor and Frankfort.

Mrs. Susan Bartlett hat oiotsd her house
and gone to Boston tor the winter.

C. L. Smith and 3. E. Gould have moved
bom* from Hancock Point.

Mrs. H. A. Small, D. D. Q. M., returned
after a week's visit on Mt
Desert Island.

Ora Jordan is visiting relatives in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

home to-day

Mrs. Nettie Higgins has gone to spend
tbs winter with Mrs. R. W. Grafat.

Schooner Edward H. Blake, which haa
been loading stone here for
Philadelphia,
sailed to-day.

Mr*. Ida Roberts, of Brewer, is visiting
bar parents, Lewis Jordan and wife.

Mrs. Guy Means and Mrs. Louis Means,
of Dorchester, Mass., are guesU of W. N.
Means and wife.

A. L. Young, of Portsmouth, is visiting
relatives here and at West Goulds boro.
Mrs. Adelbert Gordon, of West Gouldsboro, visited friends her* a fgw days re-

Several from this section will go to
Oeeanville to attend the Means-Greenlaw

bently.
Capt. J. G. Martin is

wedding Wednesday.
W. E. Sylvester and wife, caretakers at
Harbor View for the winter, are going

at home. Cspt. E.
Wooster has command of hla vessel, the
Mary B. Wellington.

“0,aat hoareasl

Lr*

•

aappoaoi.- she aald.1
algn your naaae aa nearly as
It aa poaatbi*'
are no good dm

^JjJ^aJfj^wowao

Victor J. Levering, of Boston, is in town
os business.
A. C. Hinckley and wife are spending a
few weeks in Boston and vicinity.
Bev. E. Bean left for his home Oct. 31,
after spending a few weeks in town*
A. 8. Thomas and wife closed their cottage, “Sunset Cliff,” and returned to their
home in New York last week.

—

Max Abram has had a telephone installed in his store, and is making extensive improvements on the building.

Sundsy afternoon,
who already own a Hyomei Incongregation. Bev. C. Warren went to people
haler.
Oott’e bland.
G. A. I'archer will sell it to you at
Oct. 31.
THKJCA.
that price and give you the opportunto begin at once to rid yourself of
ity
NORTH FRANKUN.
vile catarrh and the snuffling, hawkSchool is in seseion again this week.
ing and spitting that go with it.
Many people, through years of neEarl Bracey is visiting relative* in
glect have let catarrh get a strong
Brewer.
hold upon them.
Some of these

A. P. Townsend add A. 8. Hinckley
spent the week-end with J. E. Mortell at
“Camp Meet-a-gain", Patten’s pond.

George A. Morse reports that among his
other farm products, he raised a flel<t_ of
corn which yielded him 135 bushels of dry
corn.

N. R. Collar has gone in the woods for

Superintendent-of-Schools McGouldrick
French.
Mrs. McGouldrick, Professor Wood, Henry
Willard Fose, of Machiaa, waa a weekthe Misses Lowell and Fairfield, attended
C. B. Colwell, wife and little son spent
the teachers’ convention in Bangor last end guest ot Hervey March and wife.
Saturday night and Sunday, with Mr. week.
Henry Jellison haa gone to Portland to
Colwell’s parents at Prospect Harbor.
The E. M. C. 8. second foot-ball team receive inatrnction in the automobile line.
I.

into the ben business.

C. A. Holden left to-day on a business
trip to Portland. Miss Holden and Miss
Alice accompanied him.

_

Oct. 31.

and

W.

LAMOINK.
B. G. Young
last week.

was

in

Nov. 1.

academy team on Dodge’s field
It was a cloee, hard game, the
score at the end standing 6-5 in favor of
the visitors.

played

Mrs. S. H. Dority, who haa been visiting
her sister, Mrs. A. 8. Newman, at Bar
Harbor, arrived home to-day.

the

T.

Oct. 29.

Bangor

tew days

a

ORLAND.

Mrs. Deborah W. Partridge, formerly of
this place, died at her home in Augusta
pleasantly Tuesday, Oet. 25. Tbe body was
brought
surprised Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 25, at here for interment. Mrs.
Partridge fracher home at Mrs. Hoyt Treworgy’s, at
tured ber hip last spring, snd had been a
Harry Coolidge was in Hancock last
North Blnehill, by a party of her old
week on business.
great snOerer ever eince. She wae a sister
friends from the village.
Frnit,
candy,
of Charles A. Wight, of this place.
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins recently visited
books and papers were evidences of the

Capt. Louis Lane, of Portland, has been
here visiting his parents, H. D. Lane and
wife, after an absence of four years.

Miss Viola Davis recently visited relatives here.

Mrs. Laura Hamilton, of South Bluehlll,
Miss Helen McFarland, of Brooklin,
were guests of Miss Small
Wednesday.

and

Mrs. Almira Hcammon

was

The entertainment given under the relatives in Bar Harbor.
call. The party consisted of Mrs. Eliza
That which masquerades as bad luck in
Mrs. Howard, of Trenton, visited her Chase, Mrs. Clara Holt, Mrs. Eliza
suspires of Miss Small and Mias Hamilton
Stubbs,
is usually bad management.
Wednesday evening was well attended. daughter, Mrs. Stephen Young, Sunday.
Miss Augusta Peters, Mrs. Fannie Stevens, advertising
Proper copy, properly presented in
Proceeds, flS, which will be given toward
Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins and daughter Clara and Mrs. Edna Buker.
a
medium can be counted on to
the

tomb.

new

Oct. 31.

have gone to

H.

Charles Hollis spent Sunday at his home
in New burg.

has

31._K.

teachers employed in
attended the State convention in

Bangor

the

CENTER.
Mrs. Albert Harper has been visiting
friends at Weat Tremont the past week.

last week.

Nina Parker spent several days last

Miss

week in Islesboro with

her

Mrs. James Gray is with her daughter,
Mrs. Delmont Murphy, at Oak Point.

grandmother,

Mr*. George Warren.

District-Superintendent Horace B. Haspreached a tine sermon here Sunday,

Vsrnutn and two children

Mrs. Grace
will

occupy the Gray house

on

kell

Perkins

street for the winter.

Oct. 30.

Mrs. Gates moved on Saturday from
Wilson house on Green street to the
Uea house on Perkins street.

Mrs. R. B. Higgins and daughter Gladys,
of Manset, spent Saturday at Mrs. Isabelle Hodgdon’s.

Mrs. C. H. Hooper returned on Friday
Portland, whefe she has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Sam Whitney.
Mrs. Ned Brown and infant daughter,
of Bradford, are spending a few days with
Mrs. Brown’s part'ills, George Weeks and
wife.
from

Mrs. Wheeler Webster, who has been at
on Pleasant street during the

her home

winter

her

with

house

her
w

Friday

and

will spend the
daughter, Mrs. Fred

here she

Hallowe’en party was given by the
students of the normal school at their hall
A

All report a tine time.
members of the high school enjoyed a
social on the same evening at the high
school building.
G.
Oct. 31.

The

time

DEER ISLE.

turned from
Mass.

a

week’s

in

visit to his

w

Mclniuch has returned from
Mrs. Mclninch and little granddaughter Grace are home from Brewer.

been

Metcalf,

Dr.

re-

Thomas

Everett,

wife

and

are

McKee and wife, who have been

weeks

Oct.

Robert,

son

Alligator,
Massachusetts Sunday.

in town on a
mother, Mrs. Faunie

ife

at

returned

to

E.

31._
BLCEHJLL FALL3.

Hcott.

wife, who have
Emery Pickering
tween spending a week in Boston, came
aud

ing iu New York.

the

Rev. J. R. Rutter and wife and Capt.
Brown and wife, of Atlantic,

family.
A.

Tuesday.

Candage.
Oct.

31._'

Eugene Clark

The

teacher, Miss Bessie Young, and
pupils, gave a tine entertainment at the
hall Saturday evening.
Althoilgh the
weather

pupils

BORN.

was

labored

m PAIR OF SHOES
easily earned. Women, listen: The finest of un-to
date footwear is y urs in exchange tor a little of
your tune. A like proposition ol equal merit was
uever before offered. For particulars, address the

Bay State Hosiery Co., SSi?:
KLLS WORTH

Steam
*

Bath Rooms.

laundry and
**

»*AV,

VO

W

\ HH

►

►

klnu« of lanndry work done at short notice*
Goods called tor and delivered

All

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building, state St.,

CAMDEN WOOLENS

shot

a

deer

last week.
week.

Schools will close this week for a vacation of one week, after which there will
be six weeks more.
Mrs. Amon Googins and daughter
Beatrice are visiting her parent*, David
Smith and wife, In West Franklin.

Kbx.

Adalbert Merchant, wife and son Leland,
who an working in the woods (or Hollis
Iordan, wen home last week while Mr.
Hemhant was digging his potatoes and
lxing up his buildings tor winter.
Oct. SI.
Gkm.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
The local teachers attended the convention at Bangor last week.
Master John Manchester entertained a
of

EAST LAMOINE.
Miss Alice Higgins is at home.
Mias Helen Ores nan, who is employed
: n Bangor, was home
Friday and Satur-

lay.

centiy.
<

Teacher and

a success.

to

make

it

successful.
A baked-bean supper followed. Receipts,
$10.75, for school improvement fund.

Oct 31.

LEACH—At West Penobscot, Oct 26, Beatrice
Evelyn Leach, aged 5 mouths.
NORRIS—At Bar Harbor, Oct 27, George
Douglass, son of Mr and Mrs D Shirley
Norris, aged 3 years, 11 months.
PERRY—At North Sullivan, Oct 80, Forrest O
Perry, of Gouldsboro, aged 39 years.
RYDER—At No 8 plantation, Oct 28, Mrs
Maria Ryder, aged 86 years, 2 months, 20

N.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

Perley Stanley is improving the dry
digging a well.
Fred Birlem is going captain of the fishing schooner Nickerson.
Mrs. Georgia Spurling and four children
have been visiting Eber Spurling and

times

day 8.

Rheumatism

Mn. Elisabeth Moody, who has ocmpied her cottage hen during the stunner, has returned to Springfield, Mass.

1* O. Collins has mnted Mrs. Myra
fonng’s bouse for the winter. Mn.
* felllna, who has been seriously
ill, la bet1 at.
Odt.Sl.
H.

Is A Constitutional Disease.
It manifests itself in local aches and
pains,—Inflamed joints and stiff muscles,—but it cannot be cured by local
applications.
It requires constitutional treatment,
and the best is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

day.

Mrs. Leslie Bunker and

Thursday

Friday

and

son

with

Harry spent
friends and

relatives here.

Miss Velma Stanley returned home
Sunday from Frenchboro, where she has
been teaching.

Hood’s

to enter

a

hospital

Sarsaparilla

which corrects the acid condition o'
the blood and builds up the system.
Get It today in usual liquid form or
•hocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

Friends of Mrs. John B. Steele are sorry
to learn that she is ill, and will be
obliged
soon.

Mrs. Lewis Stanley, of Bear island, is
spending a short time here, where her
husband is engaged hauling up boats for
the winter.
Oot. 31.
Rooney,
ISLE8FORD.
Mr. Crocker and family have moved into
the house recently occupied by Frank

Stanley.
Mrs. Edward Sparling has been to Bostor an operation on her eyes. She was
accompanied by her husband and son
ton

Harry.
Mrs. Georgia

Spofford Sparling and
family are visiting Mrs. Spurling’s
parents. Mr. Sparling Joined his family
Saturday night for a brief stay.
The cellar is nearly completed for the
parsonage. The island people were overcome with Joy at being presented with a
check and the wish expressed by a friend
who would like to pay for building the

THE—
j

POTATOES
DRESSED LAMBS and CALVES
LIVE

and

DRESSED

a

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

Freshness

Prompt

our

returns.

WESTON-THURSTON CO.,

Now Fancull Hall Market, Boston.
gyshlpplng tags furnished on application..*®

HALL A COLE
Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants.

APPLES, POTATOES AND CRANBERRIES our Specialties.
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston.
Send for Stencil* and

Weekly Market Report

$HIP YOUR
POTATOES.
APPLES,
EGGS.
POULTRY, GAME, etc., to
CHAPIN BROS.,
Mass.
Boston,

range or a fui-

nace—if it is a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

only requirement.

Try US on your shipments of
APPLES, POTATOES, LIVE POULTRY, etc. Immediate returns.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

POULTRY

EGGS WANTED
Color does not count.

3t)bertisrmcnta.

J. Y. Spurling, who has been ill the past
two weeks, is able to sit up a short time

Greenwood circle will meet with Mrs.

He left for Bos-

Mrs. Bunker baa dosed her dressmaking
rooms and returned to Boston tor the
winter.
Miss Marion BmaUidge has entered the
A Stratton commercial school,

on

doing

Crumbs.

Eugene Clark Thursday ot this

to-day, accompanied by his wife.

C. A. Utndage is having some alterations
reupon the house he purchased

is

EASTBKOOK.

Cfept. C. A. Haskell, of schooner Jessie
while
his
Bishop, has been h)me

Oct. i!7.

Eugene Candage

Grace Candage and Mr. Cottle, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday with Mrs. Angie

Among the yachtsmen returning home
this week are Fred Joyce, John Annis,
Herbert
Pickering, Ernest Pickering,
Oscar Morey and Frank Howard.

friends Friday night.
Abram Gilpatrick and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,

K. Conary is having repairs made

the postofflce.
the work.

Linwood Pickering and Lucy Howard
left Monday for South Framingham,
Mass., where they have employment.
Supt.-of-Schools William H. Patten and
W. E. Stoddard, principal of the high
school, were in Bangor this week attending the teachers’ convention.

party

Martha Dowe, of Bucksport, spent
week-end with A. R. Conary and

Miss

William

Oct. M.

N.

Mrs. H. A. Small, of Sedgwick, spent
part of last week with relatives here.
Rev. 8. H. Jobe will give a moving-picture entertainment at the hall Thursday
evening, Nov. 3. The public is invited.

each

for the

to sail for Panama.

schooner is unloading.

a

Lizzie Conary left Sunday for Castine
winter.

Capt. Everett Haskell will leave this
week to take command of a three-master

ton

survey Friday.

Walter Joy left Thursday for Hartford,
Conn., where he has employment for the
winter.

Saturday.
E. L. Conary in building a hennery.
Capt. Walter P. Gray is spending a week
Mrs. Mary Kane is in Rockland for
with his fatnliy while his vessel is unloadvisit.

in town

Plana for the Episcopal chapel, drawn
by Fred L. Savage, of Bar Harbor, have
arrived. W.W. A. Heath completed the

wife.

D. P. Friend is very poorly.
The bridge is being replanked.

home

were

Ellsworm Port.
Ar Oct 28, sch Ann C Stuart, Surry
Sid Oct 90, sch Ann C Stuart, Rockland,
staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Sid Nov 1, sch Gold Hunter, Searsport,
staves and heads, H B Moore
Hancock County Porta.
West Sullivan—Sid Oct 27, Ann J Trainer,
N Y
Ar Oct 27, sch Thomas B Garland
Southwest Harbor—Sid Oct 24, schs Vere B
Roberts (Br), Constance, Priscilla. Clara Berard, all bound east
Sid Oct 27, sch Mai^ie Saunders for Providence
Sid Oct 29, sch William Cobb
Sid Oct 31, sch Nickerson
Bass Harbor—In port Oct 28, sch Oliver
Mitchell, stone laden

Thursday.

Patten.

three

Amos Scott and
short

have

returns.

MAUiiNE ias>T.

Bev. 8. H. Jobe was the guest of H. 8.
Mitchell and wife at Tinker’s island

nounced the affair

the road.

Edgar

wife
visit

on

John Akerman, Mrs. Aker man, with a
friend from Worcester, Mass., came for
Alligator Suuday.

_

Woodworth and

them.
They do not stop to think that a diseased condition that is the result of
negligence cannot be overcome in a
week.
No matter how chronic your catarrh
troubles, HYOMEI is guaranteed by
G. A. Parcher to cure them if you
give it half a chance. Just breathe It,
that’s all, and it’s healing, soothing,
antiseptic properties will make you
feel better in a day.
If you own an inhaler get a 60-cent
bottle of HYOMEI at G. A. Pareher’s
to-day. If you do nut own a Hyomei
inhaler, ask for a complete outfit,
which consists of an inhaler, a bottle
of HYOMEI and sini.de instructions
for use. This complete outfit costs
•1.00, but you then have an inhaler
that will last a lifetime.

APPLES

.Saturday evening.

Isaac

that one
to cure

ought

riERCHAN^

Footer.

Mrs. Dora Pickering, who has
quite ill, is somewhat improved.

bottle of HYOMEI

Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
unfavorable, a fair-sized
sold direct from the mills outaudience gathered. The program: Address i JORDAN—At Brooksville, Oct 25, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene Jordan, a daughter.
of welcome, Georgia Retd; little speech,
put. Write (or Samples.
Lurlene Rumill; farce, “The
CensusWanted in Every Town to Stll These Mi
Agents
Mrs. Janie Butler left last week for Taker and
MARRIED.
the Deaf Old Lady,” Arthur
F. A. Packard, Mgr. Retail Department,
Box 36, Camden. Me.
Massachusetts, where she will be em- Walls, Miss Young; tableau, “Evening
EATON—OSBORNE—At Roslindale, Mass,
ployed this winter.
Oct 22, by Rev L H Austin, Mrs Jennie B
Prayer,” Velma Murphy; music; drill*
Eaton, of Deer Isle, to Ernest C Osborne, of
Commission fHtrdbants.
Samuel Robbins, who has been with his “Topsey Turvey,” eight children; recitaBoston.
-V
--sister, Mrs. Isabelle Hodgdon, this sum- tion, Edwin Lurvey; tableau, “Timid HOUSTON— FRANKS—At Bucksport, Oct 26.
The advertisements helow represent some of
bv Rev Edwin Z Klock, Miss Bessie Eve’ yn the leading houses of New
mer, will return to his winter home in Girls;” music; dialogue, ‘'Tom’s PractiEngland. Our
Houston,* f Bucksport, to HarrisonC Franks, rentiers will doubtless find them of valuA.
Massachusetts Thursday.
cal Joke,” Edwin Stewart, Jennie Walls,
of Newark, N J.
Oct. 31,
“Just
Like
Grands
Grace Murphy; tableau,
MARSHALL—GRAVES—At Ellsworth, Oct 29.
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Alice N Marshall
ma,’’ Lurlene JSaniUJj dialogue, “Takto Charles FGraves, both of North Hancock.
GREAT POND.
ing Tots,” Willie Swazey, Lurlene ftunfil!! J SOHbPPlS—At Ellsworth, Oct 27,
Clarence Williams went to Boston last
little speech, Willie Swazey; pantomime,
bv John H Brimmer, esq. Miss Helen R
BOSTON
week.
V,
r*
shoppe to William A Church, both of
“Chaperones in Repose?,” four people;
field.
Cherry
C. I. Brown and Mr. Paddock, of Syra- farce, “A Sewing
c°MI1I5SI0N
Miss
Circle,”
Young, SARGENT-MORSE-At Ellsworth, Oct 29, by
<
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Cora B Sargent to
use, N. Y., arrived Sunday for camp Jennie
Walls, Grace Murphy, W’llma
John E Morse, both of Ellsworth.
Wesulter.
Herrick, Lottie Stewart; recitation, “GoodSPRINGER—DYER—At Franklin, Oct 27, by
Rev Gideon Mayo, Miss Li uni e M Springer
Nearly all hunting pafties come and go night,” Marjorie Murphy. Miss Louise
to Bailey H Dyer, both of Franklin.
All profrom here by automobile, saving much Heath presided at the organ.
BUTTER AND EGGS

the

summer, closed
left for Portland,

bring in proper business

SEAL COVE.

Oct. 29.

think

people unreasonably

proper

H.

_

L. G. Cushing, of Waltbam, Mass., who
been visiting Capt. Fred Hodgkins
and wife, has returned home.
Oct.
A. Y.

A. Ricker returned home Thursday
from a trip of several days around Boston
and vicinity.
town

Oct. 31.

few weeks.

week.

W.

all

a

Mrs. Florence Blaisdeil, of Ellsworth,
was the guest of Mrs. B. G. Young last

Homer Fraser and wife, of Brewer, spent
last week with Harry Macomber and wife.

Nearly

Boston tor

Mrs. Springer, of Trenton, visited her
son, C. E. Springer, a (ew days recently.

CASTES E.

tt was a forgery,
cmilda't hare written my same any Eryaat
Boston.
•attar myeett.
Mrs. Martha Perry and Mrs. William
th* tW“* boaae and showed It
to
boro Saturi

Catarrh Sufferers

Mr*. L. A. Clark end Mrs. N. C. Tinker
visited their mother, Mr*. Zalina CL«rk,
last week. Mrs. Tinker expects to leave
(or On be Nov. 15.
Good Thing to Know How to Got Instant Ballot
Word has been received from Portland
If you now own n Hyomei bard mbot the illness of Miss Edna S. Lunt, of
Her many friends here ber inhaler, G. A. Parcher wants you
typhoid fever.
to know that he will sell you a. bottle
hope her case may be of a light natare.
of HYOMEI for only GO cents.
Owing to the storm Saturday evening,
Remember this, all who suffer with
the quarterly conference wae postponed catarrh
a bottle of HYOMEI (mountil Sunday.
District Superintendent non nee it High-o-roe) is put up in a
H. B. Haskell preached at the Methodist separate package and sold for SO cents
church
to sn interested to accommodate the vast army of

BLUEHILL.
SOUTH HANCOCK.

UmcrtiMaunts.

Wentworth ie also fitting ap for acalloping
here.

Huff Ban.

R- B. Man went to Rockland
to-day.
Mr*. L J. Sylvester baa been to Boston
on business.

DUL.
Mit

COUNTY NEWS.

Ellsworth.

W. W. BENJAMIN,

Boston,

Mass.

SHIP YOUR POULTRY ALIVE
We Want FOWL, BROILERS, CHICKENS,
DUCKS, GEESE, TURKEYS. ROOSTERS
AND STRICTLY FllfcsH EGilS.
Highest market prices—prompt returns. Na
commission charged. Weekly quotations, skipping tags. etc., fiee. We are ageuta for Standard
Poultry Coops Try us.
K. K. WISTWOBTE, Mgr.
BOSTON LIVE POULTRY CO.,
77 Fulton Si.,
Boetoa.

PtaftMianal Carfii.

J)R.

C.

E.

HOLT,
BANGOR,

paraonage, and make it a memorial building in memory of her husband. As soon
as the lumber, which is on tha
way,
arrives, work will begin. The house will
be ready for plastering as early as advisable in tha spring.
Oct. n.
8.

DENTIST.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

typewrI't^Y^nSTno

__

WEST TBEMONT.

Hollis Austin and wits, of
Inmoine,
spant Sunday with Mrs. Austin’s brother,
___________
Otis Ingalls.
Jordan were called to Goulds
day by the death of Forrest Ferry.
“Don’t need to” in advertising is pretty
Oapt. Willard Rich iaft to Join his vassal
Pall LlaM wt
The senior class of Gilman high sobool , are to land eventually to “Can’t do it”, in Bangor this morning. Wilder Bobbins
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
•
social
at
the
Hallowe’en
ui
snooeesf
'he
man
will
who doant need to adverAND FIXTURES.
bald a
go one trip with blm.
only
| bs is the man who has retired from
Neighborhood hones Monday evening.
W. H. Lunt cams horns last wash, and I MmSw m Wlrtaf mi Sa^Raa TtiaHaRj Maaa.
I
left
for
Crawford
msinsss,
ARDMWoM.
MOOR.
Robert and Marjorie
will scallop hate altar Novsmbar 1. A.
A., May BuUdlag, SUt* at.
KUawaatt.

ELECTRICAL

and
GENERAL dLERICAL WORK.
Aientolthe ColonBateDepo.ltRTnutCa.,at
Freda*

Portland,Me.^tor tniAhjng

Cot.Mam^^,|!ae(o^|M0or.'. Drag
no

nowapopgr which hmc no uniforma
***>•, and U actiotod to take what it can gat for it, is u
ohoop advertising ia.iH.idi, and tho admHCmt aood oapoot nothing bat ohoop
rsialti.—Lawrancabnn (Ind.'

Prom.

woe served
daring the evening.
interesting program, in charge of Mrs.
Harry Steam, was enjoyed.
B.
Oct. 27.

Sapper

COUNTY NEWS

An

8TONINUTON.
Miss Alice Merrill it the guest of friends
Blnehill.

Mrs. Israel Eaton has returned from
visit in Portland and Boston.

the schools here
Several
attended the State convention in Bangor.
Fred A. Torrey and wife have returned
from a visit with friends in Boston and
vicinity.
A bool ball game between the Stoningtons and Deer Isles Saturday was won by

Deer Isle.

Score

28-0.

George Wallace and Frank Mullens
have moved to Vinalbaven, where they
will be employed the coming winter.

is in

poor health.
violets

four blue

Oct. 25.

Roekbound Kebekah lodge initiated
candidates at its last meeting.

three

teachers from

Mix

ATLANTIC.

Stephen Dunham
Sidney Joyce picked
Mrs.

a

\

Mrs. Mary Sprague visited friends in
Portland and Gorham last week.
Clarence Smith and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,
Oct. 21.
Burns and

W. H.

wife

and Kev. J. O.

attended the meeting of
Easter Star lodge at Deer isle Wed-

Rutter and wife
the

wear sullivan.
Maude Colby ia visiting relative*
in Prospect Harbor.

__

in

COUNTY NEWtS.

nesday.

Ziba Wilbur, of Franklin, spent a tsar
days in town last week.
Sbirley Banker ia at home from hia
summer’s employment at Bar Harbor.
Evan* Young has moved bere from
Winter Harbor, occupyiIlf the Cameron
house.

Charles Shaw has sold his borne bere
moved to Ellsworth. All wish him

and

success.

George H. Tracy

was

mpecially

success-

this year in his crop of beans, raising
six busbsls from seven quarts planted.
ful

Clarence Smith

nos

launched

a

twenty-

equipped with a
Miss Alma Cook entertained a number
double cylinder six-horse power engine. of friends Wednesday evening.
Mix
Merton Staples was the builder.
Cook will go to Boston this week for the
been
has
who
Rev. W. A. Hanscom,
A. C. Smith returned from his hunting winter.
has
occuping one of the Bickwell houses,
Dr. S. E. Phelps and eon Donald have
trip in the Maine woods Oct. 22, bringE.
J.
of
Carter,
house
moved to the
ing with him two deer and a bag of gone to Cuba for a month. Harold Cook
nearer the church.
partridges and wild duck. Mr. Smith baa also gens there, where be has found
The dry goods store of Philip Crockett distributed the deer in generous messes employment.
was broken into Sunday night and some
among his neigh bors and friends.
Oasis chapter, O. E. S., was officially Invaluable goods taken. Mr. Crockett car8.
Oct. 2d.
spected Tuesday by D. D. G. M. Crane, of
ries a large stock and does not yet know
Machine. A delightful evening was spent.
THE MONT.
The heavy curtains
how mnch is gone.
The work was highly spoken of by the inFred J. Rich and son Charles, and George
over the windows were a protector to the
specting offlcer.
thief. A large quantity of burnt matches Wallace are employed on tbe cold storage
Oct. SI.
Vox Povuu.
Sweaters building at McKinley.
was found in the shoe corner.
The glass was
were
thrown around.
Miss Lottie Kellay, ol Bernard, and Mias
WEST TRENTON.
of the store,
effected. The thief
also left by the front door. No clue has
yet been found.
Nihil.
Oet. 29.
broken from the front door

wdere entrance

was

_

SYRGENTVILLE.
C. Bayard is visiting friends in
W interport.
James Cowing, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
visiting friends here.
Archie

Rimer E. Cummings
last week

on

was

in

Portland

business.

Rev. William Swsinson, of Cherryfleld,
spent laat week in town.
William H. Simmons, of the yacht

Machigonne.

is at home.

Mrs. Merle Walls left Monday for her
home in Franklin, Mass.

five

foot

motor

boat

Flora Webster, o( Owl's Head, called
Mrs. C. H. Norwood Saturday.

on

Mrs. Fred Rich has gone to East Buckaport to accompany her mother, Mrs. Mildred Norwood, home from her visit there.

Friends o( Mrs. William Dan by were
to learn of her death at Hall Quarry,
Oct. 20. Much sympathy is felt for the

pained

family.
hauling
power boat Wednesday,

As Frank Rich

traps

in

bis

hia lobster

was

the

He started for home,
but the engine did not work well, and
rinding it impossible to return heme, be
started for Long Island.
After a He roe
battle with the high seas, be reached there
iu safety, returning home Thursday. His
family and friends here had nearly given
him up for lost.
Oct. 28.
Km.
wind

rose

to

a

Mn. Abigail A. Cousins, sgad eighlyyean, four months, sixteen days,
who had been in feeble health a long time,
died at the bom* of her son, Engane
Cousins, Saturday, Oct. 22. Mn. Cousin*
was the widow of Edward W. Cousins,
wbo died in the service of bis country
forty-seven yean ago. She was tenderly
cared for by her son and wife for seven
yean. Her deatb was doe to old age. To
ibis long Ufa came a fitting end; without
pain, she dropped asleep. Besides her eon,
she leaves two daughters-Mn. Henrietta
McFarland and Mr*. Bainbridge McFarland. Funeral service* wen held at the
Baptist church Monday afternoon. Rev.
O. Q. Barnard, of Ellsworth, officiating.
Oct.
fonr

gale.

Mrs. J. W. Qrindell and daughter are
ting friends at South Bluehill.
BEAL HARBOR.
Mias Ellen F. Sargent, of Malden, Maas.,
Several of the summer residents here
is the guest of relatives in town.
have purchased 2,000 acres of land from
Rev. E. Bean, of Bluehill, wae the guest the Charles T. How estate, to be devoted
of Parker Billings and wits last week.
to public uses as a forest reservation. The
via

Bafltnta aab Strambaiia.

I

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR

Ib KIDkI OrL lO, 1910.

_

BAB HABBOB TO BANGOR.

“Town Talk” Flour

I

from

pm;

Miss Canie Black is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Vinal Pierce, at Southwest Harbor.

□apt. >V. A. Rice and Edgar Black are
helping W. A. Freeman haul up the Rev.
George L. Paine’s float.
Mrs. Leslie R. Bunker and son Harry

Charles T. How estate a tract ot twentyone acres at Jordan pond, which gives him
the ownership of the entire southern end
of the pond, and also the site of the Jordan
Pond house. This makes a very valuable
addition to the land Mr. Mclntire already
had there, giving him now the ownership
of at least sixty acres. During this winter
be will improve ths property, opening
paths and caring for the shores ot the

have returned from their vacation in
Sullivan and Hancock, and have been at
Great Cranberry for two days.
Mrs. Millard Sparling spent Wednesday
with her mother, Mrs. Wilbert A. Rice.
She reports the health of Mr. Sparling's
father, J. Y. Spurting, aa no better.

pond.

The lobster fishermen have been doing
a good business this tall fishing inside the
islands. It will soon be cold work, and
many traps will be put on the bank.

Portland.

John Blake ia building a bungalow.
Decatur Gray ia building a weir at Gray’s
bar.

Irving Gray

has

moved hia family to

Bo*ton.tv.....

All was sorry to hear that Bondey
Clark, of Southwest Harbor, the genial
A daughter was born to Mr.* and Mn.
and obliging clerk at Henry Clark’s store,
Eugene Jordan, October 24.
is seriously ill, and has been taken to a
Orville Veague, who baa been engineer
hospital tor an operation.
on the yacht Topsy, came home Thursday.
Oct. 29.
Tot.
_

SWAN'S ISLAND.
H. W. Joyce has been in East port the
past week on basinets.
Cept. Rodney Sadler spent his fall vacation at home laat week.
P. N. Johnson has purchased the old
schooner Atalanta, of Brooklin, to sell
gasolene from.
school
teacher, Mr.
The grammar
Adams, was in Bangor to the teacher*’
convention last week.
Mrs. G. F. Newman and Miss Maud
have been in Goulds boro the past
week, with Mr. Newman’s sister, Mrs.
Fulton Pike.
William Holmes was last wsek called to
Barre, Vt., where his brother was killed in
The particulars of the accident
a quarry.
have not been learned here.
T.
Minot, wae in last week with lumber for
'W. B. Lindsay, C. R. Bridges, J. W. Stinson and D. J. Cole, who art. all building

Opt. J. L. Bridges’ schooner,

W. Hall has moved into the C. H.

Preble house.
W. Hall shot

(ox the other
lay, while standing in his door yard.
Gept. George P. Kane had his motor
boat stove and came near loosing her in
Allen

a

8p*C.
SALISBURY COVE.

aiater,
Miss Alts Emery U visiting
Mrs. H. F. Meddocks/Ot North Ellsworth.
Misses Majorie Liscomb and Doris Burr
are guests of Mies Liaoomb’a sent, Mrs. T.
her

8. Liscomb.

found a lame

Wednesday evening

wet

e

oamooi in “black amo t cl low"

Wot "Football Colors” bet tbs color of tbs
Hooey sad Ter, the
beat sad safest eeesh remedy for ell eoeghs
s-a aside. De net secept s substitute, bat see

«a»maeeat3iu« Foley's

JEK^S2S ^ ^

Oct. 81.
TRENTON.

K. L. Moore was driving along the road
last Tuesday, when his horse dropped

j

[

dead.

George Stafford lost a valuable
Monday night. The animal broke

horse
its

leg

School in district No. 6 closed Friday,
Oct. 28, after a successful term taught by
Miaa Clara Day, of BluehiU.
Oct. n.
Mat;
_

[INSURES

Mrs. Lois Bartlett, of Center, has been
visiting Mrs. Katie Bartlett.
Allen Freeman, of Pretty Marsh, is
doing carpenter work for Mr. Loring.

PALATE TICKLING
CAKE
PASTRY
BISCUIT
-

Merritt

Ober and Mrs. Ada Bartlett
home here the past few da ye.
Abel Bartlett and wife, of Weet Tremont, have been at the island a few days.
Oct. 28.
l.
bare been at

A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
To be really valuable must show equally
rood results from each member of the family
using it. Foley's Hooey and Tar does Just
ibis. Whether for children or grown persons
Foley's Honey and Tar is best and safest tor
til coughs and colds. O. A. Psbcmss.

-

1

Bar Harbor and Boa ton 93.00.

manufacture accounts for this.
One will solve your

BuaMf Bootklor Mara* Bar Harbor I
Monday aad Tburada; lor baal Her t,
Harbor, Maaaat, Soulkweoi Has' r.
btoalagtoa. Ho rib Havre aad Rocklan I, con.
aactlaa wttk rtmoar tor Boatoa.

a m.

NonbaoM

Steamer Calked aa laaraa Blue bill »00 a m.
aad Tkaraday for Souia Blueblii,

problem.

Monday

RrookUa, Sedgwick. Dear lala. Sorrenullle.
Soalk Broot.elite, Dark Harbor aad Boealac t.
aoaaaatlag with at tapir lor Boatoa.

WOOD * BISHOP COBANGOR, MAINE.

UTuuom

j

J. P. ELDRIPOE,--Ellsworth.

EAST SURRY.

Gapt. Charles Hammond, retired aaa
captain, haa been in poor health several
All hope to see him gaining
months.
more rapidly soon.
Mrs. Charles Milbury, who has spent
several weeks with bar daughter. Mrs
Edward Btone, left to-day for Rockland,
to Join bar husband in his vernal.
Edgar Foster and wife, who have been
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Charles

Btone, have returned to their home at Ash
Point. Mr Stooe is still quite ill.
C.
Oct. a.
The old, old story, told times without
number and repeated over and over again
for the laat thirty-six years, but it la always a welcome story to thane in sserrb of
health
Thera is nothing in the world
that cares coughs and colds as quickly as
Chamberlain's Gough Remedy. Bold by
all dealers.
—

rouble was not constant, but came on in
ipells, and often I had to give up and go to
Md tor tbe remainder of the day. When I
Lroee in the morning I had a terrible pain
icroea my loins and was acarealy able to
tat around. My mother, knowing of my
mnditioa, procured a supply of Doan’s
kidney Pills for me at Moore's Drug Store,
md I began their nae. I noticed an im
provement alter I had finished the contents of one box, and aa I continued taking
the
remedy 1 steadily grew batter
Prom that time to this I have never had
any serious recurrence of kidney trouble,
and can praise Doan’e Kidney Pills In the
Doan’s Kidney Pills
highest terms.
proved just os effective in my child’s ease,
relieving him of backache and greatly
strengthening his kidneys.”
For sals by all dealers. Price 50 oanta.
Foster-Mil burn Oo., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents tor the United States.
Ha member the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

Ttealit.

lam Boatoa t p a Monday,
Tkaraday aad ritday lor Rockland
Leave Rockland 1.1)

a

m.

arrlral ol

or oo

•laaatr from Boatoa, Wadaaaday aad Salur
day. lor Bor Harbor. Blaahlll aad laiermedui.
taodloga.

K. L. Smith. Amu, Bor Harbor

tives in

Y.

9 W
PM
12 33
r M
S 15
5 *1
1$ 36

Sundays, until Nov. 27 Inclusive, s train
will leave Bangor at 7a n; Rlieworth 1 11 u
for Bar Harbor. Retarnlng leave Bsr fierbo*
IJt p m, Rlieworth 4 99 p in for Bangor
Trains leaving Rlieworth at 7.19 s m snd < 9
p m. and arriving at BID worth 11.0B a a. 10 33
p. an. connect with Washington Off Ry
2 Stops on signal to conductor.
Stops only to leave passengers from point*
on Washington County RailroadTbeae trains connects! Bangor with throuik
trains on Main Lias, to and from Port!sad,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnest!v request! j to pro*
care ticket* before entering the trains, snd
•specially Ellsworth to Palis and Pall* to
Elis worth.
P. B. BOOTHBY.
Qeoeral Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President A General Maasger.
Portland. Me.

ESTABLISHED 1839.

Many

Nearly every reader has beard of Doan’e
Sidney Pills. Tbeir good work in Ellslfias Inez Ford, of Marlboro, was the
rartb still continoea, and oar citizens are
ruest of Miss Eunice Coggins the first of
onstantly adding endorsement by public
net weak.
1 eetimony. No better proof of merit can
Mias Eunice Coggins attended the teach>e bad than tbe experience of friends and
in’ convention in Bangor last Thursday
tnd Friday.
icighbors. Bead this case:
A daughter, weighing ten pounds, came
Mrs. C. M. Alexander, S Washington Bt.,
M the home of E. E. Higgins and wife
SUsworth, Me., eays: “Borne years ago I
Tbe
luOeted severely from backache.
rbursday, Oct. 27.

09

Seduced Winter Fare Between

Write forcirculars.

D. Y. McFarland and wife visited relaBar Harbor last week.

6

wonderful
heaters. Careful

heating

NORTH LAMOINE.

.s

1 99.1 It 13
1 P M
AM
C 00 19 90
2 34

• re

Good Work
Done Dally In Ellsworth.

10 00

MonSttiisUiiGonw!

Clarion Furnaces

OBacnvE*.

_

t«
1*
m
44
M
.*
a m
a m
« vj
12
6 W » A

99j...

A.

Citizens Tell of It.

Oct. 27.

View grange
success from

every standpoint. The net proceeds wore
nearly (MO. The donations made toward
the fair were unusually large, end muck
credit for the success of the fair is due
to the splendid co-operation of the variThe booth containing
ous committees.
flowers, which was presided
plants
over by Mis. Charles Shand, waa ueusually handsome. Mrs. Alston Inland had
charge of the fancy tabu, Miasm Rich
sii McFarland were at the candy tabu,
Mrs. icon L. Smith looked after the preserves, pickles and Jellies, and Mrs. Abhie
McFarland wee boay at the deb pond.

at the ecboolbouse next Saturday.
6; it stormy, Monday, Nov. 7. Homemade candy will be for sale.
Nov.

one

nangled.

Oct. SI.

The annual fair of Bay

ment

raccoon

ehich he lulled with a club. The coon evilently had been caught in a trap, aa one
>f its feet was gone and another waa badly

i«
43
33
$7

BANGOR.Iv.
Brewer June.
997,19 9b IN
Holden.
IB » 10 46 JS iJ
57
PhlUIpe Lake........ 29 M Jll 91 [i 46
Green Lake.
9 44 11 10 4 Of :* 05
Ntcolln.
29 36 11 B
:* M
Ellsworth Palls.
7 99 11 r 4 53 l»
ELLSWORTH.
t 19 11 43 4 91 4 45
Wasbrtn June.! 7 26 11 36 4 »4 J4 46
Prank fin Road. 17 99 :12 06
44*
Hancock. 27 41 12 13
4 36
7 44 12 16.j 4 36
Waukeag. 8 Py.
Mt Desert Perry.
7» 111ft-! 7«
9
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
B ..'..
BAR HaR..• ar-.•
9 90
1 Iff....
7 36

red

Enoch Welch went into bis barn

morning recently and

A.

houses.

Oct. 28.

KfZSr

SORRENTO.
Allen

the late blow.

Stanley

new

Frank Manson has gone on the steamer
Harvard as oiler, from New York to Ban
Francisco.
Oct. SI.
O.

’*
kj

25 9ij 11
6 9»’!i
$ ft4i 11
4 ool 11

AW

Portland.If..

BARTLETT'S ISLAND.

Oapt. Jesse Gray has bought a hone at
Dark Harbor.;
Beinen have made large catches of herring at Weir cove.

<

930

4 or 9
C 10 10
9 » 10
« \i 10
4 43, 10
4 47 M0
13 02 it
S if ju

Hodgkins.

in the stall.

CAPE ROSIER.

m

p

ion

Portland...
4 99- 6 49
9 00
9 96
Boston.nr.-...
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

_

SUTTON.

p u
PM
loot 909

!■.

...

Winterport.
G. C. Magrath and wife, of Old Town,
are visiting Mrs. Magrath'• brother, Fred

Delancey Tinker and Miaa Lena AtherHenry Franks and wife, of Concord purchase includes Pemetic and Day moun- ton, of Northeast Harbor, spent Sunday
Janet ion, Mass., have been guests of Mrs. tains and ths Triads, and extends from with Edgar Springer and family.
tbe shore of Jordan pond, and part of the
Josephine Bunker.
Mrs. Trneedale, with son Albert, of
Mrs. H. A. Knapp, of Scranton, Pa., and tract borders the country road from Bar Prince Edward Island, arrived last weak
Harbor to Seal Harbor. It includes all of
Mias Caroline Latimer, of Brooklyn, N.
to spend the winter with her daughter,
Jordan mountain, tbe southern half of
Y have returned to their homes.
Mrs. Emery, at “Swastika” farm.
some woodlands.
and
Sargent
mountain,
Sim.
Oat. 28.
The members of Lincoln school ImT. A. Mclntire has just bought of the
provement league will have an entertainMies Helen Ulmer, of Rockland, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. A. Freeman.

I

Mt Dee*rtPerry.
Waukeag 8 Py. 1117
11 IB
Hancock -....
Pranklln Rond.XU 99
Wash’gt'n June. tl 00 Jll 97
ELLSWORTH. UN 11 16
KID worth PAID. *11 Iff 11 60
Ntcolln.
11 99 :iI0B
Green Lake. ®tt 99! if 19
Phillip* Lake. 'll 97 Jll 11
I! 49 11 »
Holden.
11 90 11 49
Brewer Juoc.
BANGOR
nr.
11 9ft 12 36

PARTRIDGE COVE.
returned

* at

I

Sullivan.!.{....77!.
II 10

SI-_8.

Miaa Ethel Eaton baa

A sa

BAR HAR-tv. It 10
Sorrento.....
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It Never Fails to Restore Gray Hair to its
Color and
Natural
Beauty. Is not a dye.

HUBICK, Agent, BluehlH
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COUNTY
SOUTHWEST
Hsrry

^,<00

at

baa

HARBOR.
bean

enjoying n
Hampden Highland, and

Lawton

Nor. 16. All an
cordially invited.
A good Una ia
expected.
The people wen much ahocked to hear
Wthe aad death of For net
Perry, ol
Ooaldaboro. Mach eympathy ia felt lor
hie family.

DIAMOND SMUGGLING.
TRICKS or

WORKERS IN

THE

DIAMOND MINES.

Bangor.

Mice Addle Uuptill, ot
Ooaldaboro, who •oomr smith oifoH no nwns bhla teaching at Birch
CLOSHD » DOUGH TO HIS BOBBB—
Harbor, a pent Meterday and Sunday hen with ber aunt, Mn.
MADE BIO HAUL.
Florence Crowley.
daughter
Tbe nucleus of many a fortune acquired
The achooi league held ita tint enterOut. M, n tittle eon wae
Friday morning,
tainment laat Saturday evening. Although in South Africa was obtained by illicit
Hev. it
_,de welcome at tbe paraonage by
reined, a good number attended and a diamond baying. From the year 1878 to
Mr. and Mre.
and wile.
nice program waa given.
Mr Kobineon
Home-made 1881, before the famous De Beers mines
of Mr*.
candiee and ice-cream were aold. The had thoroughly inaugurated a system to
W,bb, of Stonlngton, parent,
tor an atKobineon, arrived Tbaraday
proceede, |7, will be need in baying plc- cope with the illicit diamond trade, illicit
diamond buying was extensively practiced
taree, etc., tor the achooi room.
tended visit.
faff Tbaraday to
in Kimberley. The penalty of a convicOct.«.
Mr, Vents Hodgkin*
8.
tion under this act has always been most
aa naaal with bar
,~„d the winter
at ByreBRUOKL1N.
severe, even from the earliest days of the
daughter, Ml». J- O. Whitcomb,
diamond fields, bat a number of years
Mr. and Mrs. Proctor, of
N. Y. Ml** Ctora Parker, ol Mt.
Massachusetts,
elapsed before a police and private detecaccompanied bar aa far aa Boaton, are in town.
several monlba.
Mrs. W. P. McFarland returned from tive system was able to check iUicit tradwh,,„. ,he will remain
ing in diamonds.
Robbins met Bouton Saturday.
Edwin
week
l«»t
One day
When tbe first rash to the diamond field
on tba Dana ootaccident
eerioua
.
Mrs.
w„h
Augusta Staples bas gone to Bos- occurred in 1898
While
Kimberley consisted of a
Harbor.
hoisting
Beal
ton
for
two weeks.
tM,. at
tew tin huts and Kaffir kraals, situated on
and be tall to tba
Hon, bis loot slipped,
Mrs. Lucy Nutter is visiting Mrs. Wil- the northwest of
Otpe Colony, bordering
or twenty feet, diarock* beneath, Alteon
liam Sylvester at Sedgwick.
on the Orange Free State on the
west, the
kna* cap and receiving salorsimg one
nearest
Lapt. Q. W. Herrick and wife, of Somerrailway being over 300 miles away,
ver* braiaea.
and
ville, Maas., are visiting friends here.
transport being at exceseively high
Henry Trundy. who baa managed Hotel
John Wells, of Melr se. Mass., is the rates. Only those persons who possessed
baa given up tbe
a capital of not less than
Holme* tbe past year,
9B00 could reach
and is moving back to guest of his sister, Mrs. F. S. Herrick.
dunes of a landlord
in any degree of comfort.
Mrs. J. B. Babeon is visiting her daugh- Kimberley
and Mr*. Trundy
Mr.
farm.
home
b„
Real hardships were endnred on the
out ol health ter, Mrs. Charles West, in Koxbury, Msss.
Mve both been somewhat
road. Ox wagons and male wagons were
lor Ibis aod other
and
Mrs.
E.
P.
Herrick
is
monlba,
her
mothvisiting
eeversl
the general means of locomotion,' and the
to relinquish tbe er, Mrs. Hitty Stanley,
in Fitchburg, pioneers carried small tents
naa.ms feel compelled
or
“bag
Mass.
bu«irnrM.
I
bote
walks”, as they were called, to afford them
Barber
atSouthw#«t
Everett Kane and little daughter Doro- protection, the thermometer in summer
IVorbers from
at Bangor thy, of Addison, are
visiting his parents, registering as much as 115 in the shade.
tending tbe State convention
ol
tbe
H. S. Kane and wife.
The town grew to snch an extent after the
yud .reek were Principal Merrill,
ol
tbe
Eva Springer,
The senior class of the high school gave “rash” that a large settlement soon sprang
high acbool; Mies
of tbe primary a Hallowe’en
Claims were pegged out and washing
grammar, aod MiseBmttb,
party at grange ball Satur- up.
Della Page, of the
day evening, which was well attended, for diamonds was carried on vigorously
grade here; Miss
yiana* I grammar, Mtaa Isabel P. Dulliver, notwithstanding the storm. Proceeds, |18. by all sorts and conditions of men.
ol ManM't primary, and Miaa Laura Mayo,
CECIL RHODES ARRIVES.
The second, re union of the firooklin club
olBeawsll.
A Cape police garrison was established
will be held at Knight* of Honor ball. No.
Kodrrick Clark, the reliable espreee 2319 Washington street (opposite Dudley and law under the British government
cirri, it Henry Clark’s, ^a* taken seriously street terminal), Boston, Saturday even- soon began to assert itself.
Cecil John
ill on Tuesday ot last week, and tbe ing, Nov. 12. Tickets are fifty cents. The Rhodes then arrived on the scene and
case
tbe
acute
entertainment committee is arranging a large companies were at once formed. The
physician* pronounced
appendicitis. On Thursday Mr. Uark was program which will be pleasing to all. It Des Toits man claims came to the fore and
where
taken to tbe Bar Harbor hospital,
is confidently hoped that all who were after a few years a huge excavation 150
.-ration was Immediately performed, present at the first reunion will meet feet deep and an acre in extent coaid be
Mt*.
is a critical one.
Clark, again, with tuanv new member*. A short seen, witn Kaffirs in thousands working
Ki na an t Marseen npamed by Ml<s.s
business meeting
will be held for the with feverish energy, who from the top of
aitne boat to
Saloons and
election of officers and other important tbe pit resembled ants.
jurrne Gilley, went by the
*
be near her boeband,
matters. A. E. Stanley is secretary and gambling dens spring up and illicit diamond buying soon became rife.
Tb- roll-call festival of lb* Congrega- Lee H. Powers president.
The Orange river, only thr^e miles
Oct. 30.
C5E Femme.
tional church Wednesday evening, Oct. 26,
away, formed tbe border between Cape
A good delegation
ana largely attended.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Tbe
Colony and tbe Orange River Colony.
came from tbe Baaa Harbor branch.
Miss Alice Cole left for Waterville Fri- No extradition law be.ween the Boer and
pastor waa elected moderator, and busiBritish governments existed in those
ness details were relieved by intervals of
day for the winter.
and once over the border both
After tbe short bosineas session,
musio.
John S. Coomb* and wife returned from days,
diamonds and runner were safe from
an excellent program of solo* and anFranklin Saturday.
molestation. The penalty for a convicthems wss given; then tbe roll call waa
Dr. Larrabee and wife spent Sunday tion was
heavy and sentences of from
responded to by tboae present by scrip- with relatives in Franklin.
eight to fifteen years hard labor on the
ture text or other quotations. Many letGuy tl. Cole left Friday to attend Gray’s breakwater at Cape Town were usual.
ters of greeting were read from absent
Most common among the methods used by
business college, Portland.
member*. The clerk of tbe church. Mis#
Miss Maud Colby, of West Sullivan, is the illicit diamoud buyers was to employ
M A. Carroll, gave from tbe original
a Kaffir who could speak English, furnish
chun o record a report ot tbe organizing visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. H. Moore.
him with a little money and set him to
of tbe charter members, tbe convenam
W. F. Bruce left this morning for his
work on one of the claims where washing
and name* appended, together with many annual hunting
near
trip
Wytopitlock.
for diamonds was in progress. Either by
Other Interesting item* of church history.
Dr. Helen Taft Cleaves, of Boston, was a
stealing them, baying or finding and not
Refreshments were eerved. Tbe affair
W. Cleaves’ the last of the
guest at E
reporting them this Kaffir was able, if he
closed with speech .•* f y Ueorge R. Fuller

Omen Lawton
exuad conK,,Hwy, of Madwny, Me*#.,
over the advent of the little
cr.! ulatlon.
recently Mm to them.

Friende

hem

of Mra.

______

cua^

week.
was clever, to obtain a parcel of stones.
L. Higgins an! with congtb-gaMisaea Carrie and MeJlie Robertson, of These would be delivered in due coarse to
singing. Tbe committees are to
were week-end guests of Mrs. L.
tbe illicit diamond
buyers, on whose
tie c ngralulst.d on tbe success of tbe af- Detroit,
shoulders then rested the responsibility of
P. Cole.
fair. which l is hoped may be repeated at
C.
Oct. SI.
getting them “across the border”.
the next annua meeting.

tor root cartridge* and yen think nothing.
Oyer yon I Bake aneh money and now go
home. My friend, I ray good-by, bat watch
for Light Nanay, bocaaa* aha, too, is too olaear
for yon aver to catch, Tour frlead a] ways,
Ian Solomon.

and

obtained tbe diamonds.
He was
time and was not inspected

masked at the

of the robbery. A week later he calmly
handed them over to the authorities and
obtained a reward.
On another occasion a dealer in diamonds at Christiana on the Vaal river had
purchased from tbe diggen a large number of diamonds snd insured them for
£10,000. Hs then arranged with Scotty
that the latter should hold op tbe coach
on the agreement that be should receive a
half share of the insurance money on delivering the diamonds back again to the
man who had insured them.
This suited
the adventurous nature o( Scotty and he
promptly agreed. Single handed (Scotty
seldom worked well with another) be held
up the Kimberley coach at the top of the
rise. He recognised the driver as s man
be had formerly been friendly witb, and
not wishing to kill him he stampeded the
mule team by shooting the leader through
the

ear.

MURKY.

W.

E. Clark and wifs

Mrs. Abbi

Mills,

are

in

Jills worth.

who has been

ill, is

Inter.

tbe coach

Willard Kane is home from Aroostook

injuries received by

internal

C.

a

fall

in the

Saturday.
Metcalf and wife

Miner

were

called

latter’s tenure of office as
of police he had grave suspicions that

the time of the
chief

U« Soloinou

wa*

deal tag

Hliclly

in dia-

offlce, producing

receipt

livery

of the diamonds to the postmaster.
Tbe latter denied having seen the parbut
on searching bis office discovered
cel,
the bag safe and sound in a small closet,
much to the

disgust

ol the confederates.
Scotty's greatest haul was made in a
He became so
moat original manner.
closely watched by the police eventually
that although he was in possession ol a
large number ol large and valuable diamonds. Bcbeme as be could, he saw no
chance ol running them across the border.
At last he put the diamonds in lumps of
dough and forced them down his borse’s
throat. Although searched over and over
tbe police feeling even tbe bide of
bis horse and accompanying him to the

again,

border,again searching him, be eventually
arrived in tbe Free State, which was sanctuary.
KIT I KK Y TO CAKIBOU.

William G. Dillingham, cashier of the

Manufacturing Co.,

Eastern

and

one

of

Bangor,
28, of apoplexy, aged

the best-known business

of

men

died

Governor-elect Plaisted has announced
appointment of J. Clement Murphy,

the
of

Augusta, the

well-known

newspaper

Rev. J. D. McGraw, of West Pembroke,
in town two days last week.
Mn>. Ads BDsel, of Bsngor, has been

visiting relatives sod friends here.

friends here .Saturday and Sunday. Mr.
w ill leave for Togua m a
few days,

Clarke

for the

parents, H. O. Mu pies and wife.
MaulU- Clark is teaching at Morgan's
Bay to flu ihe vacancy caused by the illMyra Billington.
Kari Gaapar has returned to Beverly,
Maas., after spending two weeks witn his
psreius, F. 1. Gaapar and wife.
Archie Grant haa returned to Whitina-

Masa., after spending three weeks
*itb his mother, Mrs. John J lli»ou.
kith- Beatrice and Josephine Horton,
Harbor, have returned home after *
*hort visit with
their
grandparents,
H. Sparry and wifs.
Oct. 31.
B.
CO AKA.
Scotlvld and wife have rented
Seaman Crowley'* houae.

a

Tut t'. K.
aociety will bold it* next rally
UC it Cl ficnutUft.

move

to make her home.
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A'«(a“cur*all. 'Takaitwhan
your ttomach’a “of— k*ad
achaa—braath it bad.
Raliavat conatipation, biir
iotuntaa, and lack of appatita.

luteaiinalantiaaptic. Expalt

worm*
"r

I
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—rl

MMMM NttMalldh

Ells-

missed.
L.

31.___
GOTT’S ISLAND.

M. V.

Babbtdge is {Minting his house.

Capt. Erastus U Gott has gone to
BrooksviUe in the sloop Daisy for a load
of

apples.

Torrey and w ife, of Atlantic,
guests of Charles H. Harding
and wife Sunday.
Adalbert

vrera

the

Mis* E. S. Cummings, of Washington,
D. C., and Master fiuehler Gylpin Cumweeks at “Petit
mings, are spending a few
Plaisance” cottage.
Oct. SB.

tUm.
_

HALL QCAHKY.
F. U. Homes and wile spent Sunday in
Hoinesville.
from NorthOeorgie Seaiumons is borne
east Harbor, where she has been visiting.
James Harkins has moved his family
househere Iroin Marlboro and gone to

Oct. 31.

monds.

«B'AB_

__

dry,
Croup is moat prevalent during
months.
cold weather of the early winter
be
preParents ol young children should
needed is a bottle
pared tor it. All that is
ol Chamberlain’a Cough Remedy. Many
the

in their

motheis are never without it
them.
homes and it has never dissppointed
Hold by all dealers.

which abounded

the Free State

in

game

Shores

“Retold Tales

and “A Maid of
descriptions and lamented the fact Maine”, “Queenahithe,”
Bar Harbor”.
that not being a sportsman himself he
Miss Maria H. Stanley, of North Bridgwas unable to keep down the game on his
place. Capt. Brenchley, being an ardent ton, wilt leave soon to take possession of a
sportman, replied that he would much large estate estimated at $1,000,000, left her
enjoy a day ou the farm in question. by a wealthy resident of Cincinnati. The
Finally it was arrauged that Ike should man who made the bequest was in the
take Capt. Brenchley and hia friends, who habit of coming to Maine to spend hiB
included the chief magistrate of Kimber- summers, and chanced to remain in Waterford several seasons. He began those visits
ly, for a day’s shooting on his farm.
The day was arranged, but at the last about eight years ago, and took a great
moment it was discovered that shot carfancy to Miss Stanley, a miss in ber first
of all

tridges

were

very

scarce.

undertook, however,
he said he could

to

Ike

supply

borrow

from

Solomon
100 which
a

friend.

Eventually the party, consisting of six,
started in three Cape carts from Kimberly,

“teens”.
was

She

wealthy

should

come

uever
or

into

had any idea that he
he intended
she

that

possession

of his

prop-

erty.

A meeting of prominent business men
lkey was in great spirits, as was also Capt. from all parts of the State was held at
Brenchley, who felt certain that lkey was Portland Oct. 28, for the purpose of
only entertaining him so royally as to devising some means to develop Maine.
The general opinion seemed to be that
bring off a coup in the near future.
something should be done to encourage
1KKY ESCAPES.
interest. Among the speakers
They crossed the border into the Free agricultural
were Governor B rt M. Fernald, President
State and breakfasted at a coach stage.
Fred E. Eastman, of the Portland board of
They then proceeded to Ikey’s farm, but
a trace of game was to be seen.
The
party then returned to Kimberley, lkey

not

apologizing profusely all the way home
and insisting on providing a champagne
Two months later he
good, and soon after
his departure Capt. Brenchley received

supper

the

Loan's
“I have been somewhat costive, but
desired. They
Hegulets gave Just the results
bowels
the
perfectly."
act nilldlv and regulate
Allooua,
-George B. Krause.** Walnut Ave.,
Pa.—Ad.J.

Solomon

dealer and

left

keeping.

TRUE*s"l

to

Mrs. Jor-

always made her home here, and

greatly

will be
Oct.

inter.

soon

dan has

her

new. of

w

Henry Jordan will

Mrs.
worth

The grammar school closed Friday,
Ctt. -H, and the other schools Oct. 28.
Mrs. Nettie Pomroy, of Tremont, is vis-

of

Mass., Monday to take up
winter’s work in the straw shop.

Med field,

their

was

iting

to

on

arrival.

Kimberley

for

following letter;

My Otar Friend:
call you friend because you have to
been a good one. 1 know all the time you
tbink 1 buy diamonds and carry them over
the border. 1 now inform you 1 do buy the diamonds, but you. dear frleud, you carry them
over the border for me in y<»ur cartridges
which I borrow from *uy friend Nathan, and 1
fill nearly all with diamonds after I take out
the bulleta. These 1 change at the breakfast
I

must

me

GUOU K StLTThe use of Foley

A*

WAY* FALLOW

Kiduey Fills. They are
strengthening and toothing.
Tonic in action, quick in results, ti. a. Pahup-building,

CHKtt.

J. Callahan, of the Lewiston
board; Hon. Fred E. Kichards, J. Henry
Hines, Oscar Wish, Dr. George M. Twitchell, Dr. Leon S. Merrill, of Solon, and A.
B. Kicker of South Poland
trade;

D.

the annual meeting of the State
teachers' association in Bangor last week,
the following officers were elected: President, Deforest S. Perkins, superintendent of schools, Madison-Skowbegan; vicepresident, Farnsworth G. Marshall, Augusta; secretary, Harry A. Allen, clerk of
State
superintendent; assistant secreAt

reg*.

all

com'pllml

with "ill Ik*" requires*.Uof
>cU and of lb* order, of coan leaahta* bib

bukruptcp.

Wherefore be praps that h* reap be decreed bp the oourl to hae* • fell dleckara*
Iron all debit provable ofaiaet bit eebite
■mler Mid
Kk,*aoepleaeh dakta
m are excepted bp law fraiw each dlarbata.
Dated thle mb dbe ef October, a. i mt
William A. Hwasreea.
Baa km pt.

baakruptep

16918

STATIC or MAllfR.
Tmr--

Freeh
08

Ood,

Had lock,
Halibut,

12920

Clams, qt

.25

09

50
.5

Floor, Grain and Peed.
6' @80
Oats, bo
0OO67«O Shorts—baif- 140@ 50
1 8ft Mix. feed, beg 1 5<g 1tk
Corn.lOOh bag
135 ttl<jdiinr*.»>*« ao> ».s
Corn meal, bag
1 85
Orar
■.

Floor-per bbl—

MayHappen
or

u

lhat doe*

dl(t<.stjVe de-

S/erntsarealniostsureUieome,

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
_

s-jSSStethe stomach
they K'vc d,re'

U)

digestion.

They carry *« > ais„ the mdtwth their use
gestible matte
bad taste,
^
dyspepsia,
unpleasant

bre^

jff’SJS

h

flatulence

^ be carefal

Will Right
The Wrong
e"-.-szar-.~

^

1901.

at the State
Treasurer's office at Augusta, on tbe twentysecond day of Novenmber nest, at II o’clock
a. m.. sell and convey by deed to the highest
bidder, all tbe interest of the State in the
11acts of land hereinafter described, lying in
unincorporated townships, said tracts having
been forfeited to the State for non-payment
of State and county taxes, certified 10 the
treasurer ot State for the year 1M9 and previous years. Tbe sale and conveyance of each
tract will be made subject to a
right in the
owner or part owner whose rights nave been
forfeited, to redeem the same at any time
within one year after tbe sale, by paying or
tei-dering to the purchaser bis proportion
of what ths purchaser paid therefor at the
sale with interest st the rate of twenty per
cent- per annum from the time of sale, and
one dollar for release, or such owner
may redeem his interest by paying as aforesaid to
tbe treasurer of State as provided in chap. 9,
sec. 46 of the reviied statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price
less th»n the full amount due thereon for
sucb unpaid State and county taxes, interest
*nd cost s, as dr scribed In the following
schedude:

1907, No. 7, South
Part.
1908, No. 7. South

to you-as they do
!f you eat

toof“k*e ^

ii

ot

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Mistakes
properlj,

I. Sec.

44. of the ReChap.
vised Statute*,
amended by Chap M,
PURSUANT
tbe Public Law* of
I will
to

««*

Oysters, qt
Smelts, lb

Part,

Division, N.
Division, N.

5,545

$130 6$

77 34
No- 7, South Division, S.
Part.
39
16*
No. 10. South Division,
800 y et..
400
1 87
No. 16. Middle Division,
ll.47C.« Tct,.
29
1 35
1907, No. 32. Middle Division,
Ticket Lot 23,
All
3 68
1908. No. 82, Middle Division,
Ticket Lot 23.
All
3 35
Pascal P. Oilmorb.
Treasurer of State.
3,720

NOTICK OK rOKKCLOSURK.
AlrHEREA8. Marion J. Heatb, of Dedham,
in tne county of Hancock, State of
ff
Maine, by his mortgage deed bearing date
June 5 1906. and recorded in the registry of
cl eds in aid for said county ot Hancock, in
b- ok 431, paue 3ii», conveyed to me, the undersigned, a < ertain parcel of real estate situated in said Dedham, and bounded and described as 'ollows. namely: Beginning at the
comer of 1 nrt
formerly or now jwued by
Darnel ..'obi sun and Frank Gray; thence by
>aid Gray's land to land of William and Elias
Dodge; thence by said Dodge land to the
Dedham town line to point of land adtoining
iai.d ot Samuel Dodge;
thence on line of
Hiram Johnson homestead lot to point of intersection with land of or formerly owned by
Moody Moul on and Daniel Johnson; thence
roui.d said Johnson land to place of beginacres
ning. containing one hundred (100)
more or less; being the same premises conv.
ec! by Fied E. Nason to said Heath by his
d< t*d nearing date December 11, 1904, and recorded in said registry, in book 420, page 396,
to whim deed a reference is hereby made for
a more full and complete description of said
property; an«f whereas the condition of said
mor gage has
been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgageDated at Bangor, Maine, October 14,1910.
Albion E. Bakbr.

subscriber, William Bunker, of the
county and state of New York,
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator with the will an-

THEcity,
-

Ecgal Xoticrs.
NOTTClT7>F~FORECLOSURE!.

Waldo Cowing, of Dedham,
Hancock county. State of M<ine, by
his mortgage deed dated November 25, a. d.
1892, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds, book 260. page 510, conveyed
Barnard a certain parcel of real
to Julia C
estate with the buildings standing thereon
and adjolnipg Fitz pond, bounded as follows,
towi- Easterly by said pond; southerly by
Asa BurriU’s land; wes erly by the old Cowing lot so called, and northerly by land now
or
formerly of J. F. Cowing intending hereby
to convey the homestead farm of Daniel Cowing however bounded.
Also one undivided half of what is known
as the old Cowing lot, a hundred acre lot, the
other half being owned by J F. Cowing.
The part hereby conveyed is that formerly
owned by Daniel Cowing.
Also o e oth°r lot
of land containing one-third of an acre more
or less, situate in said Dedham on the road
leading to Bangor opposite land of P. P
Goodwin, and on the easterly side of said
road, bouuded on the north, east and sonth by
land of George Gray.
Said lands are con
veyed subject to a mortgage to said Julia C.
Barnard recorded ;n Hancock registry of
deeds, book 1*3, page 5. and where »s the condi ion of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore by reason of the breach of condition thereof we, the unde signed, sole surviving executors of the last will and testament of the said Julia C. Barm.rU. claims
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Julia W Barnard and Cbarlottr 8. Barnard. sole surviving execut rs of the es
tate of Julia C. Barnard.
By O. P. Cunningham, their atty.
Bucksport, Maine, Or*. 29. 1910,

WHEREAS

NOTICK or rOKKCLOSL Kfc.
'IITHKREAH Daniel Cowing of Dedham
Hancock county, 8ta e of Maine, by
tV
his mortgage deed dated the 14th
day of
March, a. d. 1882, and recorded in the Hancock
registry ot deeds, bock 188, page 5, conveyed
to Julia C. Barnard a certain parcel of real
estate in Dedham, Hancock county, State of
A
Maine, and bounded as follows, to wit:
certain parcel of land with the building*
thereon adjoining Fits pond; ea-terly by said
pond; sou nerly by Asa Burrin'* land; westerly by the old Cowing lot, so called and
northerly by land of J F. Cowi g meaning to
convey all my homestead faint in Dedham,
however hulled and bounded.
Also ne uu livid- d half of what is known
as the old Cowing lot. a hundred acre lot, the
other half being owned by my son. the said
J. F. Cowing, baid iot was more than thirty
years ago divided by myself and my father,
who owned the other half; that division 1
recognize and make this conveyance subject
thereto, aud whereas the condition ol said
mortgage has bei n broken, now therefore, by
rea*ou of the breach of condition thereof, we
the undersigned, sole surviving executors of
tue la.-1 will and ttstamen; of the saio Julia
C. Barnaul, claim a foreclosure of aaid mort-

tary, Grace A. Lora, Belfast, treasurer,
E.
Moulton, Auburn; correspond
ing secretary, Dorothy Elliott, Skow
began; auditor, 11. H. Randall, Auburn; |
executive committee, Deforest S. Per- ;
kins, Fsrnsworth G. Marshall, Harry A. g »ge. W
Julia
Barnard and Chablottk 8. BarnAllen, L. E. Moulton, Dorothy Elliott,
ard, sole surviving executors of the estate
oi Julia C. Barnard.
and
Prof. G. D. Chase, University of
I
By O. P. Cunningham, their atty.
Maine.
Backspoxt, Maine, Oct. 29, 19:0.
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posed as a real estate correspondent and dean of the legislative
occasionally, to keep up appear- reporters, as his private secretary.
for the
ances, he would buy or sell a tin shanty and
Mr*. Arthur Snowman, with son Paul,
Joseph P. Stetson, aged seventy-four
lake more pains than was necessary to adwinter.
left Monday for her old borne in Franklin
years, president of tbeCaindeu national
Rev. W. U. Dunham, of Alexander, was 10 visit her mother, Mrs. Homer, before vertise the fact. One evening he happened bank, died Friday, Oct. 28.
He served as
to meet Capt. Brenchley at the Grand Hotel
in lowrn last week.
cashier of the bank from its institution in
joining tter husband, who is employed at in
Kimberley, owned by a Mr. Peterson. 1875 until three years ago when he w'as
P. W. Billington, of Ellsworth, visited
Malta wamkciig.
He made himself exceedingly affable to
his mother last week.
Dolly.
Oct. L2S.
promoted to the presidency.
the police captain, w'ho thought Solomon
Henrietta G., widow of James Swett
Amos Sinclair, of Northeast Harbor, was
was trying to get into his good graces by
WEST SUKEY.
in town one day last week.
Rowe, well known as an authoress, died t
being pol.t and affable.
She was
her home in Bangor Thursday.
Ernest Biaisdell is doing quite a busiSherman Beam moo and wife were at
After ordering champagne for all in the
born in East Corinth in 1835. Besides
ness this fall trapping skunks and racbar lkey Sol, as he was termed, began to
Cspt. a. C. Young’s last week.
contributions to papers and magacooua.
speak about shooting. He told Brenchley many
Conr.ua Clark i« home from Franklin,
she wrote several books, including
G. P. Clarke, of North Bend, called on that be had recently purchased a farm in zines,
wberv she has been visiting.
of the Hills and
of
county.
Uarence Lord has gone away
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Wednesday, Oct.
sixty-two years.
seawall.
One of the first big parcels of diamonds
Miliage Lyons, aged ten years, was shot
Mrs. Arno* Dotliver, who has been visit- to be
safely taken across the border and and instantly killed at Webster plantaing relatives tn Massachusetts, returned out of reach of the diamond act was tion Sunday by his younger step-sister,
home last w**k.
carried unwittingly across by the then Helen Cole, who pointed a 22-calibre rifle
Kz ki -l Jackson died Sunday night of chief of Kimberley, Capt. Brenchley. At at him in fun.
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stampeded down the hill and
overturned. Scotty obtained
the mail bags, but search as be would he
could find do trace of the registered parWhen a cold becomes a.
He then rode across tem u «»*
cel ol diamonds.
country to Kimberley and appeared that to core it, and the to* remedy to use i»
evening in his nsual haunts. He met the Chamberlain’*
lt *,U cure
coach next day, and when charged witb
and also leave*
the holdup proved an alibi.
Alter a
while he returned to Christiana and saw
the man be was in collusion with. Each
accused tbe other of bad (aitb. To settle
their quarrel they proceeded to the poatThe team

Ia Ik*_

Wiu.ua A. I*
■aakrapl
To Ik* Boa. Clare aa* Bol*. Jm4 p «f1k* Ob-

Order of Notice Thereoa.
Distuct or Maims sa.
On this 2Mh day of October, a. d. lilt, ns
reading the foregoi g petition, it is—
Ordered by tbe coart. that a bearing bn
Groceries.
bad upon the same on tbe Mb
of
Sloe, per b
066% December, a. d. 1M0, before said day
eoert
Rio,
16695 Vinegar, gal
906% at
in
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Portland,
at
ten
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06 o’clock
Mocha,
in
tbe forenoon; and that no90 Oatmeal, per b
20 tice thereof be
Java,
published ia tbe Ellsworth
(4
Tea—pert—
Buckwheat, pkg
American, a newspaper printed la sold dis<4 trict. and that all known
456% Graham,
Japan,
creditors, and other
0s
806% Rye mesl,
Oolong,
persons ia interest, may appear at the sold
Granulated mesl,6 < 9s
Sugar—per S—
time snd place, and show ennse, if any they
uranuUte.1, 06>4 §06 Oil—per gal—
have, why the prayer of said petitioner shonld
06
1 16 not be granted.
Tellow, C
Linseed,
06§1<
Kerosene,
Powdered,
And it is farther ordered by tbe court, that
I the clerk shall send by mail to all known
Molasses—per gsl
86
Havana,
creditors copies of said petition and tkle or90
Porto Rico,
der, addressed to them at their places of residence ss stated.
Meats and Provisions.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale*
Beef,t:
Pork, a.
of th* said Court, and tbe seal thereof,
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particularly simple and daring.
Hearing that a large paroei of diamonds Orange#, dos
awaited tbe coach at a certain hotel, Apples, pk
Sootty held np the manager in hit office Oottee—per b
waa

WORK REGINS.

Mr* l>aniel McKay U In Boston.
Luxie Gray is boms from East brook.
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The temptation, however, of making
ooop wee too gnat tor Ikey, and
Oleomargarine..
90@j*
ha returned again to Kimberley after a
■m.
few yean in Europe and waa convicted in
Fresh laid, per dos. 46
1886 of illicit diamond baying in Kim- Peal try.
Chickens..
berley and aentenoed to twelve yean hard
Fowl..If@15
labor. He died while serving hia sentence.
The most notorious character tbe ■ay.
Best loose,per ton..*.laeii
diamond Balds have produced, however, I
Baled.ia@l§
waa Scotty Smith.
Hia relationship to Straw.
Loom.Scotland, however, waa most remote,
10619
Baled.
»
Sootty having a distinct touch of the tar
Veptsktof.
brash.
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ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

nexed of ti e estate of
ELIZABETH M. BUNKER, late of said
NEW YORK CITY,
dece ised, and given bon Is as the law directs.
Not being a iesident of Maine the subscriber
nas appointed Luere B. Deasy,
of
Eden.
Main*-, wbo‘e postoffioe address is Bar Harhis agent for purposes specified in
t>< r. Me
43.
n-vised statutes chapter 66. section
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same lor settlement, and all indebted,
thereto are requested to make payment imWilliam Bunkbr.
mediately.
October 14, 1910.
faereoy giye notice that
rJ^HE subscribers
X they have been duly appointed executors
of the iast will and testament of
MARY L. BALCH. late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
iiond* as the law
directs.
All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Anna Maria Balcb.
Etta Ring Balch
Eden. October 22. 1910.

'|>HEhesubscriber
has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administhe estate of
MARY SMITH, late of BLUEHILL.
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Fork bat B. Snow.
Biuehill, Oct. 12, 1910.

X

trator of

subscriber
rpriK
1. she has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
DANIEL A. McKAY, late of EDEN,
-u the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
Kiven bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate of
•»aid deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Annie D. McKay.
Bar Harbor. Oct. 12,1910.
subscriber
rpi!E
JL he has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminiscU boniM non of the estate of
ELIZABETH B. JARVIS, late of ELLS-

trator

WORTH,
id
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are deaired to present the
for settlement, and all indebted tteieto
requested to make payment immediately.
Ellswo-th. Oct. 12, 1910. Hsniy M. Hall.

same

are

subscriber hereby fives notice that
has been duly appointed administraof the estate of
BOYD PRESCOTT FOSS, late of HANCOCK»
in toe county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All person*
oaving demands against the estate
-if
sail
deceased are desired to present
ne
-amtfor settlement, and all indebted
r«eie.«. are requested
to make payment imOturruo W. Foam.
HaliC ck, Oct. 12, 1910.
F.
rpH
he
i
tor
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doing a great deal to bring tbelr member* together socially. The only reason

that there are not more each

FI8H AND GAME.

or-

ganizations la the lack of some one to COMMISSIONER BRACKETT OUTtaka the lead. The cities hare so long
LINES HIS POLICY.
been drawing tbe best blood from some
rural communities that In many places INFORMATION TO M ON TAP
BOMB
there is precious little left to build
CHANGES IN TB1 LAVS
VNICB
conditions
tbe
With
changing
upon.
BN ADVOCATNB.
that are restoring tbe farm to a leadnational
life
there
in
our
ing place
V.
Social Life In the
[From Ow l MIIAH Am1.1
will be no lack of leaders, and the
Country.
time will come when every community
“Any information which tha pa Mir
will have its club or grange.
wanta is th^ra lor tha asking.''
Chairman Brackett, of tbe inland Bah
In the Mississippi valley states,
By €. V. QRJJGOIRY.
where Industrial co-operation baa ob- and game commission, was seated at his
tained a strong foothold, co-operative desk in the quarters of tbe depan men! at
ICopyrtcht, 1*10. by American Praia A*«o \ picnics are one of the principal divert at tbe Blaine house when be made that
elation. J
The occasion eras tha somealong. These are big affaire, including assertion.
socIa! life and amusements all the people for miles around. There what timid request of an elderly gentleof the country are essentially are speeches and amuse menu and plen- man regarding certain actions of its board
different from those In the
ty to eat. and every one goes home relative to sheet of water near hla home
In central Kennebec.
city. 1 have beard people aay happy.
“Is it possible for me to find oat?" he
A number or country towns ana ruthat there Is no such thing as social
ral communities bare a "field day” had asked, and line chairman leM him It
life In the country, hot Inquiry diswas not only possible, but that ha coaid
once or twice a year, which la In the
closed the fact that they never had
nature of a big picnic, at which ath- have tbe information at once. The facts
apeat much time In a modern, wide letic contests predominate.
were then supplied.
awake farm community. The founds
Mr.|Bracketl added “This It a pa Mm
Local Fourth of July celebrations
don of all social life la In the home. It glTe the country boys a chance to office, and the people are eatitled to know
is In the country that the home Is dework off their patriotism for a week In all about It. I propose, so far as la my
veloped to the highest extent, and it advance In helping to get things ready, power, to give them any facte desired.
necessarily follows that It Is In the and they enjoy the day a great deal My associates on tbs commlsaioa, Mr.
country that the strongest basis for s j more than they would a ready made Ring and Mr. Vilas, teal as I do in tha
healthy social life exists.
celebration In a big town, where all matter.
In the short period which the new chairThe social life of the so called “socl- ; they could do would be to stand on
ety” people of the city does not exist j the side lines and shout The best part man has boa in ofBca, ha has not, of
1
la the country, and It Is a blessing to
of these affairs Is that they develop course, been able to become perfectly fathe country that It does not Such a originality and Initiative on the part of miliar with all branches of tbe work. It
social life la unnatural. Social life Is
the young people It teaches them to can be said with certainty, however, that
primarily for amusement recreation I develop any latent ability for leader- while there will be no radical change la
and development Where Is the amuseship which they may possess. The boy the methods at this time, tha Matas comment or the recreation In the struggle
who can get together nine farmer boys mission of inland flab and gams will ha a
three-man board; each member will have
for social recognition by a clique
on Saturday afternoons and organise
whom a turn of the wheel of fortune them Into a ball team that can win an equal.voioe in ail matters, and nothing
has brought uppermost? Where la the
from the neighboring township la the will be.ldisposed of except upon vo*a of
development unless It be the develop- one who Is going to be able to do the members after a thorough lavesligament of heartaches on the part of the
things when be gets older. It la no tion of its merits. This ia the position
wife and poverty on the part of the small task to make an effective team which the new chairman has taken. He
will act on each routine mature as corns
husband? Such a society, where peoout of nine boys when eight of them
ple are measured by their money rath- want to pitch and the other couldn't to the ofBce; beyond that ha will seek
tbe council of his associates in everything.
er than by their true worth, la snobcmtcb a ball to aave his life.
“if tbe people of Maine had felt that a
bery rather than social life.
It is the farm boys of today who
Outside the “society” circles the sowill be foremost In the agricultural one-man board waa sufficient,” says ha,
cial Ilfs of the city consists largely of communities of tomorrow. One of the “the legislature would hare mads tte law
amusements—Coney Island and Its Imi- most Important of the social factora that way; but it provided for thru numwithout
tators, theaters and public dances.
affecting farm life la a boys' club. bers. Such being tbe situation, 1,
Some of these things are all right In
Nebraska has a well developed sys- dodging responsibility in tha least, shall
their way. They furnish amusement
tem of boys' and girls' corn dubs. endeavor to act in conjunction with my
and recreation. But they do not furThere are a few In Iowa and Illinois, associates. If they vote me down on a
nish development
and more are being organised. The proposition, well and good, I shall carry
Here is where the greet advantage
members of these dobs each have out their wishes as faithfully as though
of country social life comes In. It Is
By so dotheir plot of corn. They meet sround the vote were the other way.
not furnished ready made to those who from place to place, get better ac- ing, and so only, can a united commission
be mainuined, and it ia only with such
have the price. Social diversions In
quainted with one another and study
the country are made to order. That corn growing. Often an experienced unity that tbe beet resulu can he obIs the reason why some psople do not corn grower meets with them and tained.”
lboal quvrtom.
like them, and that la why a person
gives them some practical lessons. In
who once really gets Into the spirit of
cases
clubs
are
under
the
tbe
new flab and gadle commissome
these
Already
country social life Is never afterward supervision of the agricultural college, sion has ukan an important tUp. It look

FARM"|

THE

which sends out letters of Instruction
to the boys every two weeks or so. In
the winter a corn contest is held at

sucb communities that contribute most
largely to the townward flow of population. With the general waking up of
the farming districts to coming a
In some
broadening of social life.
places the local church to the soda!
center, bat too often there are some
members who consider so harmless a
thing as an ice cream supper to help
Aa a result
pay the preacher a sin.
the Importance of the church aa a social factor to not what It should be.
The most Important centers of social
life In the country are farmers’ organisations of various kinds.
Probably
the most Important of thsas. becanas
the most extensive, to the grange. The
grange baa been In existence for forty-foe r yean and nnmben at present
more than 1,000.000 members. In those
communities where It has obtained a
strong hold It to very effective In bringing the people together. In the oldet
states a grange neighborhood can be
told by the looks of the farms and

buildings.
The plan of the local grange to to
hold meetings at regular Intervals
usually once a weak in tbs winter am
sometimes as Infrequently aa once a
month In the summer. Generally these
meetings are held at tbs home of one
of the members. The whole family belongs. As a rule, than to a literary
program In connection with the mast-

ing, where the boys and girls loam to
talk la public. Part of the program to
devoted to agricultural topics, as one
of the objects of the grange to educaTbsre to always
tion fas farming.
•uough amusement mixed In, however, to keep the children Interested.
In the winter the meetings begin In
the afternoon, and the men look over
the stock and talk over their problems
wkb tbs children play and the woman
“stott"
In addition to tbs grange, there art
local farmers' dubs that art

assay

waa

agricultural college, some or me
counties hare local contests. There ing information concerning a certain aucare prizes for the best corn and for the tion of tbe game laws. This letter railed
best com Judging. Often the boys who e point that was new to them. Tbe memdo tbe best work nt the local contests bers bad views on this, but they wanted
hare their expenses paid to the state to be sun tbe information they gave wee
contest at the
college correct.
“We will submit the question to the
81mliar contests In cooking and sawsaid
tug are held for the girls. Work of sttoroey-genersl’s
department,”
this kind is an Inspiration to the boyi they.
and girls They begin to aee some of
It waa done. Attorney-General Philbrook considered, the matter and gave a
the real enjoyment of farm life.
This work Is being extended to the decision. The men who wanted to know
boys of the cities by means of summer got his answer, and it had the stamp ot
camps, where the boys are taken for a the attorney-general's office on it. This
vacation, at tbe same time getting In- carried weight.
“1 am not a lawyer,” said Chairman
struction and object lessons In agriculture. Many a boy who otherwise Brackett, speaking of the incident, “but
would have spent hla life In town were I, this would be my attitude in all
working for somebody else Is thus questions of law. The attorney-general'a
started on the way to become an Inde- office waa created for this purpose. He is
the Mate's legal adviser, and tbs statutes
pendent farmer.
Another big factor In rural social life provide that he shall answer such legal
la the country literary society. This questions aa other State officials shall put
reaches more people than a grange or to him. That, It seems to me, means that
a club can reach. Its disadvantage la tbs head of any department, whether lawthat the membership la so large that yer or not, shall seek the advice of the
only a few can appear on the pro- attorney-general before deciding any matgrams. But a great many can listen, ter in which a legal point la involved.
and they eagerly avail themselves of The other commissioners feel as I do, and
the opportunity. The country literary we shall follow this course.”
It is obvious that in the course of a
society when rightly managed combines both the social and tbs educa- year many questions of a legal nature
tional features and is a great uplift to moat be propounded to this commission.
It is equally obvious that under the
tbe community.
Along with these other social factors statute of 1910, which created the office of
come the local lecture courses.
Tbs aasistant-attorney-general and provided
talent Is not always the best but usu- that he most give hie entire time to the
ally It la surprisingly good. Then there State’s work, and farther provided that
are Ice cream suppers, picnics and the department should attend to all legal
fishing excursions in the summer and matters for the State, the attorney-general
oyster suppers In tbs winter. The wo- is the proper State official to pass on all
men often have a ladles' aid society, such questions. This being the situation,
where they can meet and aew and visit it seems certain the attitude ttriTimnl by
to their hearts’ content The men have the new commission must meet the
a fraternal order or two, where they approvnl of all who have the welfare of
can get together on Saturday evening. Maine's lab and game at heart.
sou PUB PRY.
Daring the last few yean the T. If. C.
A. has been extending to the country
Whan asked if then would be any
and doing a great deal of good work. division of the labor
among the members,
Often clubrooma and a gymnasium such as one
looking after the hatcheries
are established, where the neighborexclusively, Chairman Brackett said that
hood boys can meet and try their ath- this had not
yet been discussed. Bo tar as
letic skill. Where such rooms havs he waa concerned ha
would be satiated
taken the place of the grocery store aa with
any arrangement of the work which
an evening meeting place for tbe boys his
companions deeired. Be had the utand young men there la a noticeable most confidence in them and in
their
improvement in the community.
ability. Whatever they fait was beat for
Daring vacations, when the young the Interests which they all wished to
people are home from school, thers la advance, would be acceptable to him.
no lack of social diversions that ap“I have mate a study of the subject of
peal especially to them. Then la Juat flab culture,” ha said. “It is of the
as much culture among these modern greatest
importance to Mains. In many
young people of tbe country aa than ways, perhaps, it la ot non ootwaqusncs
la among the same classes in the city that the
big gams. No, I ant not underand much non wbols hartadnaaa.
estimating the value of our dear and
The country dances and parties an mooes to the
State, for 1 think I appreciwall conducted affairs and the occa- ate it aa much as
ray man, bat I also
sion of much harmless fan. An occa- know what
good flaking manna to aa.
sions! trip to town to attend the thea- In
my opinion, and in this experts agree,
ter by way of tbs trolley Una or in au- WS can
profit by a change in the method
tomobiles or In a big sleigh gives vari- of
handling our sal most and trout.
ety to the amusements.
“For a number ot years our aim has
Taking all these factors together, the bean to rates flah to the aga of a year or
social Ilfs found In tbs moot highly more. To do this wo have been obliged to
developed country communities Is su- keep them in leading ponds. By the
perior In almost every way to that time they reach the flngerting Bile the
found in the ettiaa. Tbe development I number which era be eared for in these
of this wholesome social Ilfs and Its ponds is comparatively small. This moat
more general extension throughout the ha taken into consideration whan hatchcountry will be Important factors In ing try. By distributing mors flsh when
turning the tide of population teunlry- smelter, at the stage known aa ‘advancad
ward.
try', many mors eggs era ha handled and
toe

agricultural

In too many
inanities, tt to true.
places each family to content to live
by ltaelf, with as little Intercourse as
It to
possible with the neighbors.

three hours Md. This
step cannot fail to meet tha approval of
all. On the day tha new board mat and
organised, it foand before it a letter askit before it

A TALENTED WRITER

WALTHAM.
Am Dolby aad wilt visited friends la
EUasrortb Sunday.
Samuel John, ol Haw York, la r lotting
bis slater, Mrs. MU ton Haalem.

—

—

satisfied with social affairs In which
he cannot have an active part
The social possibilities of the country
are not taken advantage of In all com-

COUNTY NEWS

tta uata af By atallaMa la* machine
Main* iilai will ta ftaatly lacmastd.
“It hub «ary atra to talk a boot tap
la* all tab aatU ttay ban waibri tta
yaartiaf da—. Bs—e Bdfhnrtttaa —atM
I to advisability of It. Ttay ay ttat, coal

Praises
Parma

dimrlbaUaf ttaa when ttay baa martod
tta *nd»Band try’ Ma—.
Tba moving picture* given by Mr.
“flab tap* aatil ttay am a yaar old boUndall war* wall attended.
deto
be
tom betas ralaaad bam frown
W. B. Jordan aad daughter Marlon *i*
pendent a atari- Ttay do aot know
vlaltimr ralativm la Bar Harbor.
bow to baa tor food a to protect ttomQilmot* WiasraU ha* movad bis family
atma; ttay am loam. Piab of I hie kind
■apart aaa— to toad t hem a mfular into tba boats ol Byron Jordan.
tnlerrato. Thte to aa aa adranta—.
Mrs. Harman Jordan, who has been
‘Advanced By' am Bab that ham Warned
qalts Ul ot toBsilitls, Is Improving.

unarmed a ttat a—, their natural
ttanweleea aad ttay Baat
toad a aooa a re leaned ta tta watam a
At tta wme time them
the •(■all stream*
inetlnou aaa them ta hide aad avoid
daafar. Yoa yearllaf. talaf aad to
am aad altealloa. to naadkwppad la tta!
ta baa tom tta tatafat tood-aaatlaf aplrit,
aad talaf la a waa ume. ta dam aid
avoid daa—r a modily aad tolls aa easy
toaaa of
II to
pray to laifar Bab.
this that mom aatbartttoo ay that the
baat ttaa to riltat Bab to at tta ■adraaead
fry’ ata— I am tad af tta yarttaf.
“My tdaa, aad what 1 •ball eadavor
to fH tta raaalaakm to do, to to plaat
aom of than ’advanced By’, bat I am aad
of mtooalaf ttaa Ir tta take# aad poada
proper, pal them into tta headwater* of
ttaa rnmaia which amply lata tta poada.
This would eliminate to a frill attest tta
daafar of fry talaf talea by txo Bah, w
tta Bab a ttaa taadwatem i’ll to mom
nearly like that of tta try. Coaaeq neatly
torn I tableau try to>al them
By matterinf tta try well ta Itoa lomll brook*. elcel leal malts caa ta obtataed.
“I do am wish to ta underwood ttat
our ptaa of kmp*af tab la oar feed! of
If Is. Wi will
poode la am a larmes
But we
doabttoam baud mom poada.
■am enry year liberate la oar little
to at.

mill tone

mom

troat

Mrs. Clara Bald, who ha* bean In town
weeks, hae rriaraad to bar boo*

!

ID

|!

William Jordan aad kit friend from
MaaaachaaatU shot two dear Friday near

Henry Bralry, who has bean at home
day* moving, returned to tbs
woods Sanday.

HU B. M. TtNMBY.

aavwtal

Hit, K. H. Ttamjr, story writer.
Uk K. If»eT»St^8so Antonio,flex..
writes:
“Daring U01I suffered from nasal
catarrh, which various other remedlee failed to relieve.
“Bis bottles of Parana, which I
took, entirely cared me, the catarrh
disappearing and never returning
“I therefore
(cheerfully reeom
mend Pernna to Ml similarly afflicti ed.”

Mr*. Loots* Moore, who has bean vistt|
lag relative* hare, baa returned to bar
|
l home at Nlcotta.
of
aad
Jordaa
Ellsworth,
wits,
I
Ralph
are eiaitiag Mr. Jordan's parents, B. F.
i
Jordaa sad wits.
Mr*. Osorge Stanley, of Brewer, l* with
bar parents, Aldan K. Haalem and wife,
for tba winter
Vernon Haalem. after spending hi* eacatloa bare, baa returned to Vermont, where
ha la attending the I'nieereity of Varmoot

|
1

1
1

,J

Kn. Kiln Nagle, 414 4th street, Qseea

madlml school.

Bay, Via, writ—i
oarer aav.

may appose.
*oa ma ream aaa.

"Perhaps

»—•
“To aa It done not aaaa lair a eqalia bln ttat a farmer who to damtfed to
tta extant of |100 a fUO by daar caa fM
bat fib from tta HUta. It to an fair to him
Jam a it would to nntalr lo tta Mala to
five a man wb<had been Injured only flO
tta full amoanl of f7S- It should ta equitable. Tta man eboetd fat fall raise tar
da mac*."

Sullivan.

Webb's brook.

ttaa baa

ao qnemioa
to more often
naked ttaa what we propone to to do for
tta lermen It la any eooufh to ay
what into ta done tar them, bat It mam
ta rvm.labored, always, ttat tta tofto
latum ban lta>ay of what caa ta dooa.
Personally, I aa ay that, with tta conceal of tta mm of tta communion, I ehall
ham a MU introdaead at aa early date ta
tta laftelalam of t*ll repeeliaf last motion of tta law which aakw tta mcilaua amoanl which a farmer can mcelm
from ilanm— to hta crops by dar fib, aad
make tta emoant equal ta tta faU dam-

Remedy

several

bare oar cnmom, if we n iU bmp tta apply food, aad It caa ha doas with much
Im addttioMl vipMMi than tbc ntml
madw

Catarrh

Basal* sad from Jordan, who are attending school at Bwcksport, art home for tba
wank-aad.

tnallacta aaaart

mmsaw

as a

I

“I baw often heard Parana praised
mad It la more widely known here than
any other medicine, bat I never knew
whet a splendid medic Ins II really wet
nattl a few waaka ago whan I caught
a bad cold which settled all over me

Tba funeral of Austin Eugene, son of
B. F. Jordan aad wit*, waa held at tbs
bom* Saturday, Oct. 22, Reet P. A. A.
Killam, of Ellsworth, officiating.
Austin eras an unusually bright boy,
loved by all bis schoolmate*, aa was testibad Us tba beautiful flowers glean by tba in
aad other friend*. It was a aad blow to
bis parents, who will misa bis bright
Tba
young fae* from tba bom* circle.
family baa tba sympathy of all.
Oct tl.
H.

“Tb# doctor wanted to prcacrlhs, bat
I told him I was going to try Perno*
and scat tor a bottle and triad It.
“I felt much bettor the next morning
aad within Bra days 1 bad not a tre e
of any liman**# or any cough.

_

am
W. W. Tib baits want to Clifton Thursday to gat Mim Addle Orcutt to work for
kia daughter, Sadie Moore.
Mr.
bare

mo red

|

family, of Hancock,
into tbe bourn vacated by

Young

and

Parana,

Mra. AbtMe Parrott, who baa moved to
KUaworth.

I

Pnntnt a Tan&an i—Soma paopi* prefer to toko tablets, rather than to taka
medietas In a Bold form. Bach people
can obtain Parana tablets, which
repreaeat the aoltd medicine! Ingredient* at

of regret that be la not available for nest
term. A previous engagement elsewhere
prevents.
Uly and Lata Billings, daegbter* >1
Willis Billings,taft Sunday for Haaco-k
to spend the winter with Miss Nellie
Hutchins.
Oct. SI.
B.

Han lord Ortndie baa finished his Job in
Bangor and retaraad borne last Haturday,
accompanied by Mra. Ortndie, who baa
bean in tka city several weeks.

Many hunter* aad rial ton ware la Iowa
Monday One party from Bangor,
who wan geests of Willis Halt*bury and
wile, of ike MartavtUe road, took home a
onr

_

8ns buck.

Many

BAR HARBOR.

making impronmcnU in
aad around their homes. Arden Young in
bating bin back kitchen Bniabad and a
Baa wall dag at tbe door, which will bring
hen

Bncksport seminary football team defeated Bar Harbor high at Bar Harbor

an

Boors, S-0.
On Htrout has purchased of Charles 11.
There ie another matter which Chair- water into tka house.
Ptnao, the Id at tb* corner of Mam and
mao Brackett fee la should be corrected.
Oeorgs Black hue recently returned Second Booth streets, and will build a
It ie the matter of protecting trout from a visit to his net in
town, Cha- j Urge livery etabte. He has also bought of
etmuma. He aujre the prueenl limiteliooe
tiaa, aad other places along the route. Mr. Piiwo the lot next south on Mam
of the catch of brook trout am unfair. | Mr. Black
says there ban been some street and t b* bona* thereon, which has
The limit tpr three etreama ietbeesmeae wondrous
been used for a number of seasons pest as
changes since be waa a boy.
for the leke—twenty-flve pound# per pera lodging bouse for
the waiters of the
Miaell. Warren waa much gratified by !
son n da;, referring of count to the genhotel.
Mr. Btrout's livery
aborting aa angle last Hud day morn- { Louisborg
eral law of the Bute.
•table on Ledgetewn avenue we* burned
Hka let her thoroughbred pallet*
“A man,” any# he, “can catch ITSorJOO tag.
a few weeks ago. HU new sUbie will be
brook trout in # day, and #tUl not mock oat surliar than usual, aad white Mim j
Warren was breakfasting, the beard an I larger end more modern than Use oid one.
the limit.”
Tb* aaw building will be SOxUO (eel, with
He claim# that it i# wasteful for aay outcry from tbe Bock, aad raa with bar
accommodations for abaat-aUty-karev1
man to make three calc be# of UO to M m J«a» la flaw to meal tka eagle with a
Hah a day, yet it i# done every aeaeon, a# ballot aa It swooped down among tbe
BUCKBPORT.
item after item in the paper# prove, la pullets.
Burns Bros., of Bangor, have leased
Oct. SI.
Da via.
hie opinion any man ought to ha mtltfied
| ball of tb* Jobs Buck
store, formerly ocwith a catch of fifty brook trout in one
KHANKUN.
cupied by Mrs. KUU Buck. A partition
day, and be will advocate a general law
Mrs.
Mrs. U T. Banker wan la Bea*or last dividing tb* store has bean built.
covering the brook# and atmarne of lb#
Bock will cool Inns bar business is the
State, limiting the catch of brook trout to week.
eastern half.
Sterna Bros, will open s
fifty per penon in oae day. Thia would
Mrs. Lens BlaiadeU was la KUsworta clothing and furnishing goods store.
not a Beet the pound limit.
last wash.
“A law Of thia kind," eald Chairman
To stay in successful business nonMias Clara Uavttt la epaadia* lbs waak
Brackett, “would protect the cull la Baa*or.
days, one must aUy la the advertising
etreama of the State and the termer#’ trout
■eld.
Jaana N. Dwells;, a war vstsraa, la vary
stmama near home. Them an in Maine,
Hi at bis boon.
at a coneervative eetiiaate, 1,000 etreama
J. W. BlaiadeU la loadla* a ear with
when, in good flaking, a man can get 100
to 100 flab In ■ single day. Snch dialna aa starve tor Vsnaoal.
that an reepoaelbie for the diaappaarance
Mrs. Die mine BlaiadeU. wbo had aa Ul
of brook trout in Maine.
torn laat waak, la better.
Pate Hair oa Year Had aad K«i»
“Bat after all," continued Mr. Brackett,
Dr. 8. B. Da Back is anaiaad to his room
|
“tbeae am but my idaaa, and the other with aa
It There
attack of anlarta.
mem ham of the eommlaaion may not agree
Mu or women, no matter how old
Thoona Maaoabar waa down boot you
with me. It they do not, I shall accept
are, Parisian Mage, the uuequaled
Charleston to epead Sunday.
hair Tonic, will make you look
their deciaion."
Mrs. H. F. OoUlaa aad daa*hlar Vir- younger.
Wb; not go to G. A. Parch*fi and
*inia left for Bar Harbor Monday.
Had • Prison Record.
get a generous-sized bottle to-day? It
‘The
Passion Play at
A badgering lawyer eras trying to bnlly
—imuirpii' only eoata SO cents, and your money
a modest witness.
Scowling st lbs moist- la billed lor this waak, la a sense of am- i back II it does not cure dandruff, stop
la* pictures at tha town hall.
eyed man, be snapped oat:
falling hair, or itching scalp. It will
“Beer been in prison, sirT”
Tha crammer aad primary erbools la make Mur hair lusunaat, bright and
Tbs witness did not answer.
diatrid 2 dosed laat weak lor a abort va- beautiful, and it ia the most refreshhair
“Corns, now; speak op, prisoner, no ntioa. Mr. Thoraa, of tbs grammar ing, pleasant and invigorating the
dressing made. The girl with
concealment!
Have you seer been in trade, waa much
aad
It
to a matter Auburn hair on every bottle.
liked,
prison T”
“Yes, sir. once,” answered tbs witness,
looking straight at the door.
“Yes, I thought to. When were yoa In
prison! Tell the truth.'’
STOPS rALLING HAM
AN ELEGANT
“About (arty years ago.”
DESTROYS DANDRUTT
“What prisonT SingSingT”
MAKES HAIR
The witness hesitated.
PBOTaCT TBOIT XIUU

Saturday.

PARISIAN SAGE

I

|

I

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

DRESSING
GROW

“Corns, own up now, no dodgingT”
lersamid the lawyer. “Now, what prison
were yoa in sirT”
44
In——in—”
“Don’t stammer so, sir! Cat with it!
Clive the name of the priaon you warn in!”
“in—in Andareon rille, sirT”
There was a moment’s painful panes.
Then the lawyer, who was an old soldier,
pat his hand to his forehead as it a pistol
ihot had struck him, while tears came to
his eyes. Then, Jumping forward, he
clasped his arms around the witness' neck
and critd:
“My God! I was there myealf!”
A contemporary, la an obituary notice
of a friend, says: “Me was all that those
who know him beet could wish. Bs left
behind him a biassed memory and seven
thousand dollars in government bonds.”
What better obituary could a sun have
than lhatT

Aik your doctor if there it anythin* fatfariottt here.
Aik Mb ako If there k not gimfc-T merit here.

oe«

n^fiolgrjhe Hair

